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FOREWORD 
At the present time the aircraft industry j.s undergoing 
rapid expansion and a relatively large number of new men are 
working in the aircraft -cooling field. The amount of train-
in~ that man:T of these men have had in the general field of 
heat transfer and particularly in the speciali~ed field of 
heat transfer in connection with aircraft is necessarily 
rather limited . Some of them are consequently confronted 
with the problem not only of becoming oriented in the field 
of heat transfer but also of t r ying to read, assimilate, and 
evaluate in a lim1.ted time the large number of reports tha t 
have been ::.)Ublished on the design, selection, and installa-
tion of aircraft heat exchangers . 
Realizing that the above conditions existed, the Bureau 
of Aeronautics reques J.:;ec1. trw NatJ.onal Advisory· Committee for 
Aeronautics to prepare a report summarizing present knmvlec1ge 
~egarding heat exchangers as applied to aircraft. 
Tbe 0.1.1. t -101'S of the pre sent report be lieve that the prob-
l em can be ullevia t ed by use, as a textbook, of a re~ort in 
which the present knowledge about the elements of design, se-
.lection, and insta llation is summarized . The authors also 
believe that men exporienced in the field can use as a refer-
ence book a report in which the pertinent data, which have 
been publi~hed ln man r separate papers, are collected . They 
hope that the prosent report can fill both these nSGds; that 
it will ~e found useful both as a textbook and as a reterence 
book. 
It is not. intended that this report entirely take the 
place of stendard texts on heat transfer. wlich give thorough 
trea~mentf, of heat transfer in genera l. It is. neither neces-
sary nor desirable to include in the present report a detailed 
trea tment of the mechanism of fluid 1'10\1, and of hoo t transfer. 
For such a treatment, including a discussion of turbul ent 
boundary layers. analogies between heat transfor and fluid 
friction, and so forth) reference 1 is recorr~ended . . 
Inasmuch as a f.,reat deal of research is being done on 
the subjects covere~.by the present report, r evision will 
probably bE: de sirable i'l"om tUne to time . The authors 1-1ill 
welcome COlnments and suggestions for improvements in presen-
tation and scope of the material included ln the report. 
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NA',I'Io~rAL ADV ISORY Cm,lM I TTEE FOR AEHONfl.UTICS 
i,DV'Anc'S RESTRIC1F:D REPORT 
DESIGN, SELECTION , AND INST.h.LLATION OF AIRCRAFT 
HEAT EXCHAlJGERS 
By GeorGe P . \'Jood ar..d Haul' i ce J . Bre voort 
A survey of the subject of aircraft heat exchangers is 
given in t he present r epor t . The report is divided i nto 
three main parts . PHrt I , ent4.tled UDesign,1I pre sents the 
fundamental relations f 'or cal culating beat - transfer rate and 
pressure loss in heat ex.chcmgers .• numerica l data for use in 
applylnB these relations to varIous designs , energy-balance 
equations for fluid flow, methods of calculating the power 
cost of heat exchangers, and a discussIon o f the ~pDlication 
of the foregOing ma terial to t he des i en of hea t exchrngers . 
Part:; II, entitled " Selection , 11 d. i~'cusses tile s election of 
the pxternal dimensions of coolant radiators , ~ir inter-
cool e rs, oil c~olers, and engine fins. Pert III, entitled 
II Installation , II cons::'de r s tr:e ploblems of :'nstall:i.ng heat 
exchangers in aircraft; namely , the design of engine cowlings, 
wIng entr anees, scoops , exits, anc ducts . Appendixes give 
the physical propertIes of air , the properties of' standard 
atmosphere as deJ. :tned by tbe Navy , the Arny , and the NACA; 
and an i'11pact- p:eessure cbart . 
IN'TRODUCT ION 
A short time ago tho power produced b;'T the power plants 
of airplanes was SMall and th~ altitude of 'operation of air-
planes wa s low . On a c count of the small engine p ower, the 
inefficiency with which that power as developed, and the 
fact that long range TIUS not r equired of airplanes, the effi -
ciency wi th wbich cooling was obtained was a r e latively 
unimportant consideration . On account of the low altitudes 
of operation, the cooling problem was not a dIfficult one, 
Heat 6xchangers were usually sele c ted to have as small a 
volume as possible and still be ab l e to filnction on the 
&vailable pressure drop . 
2 
Efforts are being dir Acted currently toward increasing 
the range of bombers and cargo D il ·planes . I).'}' e need for 
greater r ange and carrying capactty and the large engine 
powers that are used today [lake it im':)ortant that cooling be 
obtained efficiently . The high altitudes at which present-
day airplane s oper'a te also rilake U.s coo ling problen ;nore 
diffi cult tLan it forner l y was . 
The efficiency and the cooling capacity of heat exchangers 
gener a lly can be increased by: (1) improving the design of 
the elements of whi ch they ~re constructed , (2 ) selecting 
better proportions for their external d i mensions , and (3) im-
proving their in3tallation in the e irD_ane . Tho present re -
port is therefore divided into three mdin parts: I - Design; 
II - Se lec tion; and lIT. - Instcl.llatlo:'1 . Part I is an attempt 
to treat in simple terDs t he ~unda~'entRl relations by which 
hea t - t r ansfer rate , pres sure drop ; aDd power consumpt :i.on in 
heat exchanGers are co.leulated. It 8.1so contains a resume .... 
of the experimental datE. o~ the heat - transfer and pressure-
drop characteristlc s of ma1l7 des:l.bns . Part II t r eats methods 
of selecting the Externa l dimensions of heat exchangers of a 
given design . Part III is a considerat i on of the problems 
of deslgn of' the uir entr i es , ducts , and exits that o.re asso -
cjated with heat exchange r s . 
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SYMi30LS 
cross -s ectio~a l area oE fluid passage , square fee t 
open frontal aren of heat exchanger , sq are feet 
projected frontal areu of scoop , square feet 
speed of sound , feet per second 
guide - vane r.hnrd , feet 
s pe cific heat of fluid at constant pressure , Btu 
per pound per OF 
specific heat of fluid at constant volnme , Btu per 
pOHnd pel' OF 
cons tnnt in definitions af generalized radiator 
variables , foot-pounds per second per cubic foot 
of open radiator vo l ume' 
~----~---------------~----
ratio of drag coefficient to lift coefficient of 
airplane 
drag coefficient of scoop, based on ,rojected 
frontal area 
C11 02, 03' C4 numerical constants ' 
D hydraul ic diameter of passage, feet 
diameter or width of duct , feet 
D 
f 
f' 
-'R 
g 
1'1 
hS 
H 
II 
t.II 
drag , pounds 
fin effectiveness , dimensionless 
fri ction factor, dimensionless 
ratio of cross-sectional areas of passages, 
dimensionless 
ratio of open to total frontal area of radiator 
mcchan:5.cal energy lost per unit weight of fluid 
because of friction, foot - pounds per pound 
acceleration due to gravity , feet per second per 
second 
coefficient of hea t transfer , Btu per second per 
square fuo t per OF 
coeffic:Lent of hect transfer based on ~Ta, Btu 
per second per square foot per OF 
coefficient o f beat transfer baseo on 6Ti' Btu 
per second per square foot pe~ OF 
local coefficient of heat transfer at dS, Btu 
per second per squar e foot per OF 
over - all coefficient of beat transfer between two 
fluids , Btu per secohd per sqlare foot per OF 
loca l c oeffic ient of heat transfer at x, Btu per 
second per square foot per OF 
rate of heat transfer , Bt~ per second 
~otal pressure , pounds per square foot 
loss in total pressure , pounds per square foot 
4 
J 
k 
k 
L 
Ln 
m 
M 
n 
P 
Palt 
PSO , OOO 
~echanical equIvalent of hea t (778 foo t - pounds 
per Btu ) 
loss coefficient for &lCt , diffuser , corner , and . 
so forth (l\E/q) 
thermal conduc tivity of fluid , Btu per s e cond pe r 
square foo t ocr of per foo t 
thermal c~ndu c tivi ty of metal, Bt u per s econd per 
squa re foot pe r OF pe r foo t 
(pPPOA') pressure coefficient ~
consta~ts in definitions of genera l ized radia t or 
variab l es 
exponent in equation (5 ) 
length of f l u id passage , feet 
lengt h of cool ing - air passage , fee t 
length of eneine - air passage , feet 
lengt h of intercoo l er in no - f l ow direction, feet 
expone~t ~n equation (5) 
center-to - center tube spacing norma l to direction 
of air rlo~ , fHet 
center - to-center tube spacing para llel to di r ection 
of a r flow , foet 
Mach number 
number of tubes 
static preS3ure , pounds per square foot 
ratio of pressure rise across blower at altitude 
to pressure rise across blower at 5D , 000 fee t 
static- pressure drop of cooling air , pounds per 
square foot 
static - pressure drop due to friction , pounds per 
square foot 
• ..J 
lIpm 
p 
;j p 
: ') C I 
~ 
Ps 
Pt 
Pw 
~alt 
::' 50,000 
q 
Q 
Qc 
Qe 
rb 
R 
R 
R 
Rd 
Ru 
I . s 
s 
I 
. 
s 
static - rressure drop due to r.J.omentum increase, 
pounds per square foot 
5 
net power cost of cooling , foot-pounds per second 
.ower for pumping cooling air, foot-pounds per 
second 
power for overconing scoop drag, foot-pounds per 
second 
total Dower cost of heat exchangor, foot-pounds 
per second 
power cost of t ransporting weight of heat exchange~ 
foot-pounds uer second 
ratio of power cost of blower at altitude to power 
cost of blower ~ t 50 , 000 feet 
dynamtc pressure , pounds per square foot 
volume rate of flow , cubic feet p er second 
volume rate of flow of cooling a~r, cubic feet 
per socond 
volume rate of flow of engine air, cubic feet per 
second 
radius from center of cylinder to root of fin , 
feet 
Reyno l ds nur:lber , dimensi::mless (R PVD/ /J.) 
gas constant in pv::: ET 
radius of curvature of duct , feet 
radius of curvatur e at diffuser exit, feet 
radius of curvature at di.ffuser entrance, feet 
fin spacing, feet 
guide - vane spaci.ng 01" gap, feet 
surface area for heat transfer , square feet 
6 
t 
T 
u 
v 
v 
v 
a r ea of cylinder wal l, square feet 
area of un.fiIlned part of heat - transfer surfa c e , 
square feet 
a r ea of fin surface , square feet 
surface area for heat t r ansfer between t wo fluids , 
square .feet 
fin thickness, feBt 
wall thickness , feet 
temnerature 0.1." 
. , 
tempe r&ture of co ld fluid, 
temperature o f fluid , 0p 
temperature of 1 "J t fl'lJ.id , 
temperature of wall , of 
temperature difference , of 
of 
oF' 
mean temperature difference ; logarithmic - mean 
temperature difference , of 
ar i tbmet ic - mean tempera tur·e difference , of 
rise in tenpcra t~ure of cold fluid , of 
temperature difference between fin and fluid , of 
temperatur e difference betve en direct su~face and 
fluid of , 
drop in teMpe rature of hot fluid , of 
internal or intrinsic energy per unit weight of 
fluid , Btu per pound 
volume of heat exchaneer , cubic feet 
open volume of heat exclwnger , cubic feet 
.specific volume of gas , cubic feet per pound (l/gP ) 
speed of fluid , teet per second 
w 
VI 
Wh 
x 
y 
'Y) 
'Y) 
8 
sneed of air at minimur:1 cross section of tube 
bank} feet per second 
f1 1 widtrJ. , feot 
weight rate of flow of fluid, pounds per second 
weight rate of flow of cooling air, pounds per 
second 
weight ra t e of flow of engIne air, pOl1nds per 
second 
weight rate of flov of hot fluid, pounds per 
second 
total mechanica l ~ork done by unit weight of 
fluid , foot - pounds por pound 
rate at which mechanipal energy is recoverable 
fran heat ir:put , foot-pounds per second 
duct height , feet 
7 
net external Me clwni cal work done on un1 t we 19ht . 
of fluid, foot - pounds per poun6 
distance from tube entrance of cross section at 
wlLch hx is measured, feet 
ratio of specific heats (cp/cv ) 
factor t6 account for weight of h .at-exchanger 
mounting , dimensionless 
mean tenperature difference between hot fluid and 
cold fluid divided by inlet ternpera'Cure 
difference , dimensionless 
rise in temperature of cold fluid divided by 
inlet te~perature dif~erence , dimensionless 
efficiency of diffuser , c.imensionless 
effi c iency of supercharger , dimensionless 
one - hR.lf the included angle of expansion of 
diffuser , degrees 
8 
e 
p 
cr 
Subscripts : 
angle through ;I\jhich air is defl ected by duc t 
corner , degrees 
coeffi cient of viscosity of fluid , slues per 
foot-sec()nd 
drop in temperature of hot fluid divided by inlet 
temperature difference , dimensionless 
mass density of fluid , slugs per cubic foot 
density of radiator based on open volume , pounds 
per cubic foot 
ratio of densi ty at a1titude to density at sea 
level, dinensionless 
dimensionless group for c0rrelating l aminar - flow 
heat - transfer coefficients , figure 5 
( prandtl numb e r x . ReynOlds number x t) 
1 , 2 two fluids in a heat exchanger 
0, 1, 2 , 3 stations shovm in figure 17 
i inlet 
o outle t 
A superscr ipt bar indicate3 a mean value , and a pr ime indi cate s 
a generalized variab l e . Symbo ls in equations and figures 
taken from references h ave bee~ changed throughout to the 
notation of the present paDer . 
I - DES I GN 
Every design of heat exchanger can be visualized as an 
arrangement of tubes . Conventional coolant radiators and 
oil c oo lers are composed of bu ndles of circular tubes through 
which the coo l ing air flows and over which the liquid f l ows . 
Some intercoo l er3 are llkev1ise composed of' bund les of' circu-
lar tubes . Others arc made up of flat plates as dividing 
surfaces betwee~ the t wo fluids , with indirect coo ling sur-
f'aces attached . The a:ir f'lows through passages that ii,ay be 
considered tubes . The passages hat are formed by the cylin-
der walls, the f!ns J a nd t he baff'les of' an air-cooled engi~e 
may likewis e be thought of as tubes . 
In the design of a heat exchanger , it is desirable that 
the heat - transfer and the pressure - drop characteristics of 
the elements or tubes be kno0n . Part I i s concerned wi th 
the factors that influence these characteristics; namely, 
the dimensions , the shape , the spacing , and the h~rangement 
of the tubes, and the velocity and the physical properties 
of the flu .id . 
The flow of f'luids through the tubes or passages can in 
general be characterized as laminar or turbulent . In lami-
nar flow, ea ch particle af the fluid flows in a line that 1s 
nearly parallel with the axis of the passage. There Is 
practica lly no nixing of variou8 parts of' thp fluid. In 
turbulent f low , the particles of the fluid move in an agi-
tated , disorderly, eddying type of motion . Rate of heat 
transfer and frietional pr·essure drop are dif'f'erent for the 
two types of f low . The type of flow that takes place in a 
tube depencl3 principa 11y on the Reynolds nU1!1ber . ~.'he 
Reynolds number fo r .f low tbr01.<.gll ;; tube is defined a s the 
dimensionless gr'oup PVD/ f.L where D is to be taken as the 
hydraulic (Hameter of the tube. The critical neynolds 
l1Umber below wh i ch laminar flow always o c curs and above which 
turbulent flow usual l y occurs :L [3 about 2100 for a circular 
tube, provided that the l ehgth- diameter ratIo of the tube is 
large enough for turbulent flow to be developed. For the 
tubes of small length- diameter ratio cor.u:nonly used in aircraft 
heat exchangers , the f' l ow may be considered turbulent if the 
Reynolds number is n o t less than 6000 to 8000. 
In correlatIng data on fluid fJ.ow, the concept of 
hydraulic diameter is useful. The r.tydraulic diameter of a 
tube of· any cross - sect2.onal shape 18 defined as four times 
the cros s - sectional area of the tube divided by the perimeter 
of the tube . For example , the hydrauJ.ic diameter of a 
10 
rectangular tube of sides a and b is 2ab/(a + b) . The 
hydraulic diameter of a circular tube is "t he geometric dia -
meter of the tube . 
HEAT 'l'RANSFER 
In a study of the tr~nsfer of heat in aircraft heat 
ex changers , interest !s center ed on tr ansfer by forced con-
ve c tion . The role played by rRdiat10n i3 a relatively unin -
portant one . Alth01lCb conductlon through solids is & 
necessary factor ln the fun ctioning of heat exchangers , a 
detailed consideration 0:( condnetion 1s not necessary . The 
treatment of heat transfer in the present report is ther efore 
primarily a tr eatment of heat tr&nsfe~ by for ced convection . 
A foundation .for t:be clis cu. .ss ion of the heat tr an~fer 
between the two fluid8 of a heat exchanger is laid by a dis -
cussion of the heat transfor betv1.1een a fluid and a S11rfaee . 
HEA~ TR NSPER - BET\NEI~N FLUID AND SURFACE 
rj: '0 Ftt::ldament a l Equations 
Consider a cold fluid f lowing past a hot s lrfaee . The 
temrerature d i ffe rence th8.t ex:l..sts between the wa ll &nd the 
::nain body of the fluid is ~~~0 'Ul1. in figure 1 . ~ ;xperiment 
Figure 1 . - Temperature d~_fference Q6tween hot \';a11 and cold 
flu id . 
shows that dE , tbe amount of {.teat transferred per unit time 
to the fluid fro1:1 a:':1 ele:,ent ,:)f sur'face area dS, is 
11 
proportional to the area of the surface element and to the 
temperature difference tT existing between the surface and 
the body of the fluid at the e l ecent d8; that is, 
dE oC 6T dS 
If a proportionality factor hS is us e d , the equation re-
lating these qlantities is 
dE = hS 6T dS (1) 
The rate of heat transfe r from the entir e surface S 
to the fluid is given by integration of equation (1). In 
the genera l case, hS is a function of the temperature of 
the fluid, which varies o ver the surfac e and 1s a function 
of H. For air , however , the value of hS is practically 
indepe::l.dent of tempe r at 11'e and hS may be replaced by h . 
Th e ten p .rature difference 6T is a function of both the 
fluid and the Aurface ter;'] p e r8.tures , which are functions of 
H. The i ntegration of equation (1) may therefore be indi-
cated &S 
!d~ = hldS (2) 6T . 
If the integration of equation-(2) is performed , 
w~ere 6T is the !lean temperature difference between the 
entire surface and the fl~id . . The a c tual integration shows 
that 6T is the logarithnlic - mean temperature difference , 
de.:':'ined as 
= 6Ti - 6To 
6Ti 
loge 6T
o 
Equation (3) is t l1.e fundamental equation on whl ch is based 
the treatment of hea t transfer between a fluid and a surface 
by forced conve ct ion . 
The transfer of heat , whi ch 1s determined by equation (3), 
must also satisfy the ener gy- balance equation 
(A more precise form of the energy- balance equation, which 
must be used o ccasiona lly , i s given later in equation (40).) 
Calculations for the pr edict ion of the heat-transfer rate in 
12 
a given piece of apparatus must tav.e into account both equa -
tions (3) and (Lt.). An example of the cornb inatio::1 of these 
equations into a 3ingle working equation is b iven later in 
t he discussion of the application of heat transfer to 
r adiators . 
Coefficient of Heat Transfer h 
The quantity h appearillg in equation (3) is .1mown as 
t h e coefficient of heat transfe r . Exueriments show that tne 
value of h depends on the type of fl;w , the arrangement of 
t he surfa ce area , the hydraulic diameter of the passage , and 
the velocity and the physi c al propert ies of thA flu~d . It 
is the pur pose of the present sectioQ to gi ve equa tions and 
data that will perMit the calculation of the value of' h 
fo r tbB various conditions encountered in aircraft hea t 
exchangers . 
Turbulent flow t:tro1 1gr.. straight tubes . - It has been 
found that eX:Derimenta l deter:ninat i ons of the values of 11'.: 
for turbulent flow thr~ugh straight tubes with cros s sections 
of any shape generally can be correlated by the single " 
equation 
where 
hD 
K 
Cpj..Lg 
k 
and , 
pVD 
j..L 
_ ( c P j..Lg)l 
Cl \-]-
Nusselt number , dimensi~nless 
Prandt l number , dimensionless 
as before, 
Reynolds number, dir.1ensionless 
For the turbulent flow of 8.ir through sm")oth straight tubes , 
the best values for the exponents land m and the con - " 
stant C, in equation (5) for both heatine and cooling , PS 
given in-reference 1, are 
Cl = 0 . 023 
l = o . L~ 
m = 0 . 8 
,7 
... ./' 
Substitution o .t' these values in equation (5) gives 
hD _ (Cp~Lg)O . 4 ~PVD)O. 8 
- - 0 02 'A - --k ' '/ k,l ~ ( 6 ) 
Crtg 6' For air , ::: 0.7 and !nay bo consider ed c.OClstant wi tb 
respect to temperature Bn~ pressure . Equution (6) then 
reduces to 
~Q = 0 02 ( pV~)0 . 8 
K • , iJ. 
Because , for the units used in tho pre sent report, the 
numerica l value of 1{ is 10 times tile numerical value of 
for air at any g1\·en tcmpel'o..ture, the equation further 
simplii'ies to 
p, 
_ I lL\0.2 0 8 
h - 0.2 \DJ ( pV ) ' ( S ) 
(The const'-nt 0.2 obviously i s not dimensionless.) 
For the steady flow of air through a tube of constant 
hydrauli c diametAr and constant cros3 - sectlonal &rea , the 
quantities D and pV in equation ( 8 ) are constants 
tlToughout the length of the tube. The coefficient of 
viscosity iJ. is c. fUllction of t()~'lper::tture c.l~, one . The 
variation 0f ~.tO . 2 throuchout tbe l ength of a tube of a 
hea t exch1i.ll.ver is ver:r emall . Tor the turbulent flow oi' 
air, t~ererore , the value ~r h can be considered constant 
throughout~. bE; l c:nCth of E~8 tube . 
Problem~ 
Calcl1J.ate tlJ O heat - transfer coefJ'icient h for the 
flow of c.~ ir throngh' a circular tube 1/4 i nch in diameter. 
The in~tial air temperature is 0 0 F and the final tempera -
ture is 750 F . Tte init~al density is 0.0022 slug per 
c.ubic foot and t he inItial ve loci ty is 100 feet per second . 
Solution : 
'l'he va.J.ue \)1' h :~s found by llsillg equation ( 8) , 
h = 0.2 (~)0 . 2 (PV)O. 8 Btu/sec/sq ft/oF (8 ) 
The value of iJ. a t tl~e a verage air t empera tl1re of 37.5° F , 
as found from figure 67 of appendix A, is 
11- = 3 . 6 x 10- 7 slug/ft-sec 
The initia l value of pV can be used be cause pV is a con-
stant throughout the l ength of t he tube . Then , 
- 0 .2 x 0 . 11 x 0 . 3 
- 6. 6 x 10 - 3 Btl/sec/sq ft/oF 
ProbleJn : 
- --Calculn te the Vie i :.~ht r ate 0 f fJ.ow V.' for 250 of the 
tubes in the pre ceding p~oblen . 
So lution ~ 
v" = gApVn 
rr 
= 32 . 2 x '4 
. 2 
x (~) 
= 0 . 60 Ib/sec 
x 0 . 0022 x 1 00 x 250 
The transition re gion . - Bet-w'een the entrance to a tube 
an d the region in whicb. the ::.' ow in the tube h[!s the char&c-
teristics of 1.'u ll-,1f developed tur b').::"c-,t flow , tl' ere is a 
re g:i.on of transitio. in 11.J~l i ch the velocity d istribution 
across the tube is ebansing from a uniform d i stribution Clt 
the entrance ')1 .... the tube to tl"'.e distribution that charac -
terizes turbu l ent flow . (See fig . 2 . ) In the t rans ition 
L
S ~ -.=~ ~ 
') - - --.:J - 1 
> -~-? ~ ______ -L _______ " _~~ __ , ________ _ .. ---~
( 
Fig lre 2 . - Velo ci t~ d is t r ib'~t:!.on 11(>ar t'lbe entrance and 
velocity distribution of turbulent flow . 
I 
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region , the va l ue of h i s somewhat grea t er than the value 
given by equation (6 ), which applies to fully established 
turbulent flow . It is advi s able , however , to use the smaller 
value belon ging to fully developed turbulent flow , as given 
by equation (6 ), i n making cal cu l ations for the types of heat 
exchanger now in cemmon u s e . Experience has shown that, 
with the Reyno l ds numbers a n d the t ube l engths usually 
employect in h8a t exchangers , the effect of the transition 
region can be negle cted and e q ua t ion ( 6 ) can be used for 
calculating h . 
Turbul en t f low a cro ss tube banks . - Experimental de -
terminqtions of h f or t he tur bul ent f l ow of air across 
banks of circul a r tube s can al s o be corre l ated by equa-· 
tion (5 ), r ewri t ten to read 
hD C max (PV D)Oo6 k !:: 2 I-L 
In equation (9) , Reyno l ds· number is based on the velo -
city of the air at the min imum fr e area Vmax and on the 
outs ide tube diamete r D. The exponent m of equa i··ion (5 ) 
( c )p,g ) L equals 0.6 and the qllantity Cl -1c- has been replaced 
by C2 ' The va l ue o f C2 depends on : ( 1 ) t~e ratio of 
the center - to - center spacing of the tubes p8?allel to tbe 
direction of the air f l ow to the outside diameter of t~e 
tubes ffi-;-/D , (2 ) the r atio o .f the center - to-co tel' spacing 
of the tLbes no r mal to the d! r ec t ion of the air flow to the 
outside diame ter of the tuber, mn/D , ancl ( 3) the arrane?;8nwnt 
of the tubes, tha t :ls , whe t her they are in line or staggered . 
The values of C2 as a function of tube spacing ha.ve 
been calculated from the data of refer ence 2 and are Given 
I'or in- line tubes in f i gure 3 and fo r staggered tubes in 
figure 11.. '1'he data o f figure s 3 and 4 are apI)licable only 
when the tube bank is a t l eas ~ 1 0 rows deep; they aT'e most 
nearly accur ate for a Reyno l d s numbe r of 8000 and , for nost 
purposes , a r e s uff i c i ently a ccur a t e o ve r a fairly wide range 
of ReynOlds n umbers . 
Problem: 
The tubes of a heat exch anger in wh::'ch the cooling air 
flows across the tube s ar e s o spac ed that the center-to -
center distanc e between t ubes i n the dire c tion normal to the 
air flow mn i s 0 . 45 i nch and i n the direction paral l el to 
the air flow mp is 0 . 35 i nch . The outside tube diamete r 
D is 0.25 i nch , t he a Verage f l uid temperature is 500 F , anji 
the averagE; flu i d press ure is 2 0 i nche s of mercury . The 
:Ei'igure :3 . - Constant C2 a a ':'lmction 0 f tube s:;Ja cinc fo r 
flow of air across in-l ine tube s. (Data fron refer ence 2 . ) 
. 38 
. 3(; 
C2 7-4 
.. '
. 32 
· 30 
I I+J1Jn~ I 
-r2) O J, () 
1J 0 C) 
----~--~--~----~---~---- . 
__ -!-~ __ +I_'~_-j __ -+_--l l:1p/D = 
~i 
1 1. 5 2 . 0 
IJ' mn/ j 
3· 0 
Figure 4. - Constant 
flow of a ir a croos 
C2 as a function of tube spacing for 
st&gger ed tubes . ( Data from r eference 2 .) 
velocity of the air at the minimum cross-section Vmax is 
measured as 65 feet per second. What is the value of the 
heat-transfer coefficient h (a) if the tuoes are staggered 
as shown in figure 4 and (b) if the tubes are in line as 
shawn in figure 3? 
Solution: 
(a) The heat - transfer coefficient h is found by 
h ::: .!E C') (PVY:J.8.X D\0.6 Btu/sec/sq ft/O? 
D L- \ !l J 
From figure ()7 , 
k ::: 3 . 67 x 10-6 Btu/se0/sq ft/op/ft 
and 
~ ::: 3 . 67 x 10- 7 slug/rt - sec 
For the staggered tubes, from figure 4, for 
:nn/D ::: 0.4570 . 25 ::: 1. 8 and mp/D::: 0.35/0.25 ::: 1.4, 
C2 ::: 0 . 335 
The density P is found as follows : The density of NACA 
standard air under sea-level conditions - pressure , 
29.92 inches of mercury; t€nperature , 590 Ii' - is 0.002378 
slug per cubic foot . (See appendix B.) The density at a 
pressure of 20 inc~es of mercury at 500 F is therefore 
P ::: 0 . 0027,7, 8 x 20 x 518 /' 29.921 509 
::: 0 . 00162 slug/eu ft 
If this value is substituted in equation (9), 
h ::: / 10-6 X L, 0 x 0 ~ ;;; 5 0 . 001 2 x 5 x ( 
6 6 107)06 
3.'07 x rO ' .// T;13 X 3.67 
::: 1.1 x 10-2 Btu/sec/sq ft/oF 
(b) For the in-l ine tubes , for mn/D - 1.8 and 
mp/D ::: 1.L~ , figure 3 gi ves 
C2 ::: 0.27 
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Therefore , 
h 0 . 2'7 Ll x 10 - 2 = _ __ 1 __ - X C; , j~. ) 
= 8. 9 x 10 - 3 Btu/sec/sq f t/op 
La'TIinar f l _£w t,:!o1.l£?h t'lbes . -. In contrast with t he c a se 
of turbule n t l ' low through t'_lbe s, t he case "Jf le..minar flow 
through tubes is ~n an unsatisfactory status . hS p r e vious ly 
pointed out , t he value of h for turbulent flow can be con -
s ide red constant thr oughout the l e n g t h of the tube . For 
l aminar flo 'N, hO'le Tel' , the value of h gen e r a lly is a 
function of the l eng t h of the tube. Equ a tion (2) a ccording ly 
becomes 
S "L 
II = L 10 hx 6T dx (10 ) 
Th e inte g r ation in equation (10) I s r ela t i ve l y difficult . 
The p r oblem is grea tly simplified by using , inste ad of equa -
tion (10 ), equation (3 ) 
H = hS 6'r 
in which 6T is the l OGarithmic-mean t er.1perature differen ce 
arid h is the corresponding heat - t r ansfe r c oefficient . 
Although h does n o t represent the true mean va lue of hx , 
its use has def inite adv~ntages in add ition to the si~plicity 
of equation (3). Conveni ent equa tions are ava ilab le fo r 
a pproximating h . The us e of h permits comparisons wi th 
result s for turbu l ent f low . i s L increases , h approa ches 
a lower limit that is the same a:; the lower limit of h x . 
Fe ve r experimental de.. t a o n lea t transfe r ar e ava ilable 
for laminar Ilow than f or turbulen t flow . The results that 
are presented in the fo llowing p aragr aphs a re theoretical 
results taken from r eferenc e 3. I n orde r to obta "n these 
r esults , certain simplifying u ssun~ ti on s were made rela tive 
t o t he conditions under which the heat transfe r occur s . If 
it be assumed that bot-1 tbe tube - wall t 6t!1pe r a ture and -vt ... e 
fluid properti e s - cp, p , and k - a re constant throughout 
t h e l ength of the tube and that the velo ci ty distribut:on 
acr oss the tube is par abo li c , the vol le of h is g iven by 
figure 5 (fi · . • 2 of r eference 3). F i gur e 5 "hOW3 t h e 
Nusselt number hD/k as a function of . 9 , where 
Q = C p f1.g pVD D 
- k- j:! L 
J Q 
-.,I' 
hull: 
Ficure 5 . - Theoretica l heat-transfer correlation for lunl-
nar flovi - Nusselt number ClS a function of ~. 
~1! I·Lg P VD 12 
o = k p. L· ( From reference ? ) 
One curve of figure 5 i s I~o r flow throuGh circular tubes; 
t~o other is for ~low between flat p lates of infinite extent 
per:::end.lcular to tl-J.u flol diroction . It should be noted 
that h is approximately a constant for snaIl values of O. 
The curve of ~tgure 5 can be {, ppro;~ lmated by tbe 
following relations: 
Por circ'llar tubes, 
hJ ~ 9 1/3 k = 1. 015 Q > 12 
= 3. 66 o < 12 
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Por flat pletes , 
hD 3 01/ 3 
'·Y;- - 1. r 5 
" 
= 7 . 60 
¢ > 70 
¢ < 70 
'1'he l:tniti.n£; values that hD/k approaches (from above) 
as 0 decr&s es are shown in table Is whi ch is taken from 
refer nee 3: 
TABLE I. - r,OVI/EI1 LDH'l'S A:?PROACHPD BY hD/l::: AS Q D:LCREASES 
--_._---------,------------,--- ----_.-
Conditions assnned 
Parabolic 
velocity 
distribution 
Uniform 
velocity 
distribution 
------- ---_ .._---_._---+---------\--------
Circular tubes; 
constant wall temperature 
Circular tu~es; constant 
heat input per unit length 
Infinite flut plates; 
constant ~all temperature 
Infinit e flat plates; con3~~8nt 
heat innut per uni t leng: ,~ ). 
8 . 00 
9 . 88 
12. 00 
Va l ues ere given for both d paraholic velocity· distribution 
a nd a uniform velocity distrlbut1.on, under the assumptions 
of constant viall temperature &nd constant heat input per unit 
length . Generally , none of these c~nditions is realized in 
practice. In lieu of more directly aplicable result s for 
cases occurring in practice , however , it ma~ be found con -
venient to esti~ate , from the data of table I , the value of 
hD/k for un:T given set of conditions. For the sake of 
safety , the lowest of the more nearly applicable values given 
in the table night be used as the average value of hD/k 
throughout the t'..lbo. 
Mean TeT>1perature Difference liT 
When the heat - transfer coefficient h is constant and 
the temperature of the fluid changes linearly with the amount 
of heat transferred to or from it , the proper mean tenpera -
tur e difference 6'11 for use ln equation (3 ) 
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is the 10gar1thmic - mean tempera ture difference 
-A.Ti /\To 6T = (11) L\Ti 
loge --tlTo 
All eq'lla t ions and n'J.mcri cal da t a ~i ven tn the pre sent report 
for correlating and calculating v&1ues of 11 are based on 
thi s defin t t ion of:' l1/<;an terrn~€re. t'u'e dii'f'erence. Two other 
defini tions of tiT hn ve 'b8Em used , however, in the Ii tera -
ture ~ the j nlet tempel-a ture difrerence and the ari thmetic-
mean temperature di ffcrence . rrhe convection equations 
corresponding to thes e definitions are , re s~e ctively, 
L = hjJ1 om. 1'1 
B = haS tilT'-
"'a 
Although the use of these alternati vc defini tions. of teI'1pera -
t~re difference is permiss ibl e , the use of the inlet differ -
ence in p~rticular Is inadvis ab l~ because it does not permi~ 
correlation of test results over a wlrte range of the 
variables thr:..t deterlrd.ne t he rate of heat tr8.nsfer . 
In many cuses ) when the difference between 6Ti and 
LITo i3 n:)t to ·:) large H part of 6'1'1 , the ari thmetic-mean 
difference defi~e~ as 
can be used , with negligible error, instead of the l ogarithmic-
mean differen ce . In fact , whe n 6To is l~rger than 1 
'2L'1Ti) the error c&u8ocl by. u3ing the arith..metic-mec:..n rathe r 
tt.an the logarithr~lic-me8.n temperature difference is less 
than l ~ }'Iercent . 
Consider the case in which n~rt of the heat-transfer 
surface area is fin area ; that i~ , ,art of the surface is 
indirectly heated . The heat that is transferred to the 
fl.:uld from tr ... e directly heated part 0.;. the surface traverse s 
only a short path in .he met~l ~d therefore experiences a 
relatively smal l thernal resistance in the netal; whereas 
the heat that is transferred from the surface of the fins 
traverse s a relatively long path in the. metal and experiences 
a relatively large thermal resistance . The resul.t is that 
the ~urfsce of tho fins operates at a lower temperature than 
the direc t fluri'ace . 1'. fin is therefore less effective , per 
unit surface area , than d i rect surface for hsat transfer . 
\ 
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A fin effectiveness f can be defin ed as the ratio 
where 6Tf' is the t emperature difference between the fin and 
the flu id- a nd 6.Td is the t e"!'l}.iera tur e differ ence be.tween t h e 
unfinned part of t he surface at the base of t he fin and t he 
fluid. "'or this case , equation (3) becomes 
h = hSd D.~ + h3f 6rr f 
= h ( 3d + 3ff) 6T 
in which "Err is based on the teY"\j:~eratur e of the d ire ct 
surface. 
(12) 
By using a r e la tion deve l oped in reference 4 it can be 
shown that , for engine cyllnder s with cir cumfe r ential fins , 
equat ion (12) become s ( see f i g . 6) 
Sb r(' VJ2 \ II = h 2w + :-- \ f + 
s + t L r'b) 
-r 
w 
I ~t ~ itJ 1 
I 
__ • __ .. ___ -1'j/ __ 
7 i gure 6. - Definition of fin syr.1bo ls. 
For str aight f i n s o f r e cta n gul a r cro s a se c tion , the 
value of the , fin effe ctive~ess (refe r ence 5) is 
where 
t nh aw f ::: ----
aw 
Equation (lu) can also be used with nogligilJle er'ror fo r the 
rectangular or the tapered. circur.:d'crential rins on an air -
cooled engine cyJ. 1.nder ( re.T' (; r encEJ 5) . 
A s i:npler e::pre ss ion :'01' 
tion (reference 6 ) 
is i:.he ;;ppro_~ima te equa -
f ::: 1. 07 - 0.3 aw 
'1'1:e value of f .from eCi at:~o:1. (Ie;) differ::, from the v&lue 
from eCLuatlon (ll,.) by net nore than ' r'ercent for 
0. 50 < f < 0. 95 . 
Ar~pJ:;'cati.ons 
Heat transfer in tr.e radiatoJ:' . - hpplication of the 
matert[cl- £1-).ut ha::; been preS(-'LteJcan now be made in actual 
calculations 01' !'8te of heat transfer . C-:Hlsider first the 
case (If heat transfer from tl.Le wT,ll of a circular tube to 
air flovling through the tub e . Let the tube /\fall be l~ept at 
a constant tempel~ !:.!.ture t:lr oughout its length . Although 
the case ~f constant tube - wal l temperature may at first 
appear to be one not enconntereJ in a ircraft heat exchangers , 
actually i~ is the case of trill aircraft coolant radiator . 
The wutE..r 01' tho nixture of watel' c:.nd ethylene glycol used 
in r adla to:i."' .s kee;;s tbe entire cooling surfi:J.ce at essentially 
the sane tep] )era ture , whi ch :LS very nearly the tl verage 
tempet'uture of tLe c')olant . 
It is desirod to be {l.ble t o c a lculate the rate ')1' heat 
transfer from a tube of gi ven c1 i ''1ensions when only the tube -
wnll ter11peratllre and the physical properties and the veloci t y 
of the 8ir are knov'n . As was pO::'11ted out pr'eviously , the 
rate of heat transfer from any 3urtace is such that bo t h t he 
c0nvect~on equation 
H = 118 IJT 
---------- - -~-~ --------~ 
and the heat-balance equation 
E :: VI cp ('r 0 - T i ) (1-1-) 
are s atisfied . It is co~venient to combine eq~ations (3) 
and (4) into a single expression for H that does not con-
.tain the lmknown To as follows: If H is eliminated be -
tween equations (3) and (L~) and substitution is made for 
liT from equation (11), 
hS 
VI cn 
. (16)' 
Equation (16 ) is easily transformed into the expression 
If equation ( 17 ) is substituted in equation (4) , 
H == vV Cp (Tw Ti) (- e W cp 
hS ) 
If a SUbstitution for h is made from e quation ( 8 ) and 
S :: rrDLn 
W :: gApV 
A :: rr D2 1+ n 
and 
are used, the heat-transfer equation for ~se in radiator 
c a lculations is obtained 
H :: W cp Idl0 e-O.1 fi - o . 2 t5 ) 
:: W cp lITi n 
( 17 ) 
(18) 
if 
(19) 
It is interesting to show graphical ly the relation be -
tween n, where 
-~---- - - - -
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To - Ti 
= -----
T,;v - Ti ( 20) 
and Reynolds nUlYlber and LID . This relntion is shown in 
figl' .. re '7. Figure 7 shows tbe ma:.1.ner i n which the final 
. ..---'" 
180 200 
Figure 7 . - \laY' :i.ation of I with tu'-.e length-diaraete r ratio 
Lm(l RE.ynolds n1u,lber . 
temperature of thA a~:[' anproaches tl1.e temperature of the 
wall as the v[llue of L/D is i.ncreased . 
For small values or LID, y) is comparatively small . 
For small valuE. s of L/1) , therefore , the ter.1pera turc of the 
air is IncreaRed noL much beyond its initial value . The 
mean tem~)erature difference bet"\veen wall and c~ir in greater 
therel~oro for sl~w.ll values than for large values of LID . 
The express iOll for the mean tel,lperature dif terence J8 easily 
obtained, as fol lows : rrt.e mean tel'lperature di.fference tlT 
is defined by equ~tion (11) as 
(11) 
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For a constant wal enperature , the equation become s 
By a subst itut ':'on fror'l equati ':m (17 ) for the numerator and 
from equ ation (16) for ' t he deYlominator , 
hS 
Be cause 
-. Tif cp 
11 = 1 - e , 
"rn • u .c 1 ( 
h~ ) 
1 _ e -VfCp 
hS 
n . 
1 1 og ---
e 1 - 11 
Inasmuch a s 11· can be expressed as a function of LID and 
Reynolds number ulone , 
- 0 l R- 0 •2 L i) = 1 - e • . l 15 
the dimensionless mean t e!'1pera ture diffe r ence 6.T/6.Ti can 
also be expressed as 
e
- O.1R- O. 2 L 
tiT = 1 15 
- bTl" L 0 . l R- O. 2 IS 
(21) 
Equation (21) is p lotted in f i gure 8, V/hich "'hows smal l 
va l ues of L/D ,to be advantageous on acco mt of the larger 
va l ue s 0 f mean t er,lpe ra ture difference . Rea t exchangers , 
however , a r e designed to have not the lowest values of L/D . 
Th e use of short tubes and tubes of large diameter results 
in heat exch~ ngers that have large frontal are a s . 
I -
1.0 
. 8 
.6 
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? 
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o 
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Figure 8 . - Varintion o.f 1T/6Ti v/ith tube length-di~t1eter 
rat.io and Reynolds number . 
ProbleTI~ 
Btiat s the r ate of heat transfer in a radiator composed 
of 41-1-0 tubes that are 15 inches long and 1/4 inch in inside 
diameter? The tube - JaIl temperature is kept essentially 
consti::l~t throu[jhl)ut the radiator at 2000 F. The cooling air 
floVJS through tht1 tubes and has a coefficient of viscosity 
~ of 3 .6 x 10 - 1 slug per root - second , a density p of 
0.0022 slug Der cubic foot , a velocity V of 140 feet per 
second, and an initial temp6 rature of 380 F. 
Solution: 
rrhe Reyno lds number <)f the flow is 
0 . 0022 x Iho 
= L..:..-.-
3 . 6 x 10-7 x L~8 
== 1'7 800 I . , 
The l ength-diameter ratio of the tubes is 
t == 15 x 4 
::: 60 
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From figure 7, the value o f ~ is found to be 0. 58 . The 
rate o f flow is 
w = 
= 
= 
The rate of 
gfl.pV 
rr (1)2 32.2 x '4 X 4B, x 440 x 0.0022 x 140 
1.49 Ib/ sec 
heat transfer 1s then 
H = V cp £\ ;1' i i) 
= 1.49 x 0.24 x (200 
= 33 . 6 Btu/ sec 
given by equation 
38) x 0 . 58 
( 19 ) as 
, Heat transfer from air - cooled engine cy linders . - The 
r ate of heat t r ansfe r f~om an engine cylinder with circum-
fe r ential fins to the c ~o ling air can be calculated by equa -
tions (13) and (4) . The quantity 6T is proper ly the 
logarithmi c - mean temperature differenc e , a lthou gh the 
arithme tic -mean difference can be used VJlth small error . 
( See section entit l ed II Mean Temperature Difference tl.T . " ) 
In the c a lculation of the effe c t of changes in the fin 
dimens ions on the l',a te 0 f heat t ransfer or on the we i ght 
rate of ~low req\ired to cool a cylinder , equat i on ( 8 ) is 
sufficient ly aecura te for deter rdning the coefficient h . 
!'mAT TEA is'S'ER - BETViZEN T':JO FLU IDS 
,All the fore go:ng dis cussion of vart I app l i es to t he 
transfer of heat between a fluid and a surfa ce . I n hea t 
exchangers, the heat transfer takes place between two fluIds 
s epa r a ted by 0. wall . The tempera t1.~re gradient between the 
t wo flui. ds at a re pr e s entative point is shown in figure 9. 
The discus sion of the simpler case of hea t transfer between 
a f l uid and a solid is pertinent because the hea t exchanger 
i s simply an extension of thls case in \~lich there a r e two 
combinations of fluid and surrace. 
Ba s i c Equations 
As in the case of hea t tr ans fe r between wall and flu i d , 
the rate of heat t ransfer in a heat exchanger is dete r mined 
by an energy- ba lance 'equation a nd a con vection equation . 
" 
I 
.-! 
71 
,,") 
r 
-1 
I 
Ti' I 1 ·1··J~ I 
Tw -+ - - - --t 
I.1T !\ Tf2~ _L - i-~---
-L.--. ~----.--.-.- - .-. 
I --Tube wall 
Figure 9. - TeMperature gradient between the two fluids in 
a·heat exchanger . 
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The energy-balance equation applies to each of the two fluids 
in the hen t exche..ngel'. Por t:1.e cold fluid, 
For the hot fluid, 
E = VVh cp (Ti - TO)h 
The convection equation , which is sinilar to equation (3), 
is 
(22) 
'rhe quantity ht is the a ver-all coefficient of heat 
transfer between the two fluids and is a function of too many 
quantities for a simple cQrre~ation equation~ such as equa-
tion (5), to ex":'st. The value of ht , however, can b~ 
calculated by use of the following equation: 
(23) 
In equation (23), hl is the coefficient of heat tran sfer 
betNsen one fluid and th~ surface 31 in contact with it, 
and h2 is the coeffici~nt for the othev fluid and the 
surface 32 in contact with it . Eoch of these coefficients 
can be calculated by the equations gi ven in preceding sec·-
tions. '.£1lle values of 31 and 32 generally are different, 
because one may be based on the inside diar!1e.ter 01'" a tube 
and. the other .on the outside diameter or one may be based on 
a finned surface and the other on an unfinned surface. 
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The quant ity St is the surface area that is t o b e 
' used in conjunction with the over - all coeffi c ient" ht . 
Actually , h t and St always occur together and always as a 
pr oduc t and, therefore , only the value of the product h t St 
genera l ly is of interest~ The alue of ht i s not measured 
d i r ec tly . but is calculated from equation (23 ). Shoul d it 
be necessary to know the value of h t, however , its va lu~ 
can be obtained fro~ the value of htSt b) assigning any 
convenient value to St . Fo r exa:nple , St may be taken 
equal to S l or to S2 . F'or circular tubes , St may be 
bas e d on the logari tluni c - nean riiameter of the tube . In a 
heat exchanger in which flat dividing plates are used , such 
a s the Harrison intercooler , it is con venien t to take t he 
dividing - plate &rea as St . 
Equation (23) is a resistance equation , in which l / hlS l 
i s the thermal resistance between one fluid and its meta l 
s u r .fa c e , 1/h2S2 is the thermal resistance between the other 
f l u i d and its metal surface , and l/htSt :i.s the tota l or 
over - all thermal resistance between the two fluids . Actually , 
the right -- hand side of equation (co-3) should contain a third 
term t /kmSt, 'which represents the thermal resistance of the 
metal wall between surfaces 1 a~d 2 . For metal wal l s , 
however , . the magnitude of this term is so smal l in compar ison 
with the other two terms that the term ca n be omitted from 
the equation . 
Mean Temperature Difference 
The present section is a discussion of the calcul ation 
of the mean temperature difference between the two f l uids i n 
a h e at exchanger, that is , of the average value throughout 
the entire heat exchanger of the 6T shovm in figure 9. 
I n this discussion it is convenient to use nondimensional 
quantities . Tne three quantities to be considered her e -
dr op in temperature Gf the lwt fluid, rise in temperature of 
the cold fluid, and mean tempepature diffel 'ence between the 
two fluids - are made d inensionless by dividing by 6Ti , the 
diffe r ence in the inlet temperL.t;ures of the hot i'luid and 
the cold fluid . Thus} 
S 
6Th Drop in te mperature of hot fluid 
= = Difference in inlet temperatures 6 r1'i 
6T c Rise :Ln temperrtur e of cold fluid 
- = 11 - 6Ti Difference in inlet temperatures 
I • 
_ _ Ii1ean tempe ra t.ure differenc_e __ 
Difference in inlet temperatures 
Equation (22) may then be written 
H = ht3t~ tlTi 
Equation (4) may be wr itt en , for the ho t fluid , as 
and, ·for the cold flu i d , as 
31 
(26 ) 
The two flu i ds in a heat exc~an6er may flow parallel in 
the same direction (parallel flow) , parallel in opposite 
directions ( counter~low ), or at right angles to each othe r 
(crossflow). In parallel - floi and counterflow exch~nger3 , 
the temnerature diffe r ence between the tW0 fluids vari.es 
alonG the length of the exchanger , as shown in figure 10. 
For counterflow , the mean te~perature difference between the 
two flui~s in nondlmensiona l f orm is 
(27) 
For T1ara llel flow , the :nean te r-lpera ture d ifference in nondi-
mensiona l form is 
c. + 1] (28 ) 1 
loge 1 - S - 1l 
For the para llel - flow heat exchar~~er , the sum of ~ 
cannC1t exceed unity. Fo r given values of Sand 
less for parallel flow than for either crossflow or 
counterflow . 
ExaiTI;-le : 
and 
1l , ~ 
As illustrations of the calcu l ation of ~, conslder 
heat exchangers 1n which the hot air ente r s at 3000 Ii' and 
leaves at 1000 F and the coo l ing air enters at 100 F and 
leaves at 900 F. The inlet temperature difference is 
oTi - 300 - 10 
= 2 900 F 
1) 
is 
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T 
Figure 10. 
The drop ~tn 
Then, 
------ -
--------
---------~ 
'-----------_._--
L 
(a) Parallel flow. 
-------.___ l 
------ -_ I ----~ 
------- --- I-
-----\ --
L 
(b) Counterflow . 
TeMpera ture gradients in parallel,- flow and 
counterflow beat exchangers . 
the t emper ature 01"' the hot fluid is 
6Th = 300 - 100 
= 200:) Ii' 
'P 
= 
~!h S ~Ti 
200 
:: 290 
:: 0. 69 
The rise in the tempe rature of the cold f l u id is 
6T c ::: 90 ,- 10 
::: 800 1,1 
Then, 
1l ::: 
6T c 
bTi 
80 
== 
290 
::: 0 .28 
'Por counterflow , by equation (27), 
S - TJ h ::: -
1 1 - n oge -1---" 
- S 
::: 0.,1;.1 
r -,.;;-} U . :J .j. 
::: 0.49 
ror parallel flow , by equation (28 ), 
h ::: <:., + IJ . __ 
1 
::: __ J2~~L+ o.28~_ 
1 10 0'e 
o 1 - 0 . 69 - 0 .28 
=- __ 0_. ~97~ 
l oge 1 
0 . 03 
::: 0 . ,28 
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(27 ) 
(28 ) 
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In a crossflow ex ch~nger , the t empe r ature diffe rence 
between t he fluids var ies no t onl~T along the l ength of the 
exchanger but also a cross the wi.cith . Figure 11 (t aken from 
figures 3 to 5 of refe r ence 7) shows tle distribution 
throughout a crossflov heat exc118ngel' of the temperature of 
the hot fluid , the temperature of t he cold fluid , and the 
< /TTTO Hot fluid 
<E r=-==:1 Cold fluid 
Figure 11 . - Distribution in a crossflo~ heat exchanger of 
t he tempe rature of the hot fluid , the temperature of the 
co l d fluid , and the temnerature difference between t he two 
fluid s . ( From figs . 3 ~ to 5 of r ef _re lee 7 . ) 
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temperature (~ifference bet-ween t he two f luids for a repre-
sentatIve set of c on:ii.tjo1'ls . 1~he quantity- li"T" = b 6Ti is -
the mei"n value , throu:;I.tout t:t~e ex cha!16f'r , of' the te:npera ture 
difference between tho bvo .fluids. Per the crossflow 
exchanger, there is no simple exact expression r e lating b, 
S, and T). The va lues of b .for various values of sand 
T) have been calc~lated by Nusselt (reference 8 ) and are 
presented in tabl e II. The dat~ of table II are plotted in 
~ . 12 ' th 1 I~ .p ' • C> F 1,- d ~ l~gure Wl - _/~ as a iunC~ lon o~ ~ cCpc/ WeCD an s . 
_ "e 
TABLE II . - VALUES OP b FOR CR.OSSr'LOW ( FROM RI:FEREHCE 8 ) 
Problem: 
lrifhat is the value of r 
for the values of ~ Rnd T) 
So lut ion : 
for a crossflow heat exchanger 
used in t~e preceding example? 
---- Par S = 0 . 69 and '1 -- 0.28 , t able II g ives b = 0 . 4L~7 . 
Figure 12 cun also be nsed to find ~ . Because 
We cpc S = Vie cPe T) 
= ~ 
0 . 28 
- 2.46 
the abs c issa is 2.46 . 'rherefore , 
1 
r = 
and 
~ = J.~7 
, 
I 
I 
I 
.-- . 
I 
--
.. _. --1---'---
I-
I 
-- .. --.. -1.- -
I 
i 
1 
i 
I 
I 
-~:..>~-ar---
s - . /1 
-~ . I -------~-- -
! 
j 
---+--1:-
._---
i 
--.. 
_I 
-. 
1 
----L-. 
- I 
=--r-===-. 
- '- - : ---- .-. 
-----,--
- - --- --t- - --
--- ---.--+-----
5 
117 ~ / ' ;[ '" v, c \; r , . C> v n 
lJC v l e 
Figure 12 . - Mean temp~rature 1 ifference 
as a f ·unc .... l· "n of I',' c /1' r> ani:1 'f' c;.. l, '-.J . 1 C PCI de 'Pe c . 
reference 8. ) 
, 
~. 
in crossflow - lit 
(Data f ro!!! 
6 
Tte 7filues of the ratio ~f t fo r erassllo? to t for 
counter·flo ,r for various vp.lues of sand T) a r e sh~)wn in 
t able III , which :1.s tal:.en f r om refer ~ r ce G. It is clear 
that , for 6iven v'lues of ~ and 1 , t is ~reater for 
~ 0 
0 11 
.1 il . 2 
: ~. 11 I 1 
.5 J. 
. 6 1 
: ~ 1 1 
· 9 I 1 
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TABLE III. - RATIO OF FO~ CROSSFL01N TO 
0 .1 
1 . 000 
. 996 
· 9~ 3 
· 990 
. q87 
. 98~ 
. 980 
·975 
. 961 
.92 8 
FOR CO mT'l'ERFLOVJ ( FROM REFERENCE 8 ) 
0 . 2 0 · 3 
LOCO 1 . 000 
qo l l 
. 592 c .. /,_, . 
. 982 .983 
. 983 
·974 
. 975 . Q62 
" 
,967 ·950 
.9R5 · :'35 
·9' 2 • j 11 
. ~) 19 J '72 
. 867 ,801 
. I ' 
4 I 0 . 5 I 0 . 6 0 . 7 0 .9 0. 8 O. 
----rl--___ + ____ ~----~----~-----
00/10009 11.000 J.OOO 1.000 1 . 000 1.0 
·9 
· 9 
0, 
· ./ 
·9 
a 
• ,I 
. 9 
i3 
· . 
. 8 
·7 
83 1 . 9 31,~ I .978 ·973 . 961 ·.Jil 
75 .967 , · 955 . 9~.2 · 919 
62 1 .9521 .935 1 . 908 • 872 '.~781~ 48, . '9 35 . 90:7 . 873 .8240.-0 
35 I · 9 10 • 875 . 8:<) 2 . 765 • 665 
09 1 . 87? 1 . 83 5 .iBo . 698 . 581 7~ 1 . 032 .780 . 710 . 614 • Lf-85 2L~1 .7581 . 698 . ( 1)~, .500 . 360 
38 1 . 672 ! . 58_1~jl_._l+_9_0~_.3_6_04-_.2_2 __ 0
counterflow tr!an for crossflow . In other vlo rds, the surfa ce 
area requi~ed with counterflow is less t han that re~uired 
with crossfl ow. It is customary , however , to make aircraft 
heat exchangers of the crossflow t ype because it 1s much 
simpler to connect manifo l ding or ducts to the crossflow type 
than to the counterflow t ype . ( See also s ection ent :1t led 
II Applicati0ns to Design .lI ) 
The assumptions u pon whi ch equations (27) and (28 ) and 
the data of tables II &nd I II are based s hould be ment1oned . 
'l'hese ass umptions 8re (1 ) that the tempGrature of a fluid is 
a line8. r f unct ion of .i.tC' h'3at load and (2) that ht is con-
s tan t thr oUbhou t t Le :-H~a t exchanger . 'l'r_e flr s t as sumpt ion 
is al;'1ost al\'ays justified . ( See equations ( 4 ) and (40) .) 
For turbulent flm·; , the second assUl'l1ption is justlfied . }I'or 
laminar flow , however , the second b.ssump tion means t hat t~le 
equatlons fo r t g iven i n this section are '8 trictl y appli cable 
only when 0 (fig , 5 ) has a value low enough that hD/k is 
independent of ¢ and thereEore :ndependent of L. 
PRESSunE LOSS 
The flow of the coo ling a ir thr .:::mgh hen. t exchangers Is 
a ccompanied by 103ses ill tota l p r essure . These to tal-
pressure los se s r esu lt princ ipa lly trom static-pressure losses 
that are caused bJ friction and by the ~ncreased ~omentum of 
t he he~trd air . The loss in total pressure that is c aus ed by 
t he abrup t expansion at t.l le ex it f'rom a heat exchc.mger i s 
:ii s cus seG. in the s6ctioll on ducts . 
f 
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Friction Pressure Loss 
For both turbulent and lamina r f low in straight passage s, 
the drop in static pr essur e caused by fric~ion is siven by 
the equation 
2 
= 4f ~ pv D 2 
i n which D is the hydrauli c d~a~et er of the passage . 
The quantity f in equation ( 29 ) is known as the fric -
tion factor . The value 0f f ~s a fun ct ion of the kind of 
flow, the roughness of the; surface , and the fluid properties 
and velocity . 
For tUl' bulent flow through snooth ttl.bes, f is shown as 
a function of Reynolds number in figure 13, which is taken 
- - t4-ttj -
~-. I I-f--l-j 
-+---- --~--.-
---
.-f---
-t 
I 
I 
r+ -\--
---/--
:I:-+ I ·1-ti- -tl~ r===p..-.. 
._-
4 7 107 
Reynolds nUlilbe r , H 
Figure 13 . - Friction i 'actol' 1.' as a fun ction of Reynolds 
number R for larnLwr fl01'l 1:1 circuJ_<..:.r tubes and turbulent 
flow in smooth tubes wit}) cross sectJ..un s ·Jf any shape . 
(From fig . 51 of reforence 1 . ) 
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from figure 51 of reference 1. The part o f the curve that 
applies to turbulent flow ~s based on many experiments with 
tubes v:i th cro s s sec-r.;ions 01' various stapes . POI' l1e:rnolds 
numbers betv...-eeLl 5000 und 200, QUO , tho curve of .r:::'gure 13 is 
[i veil by the fa llowing eqna t ion , also taken from refei:ence 1: 
(30) 
For tnrbulent .n.ow tltr0ugh 8mooth straig:hc passEtbes over a 
wide ran,:;e of Reynolds nU:lbers" tlie static-pressure drop due 
to ' friction can therefore be calcul~ted by the equation 
(31 ) 
Problem: 
Calculate ~he l~!'l.ctl0n pres~ure drop In a tube , 1/4 inch 
in dic.meter and 2 fect long , through whi ch air is flowing at 
100 fee t nor secor.d . The 2. ve:."aGe fluid lypoperties in the 
tube are tlIDse of standard sea-level condltj.ons. 
Solution~ 
Pr011l appendix B bond .fiGure 67 , che .fluid prope.cties are 
p = 0 . 002378 sl~G/cu ft 
~ = 3.73 x 10 - 7 slug/ ft /sec ' 
The Rey,:~olds nU.ilber is 
By eC1untlon (31) , 
P'J"D R = 
= 
~ 
O. 002378~_100 
'+3 x 3 . 7") x 10- 7 
= l 3 , :JOO 
= 0 . 0,)2 x 0 . 002 378 x lO)'~ x 2 x 48 
(13300)° · 2 
= ~l ). lb/isq ·"'t 
..,..-- . L4- - ..... 
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For laminar flow throuGh smooth straiz.;ht passages , t he 
value of the friction factor f in equation (29) is 
f = ~ R (3 2 ) 
For laminar flow, equation ( 29 ) therefore becollRs 
6Pf =- 2 C3!-LV L", 
D~ 
The calculated values of C~ for pctssages witn cros~ sec -
tions of vari')u'" shapes are-" showI1 In figure lL~ , which is 
taken from reference 9 . These theoretical values of C3 
are w6l1 supportec. by expur ime~ltL.1 data (referel:ce 1) . 
For the flow of air across banks of circular tubes , the 
stat ic - pressure drop is given by 
where L 
flow and 
flui d can 
number of 
is the length 'if the tube ban~-:: :'n the direction of 
Limn is thE: m ... mber of tubes on ';lhich a particle. of 
impinge as it i"lows through the bank , that.; is , the 
contractions and eXDansioI s . 
Experinenti.l1 determllL[?,tions of tLe values of f can be 
correlated by the e1uation 
CI 
f = _.-&.._-
1'10 . 1 ? . . 
The value nf CIL depends on the spac:ng and the arrangement 
of the tubes~ that is , on t:t.e ratios Illp/D and lin/D and 
on wl:ethe~C' the tubes b.re stasgAI'ed or iil line . The values 
of 04 as a function of spacing 11.a 7e been t8.]~en from the 
da ta of' rAi'erence 2 ['i.nel 8.1'e g i'len i: figure 15 for the in-
line tubes a"(~d in figure 16 for the stage?;er'ed tubes . The 
data of figures 15 and 16 are a,plicable only when th tube 
bank is at least 10 rows deep; they are most nearly accurate 
for a Reynolds number of 8000 and , :for ~,Jost purposes , are 
suf:'iciently accurate over a f6.irly vd .. de rc: r..ge of Reynolds 
numbers . 
Problem : 
Find the pressLl.re drop across a bank of tubes O , ~, inch . 
'in diameter . The tubes are in line with mn = 1 . 0 inch and 
m = 0.75 inch: the bar..k is 2 feet deep. .11' flowing across 
tEe bank has the followinc average properties : 
l 
~ = 4 x 10-7 slug/ ft - se c 
p = 0 . 002 s l ug/cu ft 
V = 50 f t /sec 
1.0 
*r~~ II ~-- b - --::>l 0 
I I 0 
depth, a 0 Ratio, b (rectangle and ellipse ) 
width , 
R t · inner diameter ( 0 1 rl' ng ) a la, -t d· t annu ar au er l l:;.1:18 e1' 
Figure 14. - ProDortirmalj .. b~T constant C;2j for laminar flow 
in ducts of various cross - sectional shapes. (Data from 
reference 9. ) 
Figure 15 . - Constant Ch as a f unction of tube spacing -
flow of air across in-iine tubes . (Data from refer ence 2 .) 
Solut.Lon: 
erne Re~rno 1 ds number is 
From l'igut'e 15 , 
R = PVD 
[.t 
== 
0 . 002 x 50 
24 x L~ x 10- 7 
= 10, 1.~OO 
m If == 1.5 
eji - 0 . 13 
T 
~----~---------------------------~--~~~~----~----- -- --
The friction factor then is 
By equati~n (34 ), 
= 2 x 0 . 039 
C4 f - ---
- RO .13 
_ ~.13 
- 3 · 33 
= 0.039 
2 
x -- x 12 x 0 . 002 x 2500 0.75 
= 12 . 5 Ib/sq .f t 
.7 i----I--r--i -T--i~mn~,~ 11--1 . -I 
I . J I --• 5
1
-----r~rT-l--- -----i ----,------1- ---
C I • i "" =-- I I ' 
4. ')1 ! I' -~-+---L--[mp/D=1.50 
'-1 I ii I I ~I' -~~- I - ~=---
! I ; I -.l I I 1 2 .00 
.2i-----·l ·-i------T--- -t·-· ) 1- - - r-T-r I 
.11 --- t---j-l---r-- -r-~--t--r----t----1 
0' - _____ ___ ... ! •• __ ._ .• l _ _ .. .. l_ ... _._ .. 1 ~ __ -'-___ '-'. _______ _ 
1.0 1 . 2 1 . 4 1 . 6 1.8 2 . 0 2 . 2 2 .4 2 . 6 2.8 3.0 
mn/D 
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Figure 16. - Cons tant C4 as a fun c tion of tube spacing -
I~low o f air a cro ss s t aggered tubes . ( Data from reference 2.) 
Momentum-Increase Pressure Loss 
v"lhen hea t 5 s dded to the coolin a 11' th:l tis flowing 
through a tub~ of constant craGs-sectional area, the density 
of tho air is decreaced and its velocity is increased. Be -
cause. of the i rlcrease in vel~citJl , the mOMentum of the fluid , 
which is proportional to pV , is increased , The increase 
ln 1~orr1 en tUY'1 is ac col'lpanied hy a drop ln atc tic pressure , the· 
magnItude 8£ wh~ch is given by 
= P2V2 (V2 Vl) 
= 2 (q2 - ql) (36 ) 
(For the derivation of equation (3 6 ) , sec the derivation of 
equation (46) in the f:)llo"lin section ent i tled "Energy 
Balances ." ) 
ENERG Y 13 LANCES 
In t!le present s e ction , the eaergy equations that govern 
fluid flow are given . In a subsequent section , these rela-
tions will be used in the calculation of the power cost of 
operatlon of heat exchanger s . 
The follo~!ng discuss10n applies to steady- flow conditions 
through Borae such genera l arrangement as that shown in figure 17, 
- - - - - -
Figur e 17. - Schematic representation of hea t exchanger in duct. 
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which represents a hent exchanger instal l ed in a duct . At 
station 0, free - stream conditions exist . Station 1 is 
taken just within the ~eat - exchanger entrance and station 2 , 
just within the h~a t-exchanger exit . Station 3 is at the 
e:{i t of t'1e d.uct e 
Total Energy Bal~nce 
Consideration can be restricted to the total energy of 
1 pound weiGht of flu5.d . h. useful energy- balance equation 
can be developed for Ullit weight of fluid in terms of its 
Droporties at stations 1 and 2 • 
. Tb.e total energ:r of un:.i.t we".ght of fluid at any station 
is its internal or intrinsic energy plus its kinetic energy_ 
T~e total energy of unit #eight at station 2 equals its 
total energJ at station 1 plus the external work done on it 
plus the heat energy [;1 ven to it; therefore , 
( ~ . t-' (-7)' . l' 'f" l " t d~ t 'b t" LqU3.'JJ .. on 5 l:-i exac'C or a unL.or;~ ve OCl y ... 8 rl ulan, 
tLn.G is, fOl' J c.onstant· cross tl'e t'L.be er'oss section. 
For the velocit~ ~istribution of turbulent f low in circular 
tubes , the kinetic energy i s about 5 per cent to 10 percent 
greater t~an V2/2g, where V is the average velocity at 
the cross section . For the velocity distribution of lami-
nar flow In circular tubes , the kinetic energy is twice 
V2/2g.) If there is no pump , f an , o r turbine between 
st.atlons 1 and 2 , We is composed of two parts: The work 
done on unit weight &s it is pushBd past station 1 by the 
fluid behind it and the wor}{ done by unit we ight in pas sing 
station 2 on the fluid ahead of it; that is , 
We = PI 
p~ 
- --gp l gP" <-
Therefore , 
V22 P2 VI 2 PI 
JU2 + JLJ l + + + J 
H 
+ ?g - 2g -- Vi 
• 0 gP2 gPl 
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The difference in interna l ene rgy at the two stat i ons 
is de f ined by the equat ion 
EquaU.on (39 ) can thel'efore be written as 
V 2 
J cp Tl + 1 + J U 2g \1 
The ge neral gas law 
pv = L = gp RT 
and the relation 
R = J (c.p - Cv ) 
can bE:. used in eQ.uatl.on (1~D) t o obta i n the equation 
v 
I 
Equation (41 ) l8 the equation for t ota l en ergy ba l ance 
and is Olle fOrJ:1 of eXT'ress~_on of Bernoull ' I swell - known 
t h eor em of the eonS'H'va tion of ener gy . TIqua tion (L~l) is 
appl i cable in all C elBeR of fluid floH except t hos e i n which 
t he vcloci~y dlqtr i bltion is not constant o ver a cross sec-
tion , there is <.., pump or a turoine in the system, and the 
generc.l ga3 l aw does no t ho ld . It j.s applicable , for example , 
when Gradua l or abrupt change s in cross - s e ctiona1 are a occur 
betwe ,m stations 1 :lne. 2 . 
For air, equation (41) si~plifies to 
p~ n 4 H 7 --f:::. + V22 = 7 'p ll- + T12 + ( 5 x 10 ' ) vI P2 
rhechanica l Ene r gy Ba l ance 
A useful ener~y -balance eqlation can also be writ t en in 
t erms 01' the nechanicLl energi es involved . The mechanica l 
energy l os t per unit weight of fluid b y friction - tha t is , 
the mechanical ene r gy which is conve r ted i nto heat - is 
c.alled P . Tho total mechanic.al wo1'lr Wm done by the 
fluid on lt sclf aEd j_ts surroundings i_s then given by 
d If - 'F' P d / l ) 
' TIl - -0. T g \ 75 
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Also, the fami15_&r e'1uation of thermodyna1.1ics relating 
:lllt8rr.5.1 energy , Yeat received, ~:md l!lE'chanical work done is 
dWm = .J d (~) - J dU 
Therefore, 
J diJ + J2 d(l \ - J d(!i) = elF g P) w-
Equation (39) c~n be differentiated t o give 
From the lant t wo equations , therefore, 
dj:) V dV d--' 0 
- + --- + 1"' = 3P g 
V dV 
g 
~quation (43 ) is the me ch~n!cal -energy- balance ~orm of 
Bernoulli' s t~eorGm. 
Under TrlOSe c:trcur.1stances , the exact integration of 
nquatton (t~5) is not ·possible . Consider , for e;:ample , the 
equation 
(44) 
rrhe quanti ty p cenerally ~s 8.n unknown function of p and 
the first cel'm :i.n equation (lJl~) cannot be eVc:,luated . The 
integration can be carri.ed out i'()r some spe cial cases . For 
incompre~sible fluids, for example, P is constant . Also , 
for the is·')thermal f'lJW of compressible flu1ds , P . is propor -
tional to p. 
In the 6ener~1 case Of. compres sible fluids, an approxi -
ma te sr)lution is 
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For passaGes of constant cross-sectional a r ea , 
pV ::: Constant 
and ~quation (h3) c an be l~lltiplied tl~ough by gp and 
inteGra ted to Give 
P2 - 61 + pV (V2 - VI) + 6Pr ::: 0 
Equation (~6 ) can be written 
(4·6 ) 
The equation is exact but, in genera l, 6Pf cannot be calcu-
lated exactly bpca~se the variation of V with L i n the 
followin g equation i s no i::; knowll: 
::: 2jJIT 
6Pr D [L fV dL 
vO 
An approximate integrati n js 
The value of V may be taken RS 
Adiabatic -Flow Equations 
Equ.ation (he) can be Ctppltcd to the flow between sta-
tions 0 and 1 oj' figlu·e 17 . TLi8 flow is adiabati c; that is, 
II ::: 0 
Equation (40 ) then become's 
This relatio:::1 18 used to ce]culL, te the temperature at sta-
tion 1 . }~r air, 
(L~9 ) 
If 1080e8 in t otal pressure that may occur between 
Dtatlons 0 find ~ are neglected, the adiabatic relation 
£. ::: Constant pY -
holds , and jt CJn be shown that the pressure and the density 
at s~atio, 1 a~e given by 
(50) 
E~pressions for Total Pr es sur e 
The tntel pl'e ssurn in 8. stI' e&m is defined as t he static 
pressure t~ut w~'.l.ld exist if the stream were brouGht to rest, 
l.,na t i.s ~ t lw static prE; ssaro at a s t agnation point . It can 
be shoV"n (l'('i'erence 10 ) that , in a compressible f luid, the 
tota l pre s stU'S is g i von by 
II ::: p 1 + Y - ~ pV y-l ( 2)-L 2y p (51) 
For air , equation ( 51) ecomes 
H = p (1 + 0.2 Pv2)3.5 yp 
= p [1 (Vl13 .5 + 0 . 2 c, J (52) 
vlhere the veloci ty of sound c = IJPE . 
POWER COST 
An approxl~ats c'lcul atlon of the power cost of a heat 
exchangE,r can be I.lade by r athe r simp l e approximation formulas. 
The net pow~r C08t ca .1 be considered the sum of the power 
used in Eorcing the coo ling air trJ:>ough t he exchanger and the 
powe r used in tr anspor ting the weight of the exchanger minus 
the thrust power that _3 recovered fl~O!.1 the heated cooling 
air. Simple apm.-'oxiI'1[,tion formulas can be used to calculate 
the coolinC; - Edr pU1:1ping povJCr arld the thrust pOiVer . 
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An exact determination bf the power cos t of a heat 
exchanger can be PlI:.tde by adding the cost of transporting the 
weight of the exchanger a::ld tte pov"er expended in changing 
the mOr1€Iltum of the cooJ.ing air; the power expended in 
changing tho ml);1entum of t::J.e cooling air is 
p = i Vo (VO - V3) (53) 
A rat:ler cOT'1plicated but exact method of .finding V3 ·is 
ex.p l '3.in6d 18. tel'. 
The form drug of a heat - exch<.;;.nger installation is not 
considere~ in the present Jiscuss!on • 
.\S in the pre ce jine:. section , the fo r mulas thD.t a r e g iven 
herein for calculation o f power cost are stated in terms of 
the concd tions that e;:ist at the stations 0 to 3 of .figure 17 . 
rl.ppr8x:5.mate Calcnlation of Power Cost 
Cooling- air pump".ng pO\Ter- . - The power expended in 
pumping the cool::"ng a:"r between stations 1 and 2 is 
Although this expression is 
unwielcUy for general use . 
the ap~roxirnat e expression 
exact , it is a little too 
It is more convenient to use 
P(' ::; Q ( PL - P2) 
::::: Q. IIp 
wher e Q is the a verage volume 1'0. te of flovv . The value of 
.Q can be calcula.ted from the average density 01' the average 
velocity 
Vie ight - carrying p0wer . - The' DOliver expenditure required 
to· tr ansport the Y'eisht of a heat exchanger is 
CD 
Pw = E: C L p~ v V 0 ( 56 ) 
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The product PRv is the weight of the exchanger. The 
quantity € is a factor that takes account of the weight of 
the mounting required by th6 ex changer . Experience has 
nho~'ln that € Generally has the approximate value 105. 
Scoop-crae:; power . - For SOLle install&tions, as when an 
exch[.ng3r is wholly or partly lns tal1ed in an external scoop 
or Quct, it lTI'ly be desirable to take intI) account the drag 
that is associated wi ttl the fronta l area of the scoop. The 
drag power of a scoop is given by 
Ps = CDsqOVOAs 
If t.Le scoop is vleJ_1 de~1.gned (see section entitled. "The 
Cooling-Air Entrance" ) , the drag coefficient CDs hased on 
the projected frontal are& has a vRlue of ab0ut u.o6. (5ee 
fiS. 41 and ref6 r ~nce 11.) 
CO:lvcrsi0I: .. of Leat cner ,rqr into thrust power. - A part 
of the i1ea t erwrg:~r tba t ~LS trans f'erped to the air between 
stations 1 and 2 (L ig . 17) can be converted into thrust 
power. FOI'T11UluS l~or tile a!,mroximate calculat10n of the 
recovered thruE't power o.re glven in the present section. 
One of the thermod.ynamic processes by which heat energy 
is tra!'H:lformed into mech' nicRl 6nergy is kn·)wn as the ,Joule 
cycle. In traversing this cycle , the working substance 
goes through the .following stages : adiauatiC'! compression; 
addition of heat at constant pressure; adiabatic isentropic 
expansion; return , at constant pressure, to initiul conditions. 
The cycle is represented by the path ABCDA in figure 18. A. 
somewhat similar cycle is traversed by the cooling air that 
flows through the arrancement denicted in figure 17. There 
is ~n adiabatic compression of the air hetween stations 0 
and 1. Heat is transferred to the air betw8en stations 1 
and 2. The air expands adiabatically between stations 2 
and 3. After passin'S station 3, the air returns to original 
free - stream conditlons of tenperaturc and density . 
The rate W at which mechani cal energy is recoverable 
from. the heat input in tl:e J_deal cycle ABCD}\. is 
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p 
v 
F i gur e 18 . - DiDgr am of p against v fo r J oule cy cle . 
Three assul.lptions that were ui3ed in the derivation of 
equation (57 ) , \/hich are not exactly true in practice , caus e 
t he rate of recoverable mechanica l energy i n the actua l 
c y cl e to be l ess than in tile ineal cycle . One of these 
asslilllptions i s that H i s given by equation (4) . '~ c tual ly , 
equation (40 ) should be used . llnother assumption is that 
t he heat is transferred to the air at constant pressur e . 
Actual l y , t here is a fall in pressure between stations 1 and 
2 and the a c tual path t r aversed during the cycle i s somewha t 
a s shown by ABC ' DA in figure 18 . l\. more nearly accurate 
va l ue of VI can be obtained b~I using in equation (57) the 
a verage of PI and P2 ' ins t ead of Pl. The third a s sump-
ti n is that the expansion between ' stations 2 and 3 i s 
isentropic . In the actual C 'lSC , this expansion ent a ils a , 
loss in tota l pressure . 
) 
, . 
I 
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In order to obtain an expression for the thrust power 
that i3 obtained fro'"'! the heat input, the quantit:T IV 
(equat:'.Lon (57)) nust be: r.lUltipliod by tL.e efficiency ot: con-
version of Mechanical energy into thrust energy. This effi -
Vo + V3 2VO 
ciency is - if· V3 is less than Vo and 2VO Vo + V3 
if '13 is greator thl,n V\.) . 
}>_ccordlng to equation (57 ) , the efficiency of the Joule 
c:rcle V./.TIl depflnds Dn I1T , the rise in air temperature be-
tv'een the free stream and the heat - exchanger entI'ance, 
because 
':rl = TO + tT 
By eluation (49) , 6T is p~oportional to the dIfference of 
tbe squares 'Jf t _1El free-stream velo city and the velocity in 
the he~t-exchangor entrance and 
AT - 0.812 ( V 2 _ V12) 
t.; " . l:Of~ 0 
The 0ff'iciency of the cycle accordinGly is quite small unless 
Vo is larg p (~f the order of 600 fps or more) and VI is 
Much srt!aller . At. l0'iv altitudes where Va is r;mall, there -
rore, t~e Mechanical power obtained by conversion of the 
heat input is quite small . 
It might be expected that the efficiency of the cycle 
2.S h:l.gl:.est at ~1ighest altitudes where Vo is largest (if 
it is ass"".uned t.h£.t the critical altitude ift not exceeded) . 
That this fact ls not ne cessarily true can be shown as 
follows: Consider the isothermal region of the atmosphere 
in ~hich TO is constant . At first , as the altitude of 
fli6ht is ir:creased, VO , the '{uantity V02 - V12 , and the 
efficienc~t w/ JH increase . ;l.S the al t i tude increasE; S 
furtller, however , the hed. t exchb.nger May be come unable to 
perform the neccsoar~.r heat tra:;J,sfer unless Vl increase s _ 
rapidly. In that chse, &lthouC;h '10 increases, V02 - V12 
Ecnd the efficiency d8Cre'3.SP . These effects are shown in 
figure 19, which is take~ frOM figure 20 o f reference 12. 
Exact Calculation of Power Cost 
If the velocity of the cool i ng air at the exit from 
the du.ct V3 is knovm, the net C03t of cooling (exclusi ve 
of the weignt - carry~ng power ) can be calculated by the 
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Figure 19 . - Thrust horsepower recovered from coo ling 
percent of engine bru.ke horsepower as a tunction of 
tude for the airp l ane conuidered in reference 12. 
fi g . 20 of reference 12 . ) 
equat ion 
p = ~ Vo (VO - V~ ) g ./ 
60,000 
air in 
nlt i-
(From 
(53) 
'l'wo methods 0 f r::"ndin8 V3 are given here. The fir s t 
consists of stat~on-to - station calculations . The second 
can be vsed when the loss in total pressuro across the entire 
system, that is, between stations ° and 3, is known . 
By the first method, the v&lue of V3 is ob tained by 
first calculat:;'ng the cO ~ld:itLms at 3tation 1 from chose at 
station 0 , thel tbe conditions at sta t ion 2 fron those a't 
station 1 , and ~inally t he conditions at station 3 from those 
at station 2 . The equations that are needed in the calcula-
tions bave alrehdy boen ~iven in tho sect~_on entitled ttEnergy 
Balances . \I 'rhe method 01.' calculation is illustrated bv the 
following e~ample (seo a lso r e ference 13) , wbich is sim~li ­
fied by assuming values for certain quantities . 
fl'_ssume that the heat exchanger (fig . 17) has an open 
front al area Al of 1.8 squa~e feet, tbat it dissipates heat 
at the rate If of 353 Btu pe~" se cond , that it requ':'res a 
weight rate of 1:'low Vi of lL~ . 34 pounds per second , and tha t 
__ --~----------~--~--r---~----------------~--------~--~------~--~~-- - -
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the friction pr essure dr op ~ Pf in t he ex changer is 36 
pounds pe:r squa~'e f:)ot . Assume that the airplane 1s flying 
at 600 ~eet per second at an altitude of 2~ , 000 feet in 
NACA Atandard atmosphere. 
Conell t i ons at station 1 0 - The value of Vl can be 
fOUJ.1dbya-~iil:1ul t aneous solution of equations (49) , (50) , 
and the elua tion 
W ::: gApV 
The valuee of ~l ' PI , and Pl a r e ob t ained from equations 
(~9) and (50) . The values are g iven in table IV . 
TA B~F. IV . - VALUES or QUA_JT IT I:CS USED IN EXAMPLE 
-P 1J T A 
( slug/eu f t) (1b/sq f t) (OF abs . ) (sq f t) Sta~ion T~~S) 
O . OO 1 06~ 725. 1.~29 --- -
. 0012) 9 6 455 1. 8 
. 0009bO 916 55b 1.8 
. 000860 785 532 . 87 
o 600 
1 200 
2 253 
~ 596 
-
Ccnditions a t sta tion 2 . - The values of the variable s 
at st7i·fIQ~--c1:ln beotjtained by a simultaneous solution of 
equat ion s (42 ) and (46) and t he equation of continuity 
in whi ch AI ::: A2 . The solution of these equations gi ves , 
for the conGltions at station 2 : the va l ues sh:)wn in 
table IV. 
90nditions at station 3. - The stat ic pressure at s ta-
tion 3 is very nearly the static pressure that exists out side 
the duct in the region of station 3. I f flaps are not used 
at the exit, the pressur e there is practically free-stream 
pressure . If Po is substituted for P? J the ex i t velo city , 
temperature , and density can be calculatea fr::)lTI the equat ion s 
for adiabatic c~8nges ( equations (49 ) and ( 50 )) 
T3 = T2 + 0~~R2 (V22 - V3 2 ) (49 ) 
and 
(50) 
The values a r e as g iven in t able IV. As was 
reference 13, slIde-rule ca lculations are not 
accurate for a satisfacto ry deternlnation of 
two preceding equations . 
pointed out in 
sufficiently 
V3 f rom the 
. As soon 8 s i~he value of V7.y is known, the ne t power 
cost of the heat ex cha nger (exclusive of the wei€;ht - ca rry ing 
power) is easily obtained from 
p == W (VO - V3) (53) -- Vo g 
== 
14 .34 x 600 x (600 596) -32 . 2 
= 1070 ft-·lb/sec 
Simplif~ed calc~l~~ion of povv8r cost . - A single equa -
tion can be developed that 'Nil l give the-power c os t of the 
heat exchan~ er , p~ov i ded that the loss in total pre ssure 
')etween statio::1.s 0 and 3 is known . Equat i on (l.~l) , the 
energy-balance equa tion, can be a,pl i ed between station8 0 
and 3 to.give 
Vo2 y Po H 
= ~- + Y - 1 Po + Jg W 
The r atio P3/P~ c an .be . liuinated as fol l ows : The total 
pressure at stati 'Jn 3 is e qlJ.al to the stagnation pl'essure 
that wO'...lld exist ·~. f the fluid wer e brought to rest -and is 
given by equation (5 1) as 
(51} 
Then , 
P3 y 
- 1 V3 2 
= P3 2y (:~f~l - 1 
By substituting this expression for P3/P~ in equation (59 ) 
and simplifying , an expression for V3 i~ obtained in the 
J 
form 
~ = - + --'-- _.Q + Jg !i . V7.
2 ('V02 'Y P ~ 
2 . 2 Y - 1 Po WI 
The equation is easily modified to read 
Vo - V-;z 
L = 1 
-(1 + 1 2 Jgv~[ 1 Vo 
}'or 
0 . 2E02 
+ V 2 . o v 
there cnn be used kpPO ' where 
p~ 
1{ - ~ 
j P - Po 
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(60) 
C)3\~]~ 
- ir;)3. J (61 ) 
If flaps are n~t used at the exit, the pressure coefficient 
kp ~l8.S a value very close to un! ty. If the loss in total 
rressure 6H is known , H3 can be found as 
H3 = HO - 6H 
and eruation (61) can be used with equation (53) 
P -- Vl -r ( V v3 ) g "0 0 -
to find the power cost . 
APPLICATIONS TO' DESIGN 
'J:'he informat ion necessary for calculating rate of heat 
transfer, pressure drop , and power cost for various designs 
has been presented . A number of questions arising fro~ 
application of this information to t he design of heat 
exchangers remain to be discussed . 
Size of Pass8.8es 
The pres sure drop availabl e for a heat exchanger is 
frequently none too large: espe cinlly at high altitudes . 
The 9ressure drop required by a heat exchanger can be reduced, 
for a [;1 ven 1'8 te of :nea t transfer , by increas ing the ,amount 
of surface area S and decreasing the velocity V and the 
heat-transfer coefficient h . Pres sure drop is proportional 
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to VI .8 . ThA quantity H is proportional to SVo.8 . If , 
there fore , V is reduced and S is increased sufficiently 
for the product svo .8 to remain constant, a relatively 
large reduct iem in vl . 8 and in_ 1'e s sure droll folloVJs . 
Furthermore, the installation space available on airplanes 
for heat eXChJ.nbe r3 is u.sually rather lir.Ii ted and difficul t y 
in fitting a ~lE'"at e7'cnanger into the available space is 
frequentl y experienced . A good design of heat. exchanger 
' consequently is one in which much heat-transfer surface a rea 
is cr owded il)t o a srilall volume. Fluid passages Sh01J l d be 
made as small as posBible , provided that the requirements of 
mechanical stl'ength can be met and floVJ in t he turbulent or 
the transition region can be obtain~d . 
Tube Spacing and Arrangement 
A good method of comraring various' designs is by means 
of plots of heat - tr8.nsfer coefficient a38.inst pumpins pOV'lC" r . 
cost per unit lleat - transf'er s"-lY'.fac e area . (See refe r ence 14 . ) 
Figures 29 and 30 of reforence 14; which are based on the 
tests reporte d in referellce 15; are reprodllced herein with 
some slioht modif'~ntiens as figures 20 to 23 . In f i gures 20 
to 23, heat-t:i.~nnsfer coeffL~ ]ont h is shown as a func tion 
of pur:.tping p::ywer c.)st per unit surface area tines the square 
of the deneity pcP2/S 1'01' flow acress staggered and in-line 
tube banks c 'J:1hese figures S:10W clearly that the srnallest 
practicable t'lbe spacing both 5_n the direction paralle l to 
the air flow and in the direction perpendicular to the air 
flow results in the 's~allest power cost for a given va l ue of 
heat-transfer coef.t~cient . Thjs result ::s true fo r both 
the stat?;gored Li.nd the in--l ine tubes . Figures 20 to 23 als o 
show that, for givGll values of the ~pacing factors and for a 
given value of heat - transfer coefficient, the in-line 
arrangement results in slightly lower values of power cost 
than the staggered arrangement . 
Comparison of .:<'10\"l across Tubes \l'Ji th Plow through Tubes 
A compar son of the plots of heat-transfer coefficient 
against power cost per unit srrface area (figs. 20 to 23 ) fo r 
flow across banks of circular tubes (s olid lines ) and for 
flow inside smooth tubes (broken lines) shows that flo'N 
across tubes ts more economical than f l ow through tubes; 
that is, for a Liven value of hea t-transfer coefficient, the 
pumping power is less for flow a cross tube banks than for 
flow through tubes , except at extromely high values of 
Reynolds number. In the plot s for flow throu.:;h tubes , two 
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Figure 20. - Efficiency of heat tranerer - heat-trans/fer 
coefficient 11 as a function of snacing factor mn D and 
of pumpin g power per lmi t surface area time s the square of 
the density. Plow of a:Lr across staggered tubes and f low 
through tubes . ( 1.7 rom fig . 30 of reference ll~.) 
values of the parameter D/fl. are used . The value of D/fl. 
of 58,000 corresponds to a tu~e dlameter of 0~26 inch for 
the standard sea-level coefficient of viscosity fl. of 
~.7~ x 10-7 slug per foot per second . The value of D/fl. 
of 40,000 corresp onds , for the same value of fl., to a tv.be 
dia~eter of 0 . 18 inch . 
Choice of ?luid- Surface Combination 
If the two surfaces of a~leat exchanger differ in 
arrangement or amount (as , for example , wnen one fluid flows 
thro1.1eh the tubes and the other flows across the tubes or 
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F i gure 21 . - Efficiency of heat transfer - heat - transfer 
coeff ic :i..ent h a:::~ a fll.nction o f spacing f ctor mp/ D ~md 
of pu;nn :5_ng power per unit surfac e area times tbe square of 
t he density. Flo' of a i~ across sta~gered tubes and ~low 
thr ough tubes . (From fig . 29 of r'eference lL~ .) 
when only one surfaee is finned ), the quest ion of whi ch fluid 
should flew across ~hi ch surface arises . For gi ven values 
of Sl and 32 , the o ver - a ll t:ter!11s1 reslst ance l / htStJ 
which is give~ by 
i .s a mininum when t he thermal resi stanc e s on both sides are 
equal . From considerations of economical h e at transfer , 
therefore, tbe question of wh 'ch fluid shou ld go witb which 
surface i s answere1 by so making tne choi ce t hat hlS1 is 
more nearly equ~l to h2S2 . 
-~--.-----------------.-------------------~--~-...---~-
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Figure 22 . - Efficiency of l.leat transfer - heat-tra'1.s.fer 
cccffic:"er..t h as 8. functi:):::l of' spacing factor mn/D and 
of pumplnf; power per unit sur face area times the square of 
t~e density. Flow of nil' acros~ in-line tubes and flow 
throush tubes. (li'T'om i' ig . 30 of reference lLj •• ) 
From me cha.nical cons i. e r a t i0ns ~ the tube-Viall tj:l:~c1<"ne 3S 
can be sms.ller and 'ehe she~.l can. ::e _ighter ~ alld tlJ.s v:eight 
of the exchanger consequentJy can be less , if the high- . 
]"re8s:.::'1'c .:f:l.uid is inside GIld -':; :le low- p:r'essnre fluid is outside 
the tu'bes . 
Compariso~ of Counter flow with Crossflow 
As has been pointed out for the same condit~ons of 
eight rate of flOW , th e over-all meun tempe r atnre d~ffer­
En ce t is greate r for counte 'flow than for crassflow. The 
counterflow intercooler has often been considered for use in 
&irph .. nes. I n the l'o llo,,rj.ng <l~.s cussion , however, it is 
shown that the counterflow arranger:1ent Is not so advantageous 
as is f requent ly believed . 
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Figure 23 . - Efficiency of heat transfer - heat -transfe r 
coefficient h as a fun~tion of sp8.~ing factor mp/D and 
of p~mpin~ power per unit surface area times t~e s~uare of 
the dens i t,r 0 Flow of air aCl' OS s in--1ine tube s and flow· 
throuGh tut-es. (From fig . 29 of reference lL~ . ) 
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Trlb le III shoVis the values of the ratio of ~ for cr08 S-
flow to t for countciflow for vari~us values of the hot -
fluid te~perature drop ~ and the cold-fluid temperature 
rise~ . The value of the ratio is quite low fo r high values 
of S 5.nd I) . Consider , hoviever , the c ase ofhigh- clltitude 
inter coo l ers . At hi811 a l ti tudes vihere much supercharging is 
n e ce ssary , S is l arge . On the other hand , for the eff icient 
operat ion OJ-: hig:!J. - a ltitude inter cc'Gle r s , the ratio We/ We 
must be r e l ative l y l arGe in order for ~ to be large and ~ , 
as g iven by the equation 
We S = Wc ~ 
.J 
----~-------------.----
must therefore be smal l. Inspection of table III shows 
that, for large ~ and smal l ~, the value of t for 
counterflow is only a small porcenta~e greater than the 
valllt: of t for crossflow. It would be a mista.ke to design 
a cOlmterflow intercooler for large ~ an~ large ~ in 
order to tcke aG~nt~ge or the large difference that Dould 
then 6:,::int between the counteri low t aad the crossflo.v ~. 
}'or large S and l arge'll , the value of ~ for botll 
counter.flow and crossf'low is "nucn sna ller than its vcdue l'or 
lar30 S f nd sr1all II ana mor e. [51-'_- '£'a ce area \iould bE:; re -
quired for the small t :or a giva ~ rate of he~t dissipa -
tion E. These facts arc illustratoc by figur~ 24J which 
Figure 2L~. - CO!"1parison 0 f T:1ean . te:npora tUI' e differencE> L1 
c~unterrlow and crossf low. t as a function of ~; 
S = 0·7· 
is drawn for a value of ~ of 0 . 7 , whi ch is necessary at an 
altitude ~f about 35,000 feet. Figure 2l~ sho-:ls that, at 
large values of ~, counterflow ~ive s a l arge percent&ge 
increase over crossflow in the ove r - all temperature differ -
ence t. For Greal l values of n, however, the perc ontage 
increase is small . 
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Another fnctor to be consider ed is tha t the manifo l ding 
necessary with a cOUJ1.ter.no1l'l :mi t (see 1'ig . 25) must contain 
much heat - transfer snr face area and that the flow across this 
surface a r ea is very nearly crossf l ow . 
F i gure 2) . - Counterflow heat exchanger and ducting , showing 
crossflow iIl ducting . 
Mechanica l Considerations 
One of the most important problems connected with the 
de velopment of heat - transler apparatus is the economica l 
pr oduction of exchangers that are .free from the tendency 
toward structurD.l and leakag e failures . Vibration usu.ally 
imposes 8. seVGre strain on heat exchunge:,s . 'Ehe diffe Y' ences 
in the efficiency of heat transfer for different designs is 
small, and these differences a:ee negligible i f there are 
important differences in mechanical reliab i lity . There ha ve 
been innumerable attenpts, nevertheless , to obtain laree 
lncre£' ses 5 n e.Cficiency bv tl:e use of' new tube shapes and 
novel a3s0r1bl~T nrran[,;ements . Unless these ne.,i shapes and 
arrangements result in sma ller tlbe diameters, nore substan-
tial cons ti'nc t ion , or more economical manufac ture, "Shey can 
have little &dv&ntage over the ~lapes and &rran~em9nts in 
current use . 
It l::Jould be desirable in many tnstances to use rattler 
long tubes. Long tubes, becanse o.f vibration, rr.ust be 
supported. The use of long tubes introduces a manufacturing 
hardship, lillwev8r , that tends to keep heat - exchanger tubes 
short. Vibration dlrficultiea are tIDre serious when the 
tubes are filled with liquid than when the liquid is outside 
the tubes and the cooling air inside . 
For coolant rad2.ators, he'"3.Gonal tubes w~uld be desirable 
on the basis of ratio of open to total frontal area but are 
probably unsuitable bf:cause of te.ndency to failure under 
vibr::..tion. 
Oil c(:013r3 of the proper ,sbape ( rectan[ular) to fit 
the nvailable space on an airplane would he de8irablo from 
inst~llation consideratiaDo . Such coo18~s, however, would 
b8. ve to be Cy.C.JSS i vel:- bea vy to a v·::> iel failure under llieh oil 
pressure. Oil coole13 therefore ar e usually of ci~cular 
cross section . 
In spite of' the \'Tell-recognized 8.dvantages o.t srl.'111 
tube dIameter, tubes sm8.11er than 0 . 25 inch are rarely used 
beci.lW'1(; of tne problen of assembly and because of the pro'lJlem 
of reducing the tube-idall thickness in proportion to the 
reduc~ion ~n diame t er. 
Oil Coolers 
TLe design o f oil c001ers ie, at present weL:. standardized 
with respect to ~imensions. Circular coolers are nroduced 
in a number 0f dinmetE.:rs . Tube length , dia.m.eter, and s~)s.cing 
are limited to a 'ew values. T.he c()Jling air flows through 
the tubes and the oil flows across the tubes. B&ffles are 
used in the oi l passa~es . The different baffles used by 
different l'1anufacturel'S resllt in somewhat different heat-
transfer perfOr?1anCeS, particularl;y at low coolinc;-ail' inlet 
temperntures for v'bich the influence of baffle arranSBl1Snt 
on the tendency of the oil to congeal is particularly Gtrong . 
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At pres ent, the rrincipal problem conne cted with oil 
coo l ers 13 the problem of congeali~g. Oil Is so highly 
viscous , compal'pd IHlth tlw fluids used in radiL-tors and 
intercoolers, tha t the oil flow is probably alw ya lamin~r , 
whereas thE flo\ of g l ycol and air is almos t al~ays turbulent . 
V:h e ll tbe 1_nJ et tempera cure of the coo ling ai r is lOVI, t :'10 
l aminae of oil next; to the cooljng sUI'face become cooled to 
such an extent that tbeir coefficient of viscosity rises to 
a mucb hibl'.E:r vE'lue than tr_at of laminae ~ar tllGr from t he 
surfa c e . Thl) veloc~. ty of the cold otl is reduced, and tl-:.e 
cold oil r6111ainc longer in c,:mtact ',;,ri th tho t'lb6 s'J.rfaco and 
pr obab l y 2,8 s W:iG8 a temperature c 1:ls(3 to tlla t of th3 tube wa l_ . 
The re 8u1 t is tl18t the :p~; s[1ac~eW'ays tYentu[Jl l y becoine cl08Ged 
with co l d or c rmgea.Lecl o.Ll and the coole:;:' ceases to funct ion . 
The des ign of oil cuolers tbat Iolre no t 3ub~e ct to the tendency 
of the oil to c ongeaJ at high alt itudes (low coolin~- air 
temper a tur es ) is a nro bIen tbo. t r:as not yet boen so l ved . 
BeCflUSE' t:1.f f'low of (>.~l in co')lprs io l am;nar and because 
of the various effects Jf t~e baffle arrance~ents uRed by 
different l'1an'J ....... pc"tlvers , little p I'o .:::>ress has been Dade in 
correlating Cle he3.t t~an reI' on t he oi l slde . 
I I - S E L E C T T ON 
I'art ~ n:-iS dealt pY'incipally with the j.nternd.l desl.gn 
of lle&t exchangers a:~d tho effect of internal design on r&te 
of heat transfer, pressure drop, and power cO.Jt . TLe flext 
prob2em that confronts a heat - transfer engineer is the ~ues ­
tion of s0lection; that ~s, after the 1~tern31 geoMetry of 
a hea t exch~!lge!' has been cho uen" ivha t cxterno.l dlr~lens lons 
ane wh8. t cool i.nc; - a ir 1'lm: rate shouJd be se l '3c ted? The se 
quantitice. 3hou~d be so .selected 
(1) that the hoat exchanger vill be capable of the re -
q~~red r~te of heat ~issipation 
(2) t:t,qt the cooli'1E; - u.ir pressure drop n0.CeS.38.ry to 
efi'G ct the required heD. t dis s :'pa tion w ill not 
e"{ce&d tb.e a::liunt c vailable 
()) thaJ~ none of" tJ.'1C dimensions will exceed the liI'11ts 
S,)t by the installution space u.vailable on tho 
a":'rrJJ.anG 
(4) that the power consu:rrJ.lYGlo:,'l of 1-;he neb.t excH.lngcr will 
n)'c be eJ-cessively t,r eatcr t:-le:.n the lovifeL<t power 
consumpt":'on attaina ble by use of diMensions of the 
proper pl:oportions 
(5) that the al l owable ensine - air ~ressure drop (if the 
e.xchunc;er is an intercooler) is not excaeded 
It ~_s generally po ~ 3i ble to cal culs. te, from the equa -
tions or part I , the solution to the prohlem of seloctlo~ . 
The calc'.'.J.ati')ns are unusually tedious , hov:ever , particularly 
in V1.6W of the fact that a number of trlc.J.s 13 alwayc neces -
sary to f~nd a heat exchaneer that satisfies u] 1 tlle require-
ments . A very much more satisfactory method of selectloL 
is by a chart . Two gencre.. l types of' chart have been devised 
tha t l11i.::,ht be terrn.od performance charts and selection c1"J.!J.rts . 
The pre3~nt section is a conslder~t ' on of such charto and 
their use ,in 3electlng coo l ant radiators , air ir.terccolGrs , 
and oil coolers . 
SELECTION OF RADIATORS 
111,)St cooJ.ant radiators are so cOl:structed that the 
cooling air flows throug}l smooth tube s and the cool&nt flows 
a cross and around the tubes . The equations that describe 
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the performance of such radiators have a lready been discussed 
and are r estat~d hereinafter (equations (62 ), (19), and (31)). 
The problem of selection of radiators consists in finding 
values .foY' the five variah~ es Pt, Q, ti p, v, and L that 
satisfy the-se tIlre.) equations and the requireI:1ent s just listed . 
This probJern may be solved conveniently by usc of a gene r &li zed 
selection cL9.l'i. thdt shons the relations 8.mong the variables 
for any gi en Get o~ operating conditions. Such a selection 
chart is presp.n t-ed in re~'erence 16 0 A re'sume" of the deri va·-
tion of tho c~lart and an eXdmple of its lse are given in the 
follow ing para,:'T8pns . 
The power cosi of rS.iator is 
CD Pt - Q lip + € -- PR Vo v CI, (62) 
(See eq1lUtions (55) 8.Yid (56) .) 
is 
The rate of hent diss i pat i on 
H = W cp 1I T i 0-
The pres3ure arop is 
(31 ) 
Fron equat:!.ons (62 ), (19), and (,31) and the equation 
v 
L = A 
where v is the open volume of the heot ex changer and is 
the open frontal are~ of the heat exchan~cr, the followin~ 
relat ions can be derived : 
(
PI \2. ( . 6~1 \ 
+ -- - 1) 7 108e 1 - --''--- . = 0 
. Vi I pI - V I) 
5 7 
( Q!)'2 ( 1 \~ __ tr ' - v' 103e ----f) 0 
J. - ~/ 
6p' 1 - 1 = 0 
The varlables used I n eqn ations ( 63 ) t o (65 ) are defined 
by tLe 1."ela tions 
0 
....£. 
K 14 IC2 RO 0 . 2 D A I - A '1 - Lie ~ 1 
Kl K2 R 0 2 Ii Q I = Q o • 4CIVO 
where 
C = ~ V € ·C PR 0 L 
C1 - 0 . 023 -
j{l = hC1PV03 CDF·~Oo 2 
c c g ( Tw - r1' i ) 
K2 - -~ -
V02 H 
'These rrinled variable $ as re l ated "by equations t(3) to 
(65), were plot ted to obtain a oelection chart (fig . 26, 
which is taken from fig . 1 of rofe r ence 16) . This chart 
gives the general solutions of these equations . EacL po5_nt 
on the chart represe~ts a radiator . Because of the general-
ized form of the variables , the char t c a n be used for any se t 
of operating conditions . b.. ll the quan t it_Les ~'h8t are func -
tions of the operating c ondi t ions , su ch as the c~aracter ­
istics and the ~erfornance of the airp l ane , the altitude of 
operation, the rate ')f heat dissipation , an·a. the tube diameter, 
are taken care of in the constants tn the definitions of the 
priJ1ecl var';"ables . 
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Figure 26 . - Gener'l.] i?:ed ras iator selection chart . (From fig . 1 of reference lb . 
-.J 
o 
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The l1se of the chaJ' t is no t difficult. One of the 
vari<. bIGS may 1)e cJlosen 4.21 adVCtl1ce. ( 11.' two variables are 
chosen, the radj.2tor is complete l y determined end all 
var in"01e c:; fire .1~lxed.) Ei. ther the pres sure drop or the 
frontul 1.1"'08 is usuaJ.ly selected in advance . "F'or Gyample , 
suppose thE. pl'essure dr'Jp I:::.p is ch028n, 1 ccordinely~ 
L\pl hI a known fixed qU8.ntity. 'rile point on the chart 
that repre sents the rDdiator having the gj.ven pressure d.rop 
may be 8hoRen ano'where on the verticE'. l li!le that has t'~1e 
proper vallle I):;' 6p f < It is easy to 10·cL;.te the point on 
this lin8 t hat represents the radiator of minimum power 
consnmpticm 0 •. Ule point that repre~.18nts the radiator of 
minimum front,:l.l area, Correspondi~lgly, a value may first 
be chosen for the frontal area A. Then any poi!lt on the 
corresponding AI contour may be sele c ted . The radiator of 
min i.I.mm power Ill<- y be found; or ::.lome 0 the I' radiator tL.a t 
reuresents a better comp:L'omise al'1.011,3 radiator volume , pres-
sure dro:t) , and volume rate o.f D..ir rlow may be chosen. 
Before th0 use of thu chart in se l ecting R radiator is 
illustrated, u remark on altitude is in order . Th9 altitude 
for which thB radiator slwuld be ch0sen is one of the factors 
to be co~si6ered . As tho altitude of flight increases , the 
decre[,sing dens::"t.y of the air ~Elnds to mukE' cooling more 
dif.C'·l cul c and the decree'3 ing tempera t1.~re of the air, up to 
th8 isothermal rogion, tends to make coo l ~ng less difficult . 
The most dH'ficnlt coo l Llg case ordinarily is nt th~ critical 
alt:;it11.de. In order to obtain. maximum airplcme speed , the 
radiator Jmlst be selected for the hig~ - speed flight condition 
at the., crttical altitude . If the rac.iato).' is so Chosen , 
however, the cas(' of full-power climb at the critical alti -
tude shonld be lnvestigatec1 to make sure tl18t the pressure 
drop requ:~red b7 t.he radiator is not greater t:U1D t:lB preo -
sure dron availabJe in climb . 
In order to si1:1pl"'fy and to systomati.:::. e the cCtJ.culations 
involved in selecting a radiator , sele c tion forns have been 
devised f, r 118e in· conjunctio~ vd.th he selection churt. 
The follo·'.ri.n[j (-:lxample show3 in detall bow the forms and the 
chart are used. Tho procedure fal 1 3 naturally into sevar~l 
steps, as follows: 
(J) Fill in radiator oelection form 1 . 
In filling ::.n this fOl"m for the example, a typicn.l set· 
of ope rRting c ... YlcUtlons 11as beell used . 
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Radiator Selection Form 1 
---+-----------
. 7.73 C(Tw - Ti l j K2 
I II vi 
)1 Ratio of OpOl1 (,0 {; ot'~ l ,:'rO:::lta-l- e.-:,-. e-a--J--t--· ,-----
. _ . fR . 0 r. 7 I of re.die.tor ______ _ ...... __ ' ____ -'--____ ---' 
0. 08187 
- - -----
(2) Fsin£; t v; oata of f :J rm 1, fill in the column " Va l ue " 
ll...nc.er ilCoI:stunt ll ::'11 form 2 . 
Radia t o r Sele ct ion Fo r m 2 
Constant 
I -- I J Genera li,ed v&riable Variabl~ 
(a) ~ 
ue I SV'1bcl 71.1.lue Sj7l1bJll Value Unit 
--
11 I A 1 4-t, l-l. 1 z.oe sq ft 
I 
,--. s=~rtLbO_~_ Va! 
9 
10 'l·r.! IFTT R 0 2D U. ~ • CJ\..l ! 2 0 0 
- '---'- -'- - I 
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()(J 103 6:0 1 o 74b 6p I '3 b, 77 lb/sq ft ! 
1------- -- -- - - -- --- .-
10 2 ',{' ~- DO. 2D • ~·l"·;:HO 
- - '-- - .--.---
Vo 
1-------- ---
') 
r7 
,. ~ (TT 
1 1 :·2 
G, 0 (l 3'10 
.-
r-
: ) 
-_. 
x/(;"") 
.. _- f-. 
J~ Qt Q -. 
VI !.q..O v 
P' ~g8 I Pt 
aConstant x variable = generalized variable . 
I 
I 
1 Ltg,') -) cu f't/SG C 
I 
I 
I 
! 1: 1/3 cn f t 
3)~ 07 c ft-It/sec 
(3 ) Calculate th'~ value ')1' one 0 .1:' t he genoI'El lizt'd 'Jariables . 
!. s st3 ted befo r e , one of tbe val'j,able s is usuall:r chosen in 
advance . The pr cse::lt examp l e is worl~ed fo r a rb.diator th&t is 
to ha v(' a to tal f r ontal al'<,a 0 f ~ sq nnr e fee t or an open :'rom:;al 
area A of 3f~ = 2 square fe et . ~ l tiplication of tn~s 
value of A by the vc..lu e of t no proper cons t a~lt (s ee fir3t line 
of select i')ll fo rm 2) gives J.09 uS t he value of A '. 
( U.) P':'nc1. L18 ro in t on the selection chart U18t is to 
represent ~he r adiator . 
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Any point on the line A' =- 1 .9 on the sele c tion chart 
can be selected as the point representing t~e radiator to be 
s e l ected . '1'ho \2_lues of the other l'adiator v~)_ riables will 
depend upon the poin~ selected. It seeMS reasonable to 
choose the point at which p f (and consequently Pt) is a 
minimum, 'rb:Lc:; point vJill, in general , be near the uinif.1Em 
va l ue of 6p ' (and oi' 6p)c .ri'or.A
' 
= 1.9 , the minimum p I 
is 2. 88 . At ~hE pOint determined by thB8e values of A' 
and pI, 6p ' = U.71j-G, v ' = 1.<40 ,. and Q f =. 1. 94 . 
( 5) C&lcul&te thB values or the radiator variables . 
The 7a1ues of the generalized v[u·ia'o].es anet of the Gon -
stants :in selection form 2 are now known . Fr ,)m the rela -
tions shown tn form (~ , the values of 6p, Q. , v , and Pt can 
be e8.8i17 calcuJ.at9d: 
6p = t D I --'--0.U203 
-
.9..:14.6 __ 
0 . 0203 
- 36.8 Ib/sq -
QI 
Q =- O:-OOYj8 
= -~~~-. 
0.00398 
ft 
= 1+86 cu tt/sec 
V I 
Open volume , v - 0.665 
=-2.113 cu ft 
2 . IJ:i 
- c~ 
. , 
= 3.15 cubi c feet 
J 
P' 
= __ ~8,~e,--_ 
8.07 x 10 - 5 
- 35,670 ft - lb/sec 
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To tI lE' value ()f tlJe fricti.on pressure drop 6p pre-
viously .f01 .. ~lld ~;hould be ::~c1ded the p::~eGsure drop due to 
momentum l.l"creace o.s given by cquo.tion (36) and the end loss 
as given hy e~uution (68) , which is given in part III . 
The selecti.on chart (flg . 26) was used to construc t the 
threG-di>:1ensi rmal figures 27 and 28, which shaH the rela -
tions BlTIJng the radiato r variabl e s at two r..ltitndes for [i 
pur sui t tl.il'pl3.nc and for a heat dis s ipa tion rate of L:-7~- Btu 
per second . Qiv~e8 27 and 28 should be of value in showing 
how a chauge in the value of anyone of the variable..:: affects 
the values of the others . 
SEL:CCT IOI'T OF INTE'RCOOLERS 
~ecal'Sf, t~le de:--lS:::_ty- O..L the atmosphere is 0. c'l.E:cre£ ing 
func~~on o~ altitude, supercharging Is used at altitude to 
comoreRS tlw sn3ine air in order that engIne power can be 
maintained at or near its sea - l evel value. A 3upercharger , 
however s In compressing the a ir, also raises it3 tempe rature . 
The temperature of the air l1lust then bp redu ced in order to 
'ncrease its dens ity ~nd to prevent the detonation that re-
Qults l~rom h5 gh uir ter'lperutures . ThE; reduction in ter,lpera -
ture is accomplished by an intercooler , which is sLnply a 
heat excnG.nger In whic i bJtll fluids are ai:-- . 
Interrelations among Intercooler Variables 
The selection of a heat exchanger presupposes tha t the 
design - that is, the internal goome try - has been chuGe n , 
that the r",te )1.' h pat transfer wl1j_ch the heat exellanger must 
give 13 known, and that tho altitude fo r which the heut 
exchanger is to be selected is known . The proc es s of selec -
tion, then, consists in determining the external dimennions 
of the l:eat exchanger , For a g iven rate of heat transfer , 
these di~en8ions determine the pressure drops, the wei~ht 
flow or cooling a i r, and the power cost of the exchanger . 
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Figure 27 . - Kadiato r variables for pursuit airplane . Altitude , 20 , 000 fee t; 
heat dissipation , L74 Bt u per sieond . 
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The selection o. the dirren9ions must be so made that the five 
requir ewent3 prBv~ou~ly l iste1 wiil be met. In addition to 
being able t~ a~£Act t~e required rate of heat transfet', the 
cooling-air pressure drop ~lst not ex~eed tlmt availa~Je , 
the d.;.mensiolls ~nnst not exceed the dinensions 0 the avai lable 
installa t ion s'Jace , thE; eflgine - alr pre s suro drop mus ·~ not 
exceed the perlnissible amo l!1"C s [Ule. the pO"ler C0St should llot 
be exce ssive. 
The powe~ cost ~t of ·n Intercooler ~s taken as the 
cost of plliilp2.ng the coclin.g; ;,., _ ~~:ad the enSine air throug 1 
the intercooler nlus the C0 t of tranJporting the weight of 
t he intercooler; th~s 
where 
In se lectinG an i~tereoo19r to me6t some of the fore-
going r equlr emei1t&, i. tis eD.sy i;o ob I:;h:' .Yl Ol:1.e that fails t ,) 
meet the 0tr.e rpquirer.encs . Ir o .~~ d<.;I t~ ~ho'N how the dlf ·· 
fer ent dimens iarw, the cooli~g - air weicht flow, the cool inG -
air pre8SU~G drop, and the power cost effect one another, 
figur e 29 has bern prepared. F_gure 29 vas constructed for 
a pur suit ·airplane with 16~5 norma l engine hors epower 
operatJ.ng at an altitude of ~6,ooo feet. . The figure shoy,TS 
the three dir,le'1.S~ ons , engine-alr passa~e length Le, coolinG-
air pas sage le:'1gth Le , no-flow dimens ion I'D.' the in tere )oler 
volume v.9 and tLe power cost Pt. as functions of the ratio 
of cool:.ng-a::Lr lve5.ght flow to engine-air weight _"'Jow We/We 
and the cool:ng-a~r pressure drop OPe -
The cool"c.inatEs Viclae and OPc chosen as a base fi)r 
drawing figure 29 are probablv t~e m~3t nearlv basic of tne 
quanti ties involved o . The ratio Wc/,Ne dete~mi:·ws t~le me an 
t emperature 6ifference between the two fl ~tds in the lnter -
co01e1" . If W e/':.' e is s~alJ., the meCln temperature differ -
ence is s mall and lar'5e sur~ace arE:-R and l arge volume are 
requir ed . (Fig. 12 shows lit as a function of the ratio 
Wc/ We . The dimensionless (ll.:an city ~ is the meCin t emrer9. -
ture difference in crossflow divided by the difference in 
the i':11et tenperatures of ehe el1£;:ne air and t he cooling air . 
I n making the COTn.putat':ons for .figure 29, a value of 
~ = Ot73~ was used , where ~ is the r&tio of en~ine - ~ir 
temperature drop to the di~J."' ·renee in the Inlet temperuture3.) 
'rhe coo11ng-air pre ssure dl'op i3 2. 180 impJrt&:r;.t because t.he 
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u pper lir1it if) usuclly known (as .3ome fraction of the free-
stream dynamic pressure) and a lso because its value has a 
strong effect on the power cost 0 the intercooler. 
Much information can be ob tained from a study of fig-
ure 29. Only a l:Lmited part of the possible range of 
weicht-flow ratio alrl cooling- air pressure drop is shown. 
In fact, rnO:-3 t of the "bad ll region 1 s not shown. 'rhe lowest 
value of Vi cIVie used:tn thr.; ,figure is u.ni tJ . As prev1.ously 
sta ted, the vulue of' 11/ c/Vi e determines the 11ean temperature 
dii'f'erence between the engine air and the cooling air. For 
values of' IN rj.lo.ie 18s s th' n unity , the temperb. ture difference 
is quite sl11..all (see fig. 12) and 0.1 1 the variables, except 
1n , have exceedingly hiGh values. Values ot' Wc/V!e greater 
than 4 also Rre not shoitln because the value of the mean 
tempera ture diffe:'ence lws leveled off vIi th increasing W c/We 
(fig. 12) and further increase in Wc/We 'produces negligible 
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decreases in Le , Lc , a nd v and results in large values of 
Pt and jn parti cular l y l a rge value s of Ln . 
Likewise, values o . 6pc l ess t han 10 pounds per square 
foot are not ::;hown . Both t he power cost and the vo l ume in -
cr e ase r ap idly with de cr o&sin~ 6pc . in the r egion bet~een 
60 c = 1 0 and 6pc = 0 pounds per s quare foot. Al t hough 
fi gure 29 is not extended far enough e v~n to hint of t he 
r apid upturn of the volume and t he rowel', actllal l y both the 
volume and t he powe r approach infinity as 6Pe appr oa che s 
z ero . Also, values of ~Pc gr eater th&n ~O pounds per 
s quare foo t are not sh0wn in figure 29 . Altlwugh the coo 1ing -
air pressure d rop available at t he airplane speed and al ti -
tude us ed in c onstructin~ figur e 29 is of the o rde r of 100 
poun ds pe r s 4uare £'oot, the n nly advantage (se.e f i r.; . 29) of 
u sing l arge pressure drops is in obtaining l ower va lues of 
Ln ' .rrhis advan t age is usually more t han offse t by t he large 
powe r cost that a cc omp3.nies L ... r g e p l' e s sure drops . 
Inter cooler s m ' e sOYilet ime s 8 0 ella s en that they require 
practical l y al l tho availab l e c oo ling - air pressure drop •. 
Figure 2? shows thut t he power consumption ~f intercoo1e~ s 
can be materia J1y reduced b7 nsing lower c 00 1ing - air pre ssure 
drops than a I'e f r e4t entl:r used . 
Pi .:oure 29 was constl'l.lcted for a pursul t a irplane us lng 
1 675 engine horseuowe r in the nor~& l -power cruising condition, 
with the engine s upercharged to f ull nornal p owe r a t a max i-
mum a1 ti tude of 3(S , 000 ree t and having a n orma1-povie r speed 
of:' 1+60 n:::'les pCI' hour a t th9.t al ti tude . For engine s of 
different power' , Ln and v can be scaled in di r e ct propo r·~ 
tion to t.he engine power . TLe values of Le , Lc , 6pc , and 
We/We are independen t of enGine power . 
Harr ison a1uminuIn l ouver ed intercoolers VI i th an eng ine -
air pressur e dro? of I inch of mercury were used in calcu -
la ting figure 29 . For intercoo l ers of other design and for 
a :Lrp l anes other t han t be one pre vlously des cribed , the figure , 
althou~h not f'xa ctly ap)licdble quantitatively , shoul d never ·-
t he less be quite useful in showin~ ~ua litative ly t he interde-
penden ce of the i nte rcooler ·-JEl.ria'.Jlcs and h~w compromises 
among the variables can be ei:;'ected . 
ueJection Chart s 
Enough experi~entul invGs tigations have been made o f 
different desi[ns of intercoo ler to ~9ke it poss i b l e to write 
equations that co rrelate the heat transfer o f al l designs of 
i~tercoolers yet constructed . I t is or course possible to 
use these equations in selecting the external dimensions of 
iat6rcoolers by calculating the rate of heat transfer, the 
pressure crops , and the power cost or a number of combina-
tions of external dimensions and veight-fl~w rates. Such a 
procedure is , however , extremely tedious . The use of some 
f')rn of selection cJ .art is much more desirable. 'i1WO (;.,,-'neral 
types 0f selection chart a r e availahle fo r selectIng inter -
coolers ~ namely , nerf'orT:1.anCe charts and Generalized selection 
charts. 
Performance ch&rts are :nade up J usually by the manufac-
turer, for intercoolers of a given :i.nternal geometry. It 
is customary to construct , from test data , a set of charts 
for difrerent combinations of dimensions and pressure drops . 
Whell a set of these charts is available, the selection of an 
intercooler that satisfies most of the requirement;.) is rela -
tively easy. This nongoneralized type of chart , however , 
is not suitable for showing the pm/er cost of the inter-
coolers and does not easily show the effects on all the other 
var~ables when &ny one varia~le is systenatically varied . 
The [',ec')nc. type of chart is the genera.lized allurt . J>,. 
single chart can be constructed that is applicable for all 
intercoolers 0f a given general design; that is , one general -
ized chart can be used fo r all t ubular intercoolers of all 
tube sizes and tube spacings . Another single chart can be 
used fo'(" all intercoolers of the Harrisoll type, no matter 
what the size of the passages . Such charts are parti cu -
larly valuable in that they show how the other variables are 
affected vrhen one of' them is systematically varled. Beca.use 
Lle power co s t l s '!.llcluded as one of the var iables shown on 
the generalized chart , the selection of the most satisfac tory 
intercooler for a given instaJ.lation generally requires only 
one or tva t~:L2,ls v'li th the genera15.zed chart 'bu t qa~T mean a 
large n'..un"uer' f trL.l.ls w:th performance charts . 
GenerGlized selection charts for tubular intercoolers 
and For HarriDon intercoolers are given !n reference 17. 
These c1J.arts U.re hiGhly geYleralized j.n that a single chart 
can be used for selecting all intercoolers of a given general 
design, for all airplanes , and for all altitudes . Because 
of the high degree of generalization , t:e auxiliary calcu-
lations that must be mad\:3 in the selection of an inter cooler 
with these charts are tedious . For intercoolers of a given 
internal geoY:1etr-y J l'1..owever , .118ny of these calculations can 
be 1\lade once, the re suI ts incorpor[l ted into a select ion form, 
and the form used to simplify the sele c tion process . Se l e c -
tion forms for an Airesearch tubular intercooler and for 
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Harrison copper intercoo l ers are presented in referen ce 17 
and for Harrison aluminum intercooler s in reference 18 . 
The selection of an intercooler always represents a 
compromise among dinensions , cooling - air preSSt~re drop , and 
power cost . Generalized charts m ke it pos3ible to select , 
usually on the fir3~ triaJ. , the intercooler that repr esents 
the mest sati3factory c)mprO~i8e for any given set of condi -
t ions . In fact , Vii thout the aid of the generalized chtlrts , 
it is extrernol~ difficult to select , for any given set of 
conditions , the best intercooler . Cn the other :land , for 
one who is nJt fa: iliar with the generalized charts , the 
s election of an intercooler by a performance chart is un -
doubtedly easier than b7 ~he generalized charts . The best 
recommendation therefore see~ns to be that the p(;rformance 
charts be used for choosing intercoolers Dnd that the st;lec -
tion be guided by figure 29 . 
Prel"rnlnary Calculations 
A number of prelimin&ry calculations have to be made 
before a selection chart 1s used . In the present se c tion , 
these calculations are illustrated for a typical case . An 
airplane having an en~ine with 1200 norroal brale horsepower 
i s assl~ed . The enGine is supercharged by a turbosuper -
charger . The critical altitude , that is , the naximum alti -
tude at which full normal engine power is developed, is 
20 , 000 feet • . The level - flight normal - _owe r speed at that 
altitude Is 400 miles per hour . 
IntercJolers are usually selected for the altitude at 
which the cooling proble~ is the most difficult . Fo r gear-
driven superchargers , this altitude is usually the one at 
which the gears are shifted into the highest rntio . The 
quantity S, which is the drop in engine - fir temperature re -
quired of 8n intercooler divided by the difference in the 
eng_ne - air and the cooline - nir inlet t3Ii1pera tur'es , is plotted 
against altitude for a gear - driven supercharger in figure 30 . 
"5'or turbosuperchnr,ser"' , the m') st severe dema::1.ds are made 
on the intercooler at the critical. ~~ltitude . Figure 31 
111ustrates the variation of S wi.t}! altit lde for a turbo -
supercharger installation . 
If the su~ercharger compressed the air isentropically , 
the ratio of the air temperatures at the outlet and at the 
i nlet of the compressor To/ Ti would be Given by the 
\ 
Gear ratio 
c:l,ar~ged 
Altitude 
85 
."-. 
Figure 30 . - T'ffect of c.ltitude on ratio of drop oln tempera -
ture of hat fluid to inlet temoerature difference ~ for 
intercool3r. GClr - driven supe~char~er . 
----_ .. -- .. _----
fl. 1 titudo 
Ficure 31. - Zffect of uJtitudo on ratio of drop in tempera-: 
tur3 of hot fluid to inlet t emperature dLfference S for' 
intGrcooler. Turbo3uperch~rGer . 
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equati'Jn for ad5abatic isentropic pressure cl1anc:e s 
r. 
.1.1 
y·-l 
(po '( 
= I --
\ Pi / 
(50 ) 
The te ~DGrature rise in t he 0_~r3SGOr t~~ref)rc w')uld be 
given by the 8C',ua tl.on 
LOSJCS do occur, bOPleve.c, j.n the supe r· charger • In 
ef~ect, -Co S') I:lO extent t1'e cOl1.J'ressor churns the 3.ir and 
hedts it. witbout COi.;l31res ;:;ing it. . The actua.l temperature 
rise i s given )y the equation 
[ 
y-l 
T· (~Q \Y-
1 p-" J \ ..L t-T -
i 
I 
- 11 
-' 
i n which n 10 defined as the eupercl~rger eff~ciency . 
Equation (66) can be written 
( 66 ) 
Equation (67) wns llsed for p lottin3 figure 32 , in which the 
t emperature ratio is sh'J wn as a fl..l.llction of the prpssure 
ratio and. the superc _arger eff.Lcienc, . 
One of t iw quanti ties tlnt must be known for the selec -
tion of an intorcooler :'..3 the ter.1Port"!.tur e of tl!e enc;ine air 
at the inlnt to the interco o l er . This ternper~ture can be 
found as follow3 : An an example , it is assumed that the air 
at the supcrc .1E1rger :i.nl e t has been ..., lowed to one - thi r d its 
free - stream s peed. The free-streal speed 1s 1i_C O miles per 
h ur or 5SB fe e t per sec~n~ , and the supercharger inJ.et 
v e l oci ty is l ~)G feet pe r 86 cCL1d . l.rhe 3uperch:'lrger inl et 
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Figure 32. - Ratio of air temperatures at supercharger outlet 
an~ inlet as a function of press Ire ratio and supercharger 
ei'i'iciency . 
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t enperature is g iven by eq uation (49 ) as 
T· = TO + ~< e~2 ev02 - Vi2 ) l 10 I 
= ( - 12 + 1 ~ 59 ) -I- 0 . 832 (31+. 6 - 3 . 8 ) 
= 472.60 P abs . 
The supercharGer i.nlet pres -.U'E; is 
( 50) as 
siven by equation 
= 16 . 63 In . of mercury· 
It is ass med tha t 8. pressure of 31 __ nches of mercury is 
obtainerl a t the outlet of the 3uperc~arser . The pressure 
r atio in the l'lurercLorger then is 
Po _ 31 
- -:;r--r=,' Pi 10 . 03 
= 1 . 86 
F'Jr a pr es sur e r at::.o 'Jf 1 .86 and a supercharger effic iency 
of 0 . 60, figure 32 rive3 t he t 6mper ature rat l0 as 
The engine - air t emperature at tbe dupel'char ger outle t, or at 
the i ntercooler inlet, then 1s 
To = 1 . 31 x L~?2 . 6 
= 619 0 .F' abs . 
= 1600 F 
J 
lor '11ustratiol1 $ t ho engine - air t e'TIperatur e required 
at ~], e intercJoler outlee is asslU1ec1 to be 80° F . The 
e;'1,:ri!1.8 - 3. ir te:l)era e ll'e orop r '3(ll~, ir ed in the intc.rcoo leI' 
t l e2.'ofore :t s 
Nr = 160 80 
n''10 " 
- JU 1:' 
Ir~ o:::,dor to f'ind S' the inle t; ter:pe::--,b. tUl";> of the cool ing 
air 11Ust OG f'Jl.mc . It C8Tl be estimo.tE-d by estimating the 
,dia'ontic telY'P0!',dure r:i,sc tbo.t ,he cool in!; ai.:.' undergoes 
between the free s t ream and the intercooler inlet . The 
free - streti:l 81)13e(1 18 L',CO :n:_les per llt)ur or 528 feet per 
E:econd.. 'ille est:m~ ted speed o~ the ",11' in the intercoo ler 
is 75 : iles pe:-- hOl .... r or 1 10 feet :r:-er seC-J 'iU . 1'118 <:'.i,1." ab9.ti c 
ter(rocrc~ t1J.::.'e ri3e , uS e.;i ven by eo.1u::.. t iOil (49), t~lereforo is 
G'J.' = () • eM 7/" ~ r:; ----r,- ! (i.10 1)) '-
, OlJ. '-
.L I 
1 
'1.10 )2J 
The coo 1 ing - [, :~,{' :':.nle ~ tern era ture then is 
Tc = - 12 + 28 
"Le d L:'for!Cm.ce in inle I~ te:GJ'>era tUl'f'S io 
r2~ ce engir..e - ',ir t 8!:lrerature drop d:'.. vided by the inle t 
t(;mperaturs difference is 
80 
S = 14)-i, 
- 0 r:( 
- o)v 
The I',:d:;e 0 t engine -8 1.1' fJ.ow can bu c:J.lcula tod by multi-
plying tb,6 e'lgi'J.8 br:..:.ke horseroViTEn, by Lhe rate 0 .. ' aj r con-
:n.u .ption pot' E'Li;?;l,llE' l1orsepo':ler . 'rlw N .< tc of ;Jir cons1.lmp tion 
.is furnl!:'b,:;r, t.y '::'11e en.t;~. n3 l.mEl.Jf"-~c.turer ani :~s ;y)' tt,e order 
05"' 7.5 pO:.Ulcl3 per l:.our per llorscpc'J,er . Fur the pr0ZF;;11t 
exc.r.:p10 , then, tb,e en[;ine - .::dr flov: is 
1/.' ~ , e = 12 0Q....2<.-l !.2 
3GOO 
= 2. 5 I b/s e c 
The l'f'te of rGat: tr tl.:.'1[:ifer l-e'1ui..l'cd 4,3 given by equa -
1.. inll (Jd as 
Yl = Wo cp ~T (4 ) 
= 2.C:; x O o 2~, x Co 
= LI P 0 r -' 0 '~'- / LvU sec. 
Aft ~r the~e pr~ljml~~ry caJculation3 ~r e r~ee, un 
intercooler ma.,; te ;:;elec t8C: . Any Ol:e 0 L a nunber oJ' methods 
or' clillrt;, e nn b0 used - e-LtbG ... ~ Jupe :0urforW3nce c.llarcs pUJ -
1 ished b-:r the Vi'! i ~U8 i'1."Gf'1'coo:1 e r ! .lrmUfaGt1.1rerS SlJ. 11 as 
t h.)~le in l'cferE-'Lce 1:; , ')r Ue Gl18rt :3 1,ubl1.shed :n 1:'efer -
ence 20 , 01 till') [9 ~1~i.Dli~/' C1 ch,arts~;I' re.l.P1enc.e 170 A do -
tail oescr:iptL0Il of tbe lU'lC :)f' t-hc'3e ci' a'ts is I~Ot ne8iralJ}e 
in tl:,e P.l~osE:. nt ]'cP ·J~,t. 'j.'Lp .nccba:Lles '_)i.~ each tl6thod is 
clear l y expla i.llfCl 1:1 1..]', e rE:.f'e.l.·01~ce rc!,ort • III the p r-esent 
re por·t , it is drsirvd uT11.J ~; () ~'ugr;t,rt th8.t tllO !-)icture 
presented by i'iC:'t-..re 2 Si b<.3 l rfpt :in m",Bd ia o rdsl' th2t a 300d 
seloctioH may be 'TIJ. d c , 
S~LEC1' ror:' 0:" C IL COOLZHS 
Oil coolers al'f\ Dse<i. to <i.iR31nate a pc...rt of t:le hedt 
devolop~l1. in e It )lne;: and to kOfJP the oil [It n Cafe teli'pera -
ture. ~he heot reJecti,n to the oll is usu~lly sDocifi~d 
by tLe eng5.ns r.W.r,uo:'J,C'tur,H' . :ec L3 ellS tori1aI'ily tu1{en as 
abYllt 6 or 7 ~J()rCCTG of [;he brake liJr-f:eOOvvE'l' for air -cooled 
e ngines ~~nd abcmt ') or It) percent 0_ the brak J horsepowe r 
for l'qu~(t '- c')olcd ens1ne8 . rphe hn.at; rejection to the oi l 
fun ary nnt nJy frow eng~ne to en~~ne but also wi th tho 
ago f i:ht.. e::.1ginc, ir,E.sm1lQC a3 j , t deren1s so~neNhat ()11 the 
c1earancc:J in thE; ollgin'3 . 
As 1!JaS poirtec:' out ',n. th(.; c1.i8cussio'1 of -:)1.. .. c .)01er8 " n 
the sect':on ent:~tloci. "App15c.:tt.: r:s J~o Des:Lgn, 1I :i..n part I, 
t ho Reyno] ds J.lll1.1b'O)r o f thE. flclVJ of o~,l in cooler's 1s so low 
that the? flo"'l ::'8 lL;-linar 1'8.t11'2I' than tUl' i)1..' lent . ifllE"n the 
t om erat 11'e of trG cooli:i.1J a1[' ::'8 lo,,; ... c,hG t01flpera't'l..lJ'O oi.' 
t he oj 1 Y1&y beCOITie '() 1')'11 thn~ tbe oil con[edls. Idpe.:1 this 
c.onciltion occurs, the therr.la i resistance on t~H:) oi l sids 
becomes 30 gre t t:1[t _' the oil \ll~ich !TIC.] be fO.l.'cf;d throue;h 
the (',oolor is not ' pro erl.y coolt~ci. I.n example of the effe ct 
o f c~ngoa_ing ~n a ~yplc[l oil cooler 13 sl~wn in figure 33. 
As the inlet alr tel',lrE.rLt~Hre ':':'l decrGnsod ~ the r ate of heat 
dis sipation ncreU80 unLil a ~ertain air temperature 1s 
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reached - i n thi s instance , abou t - 50 P . 
ture, ~eat d i ssipation de cr eases a nd oi l 
~ncrEases be cause the oi l is conge a l i n g . 
13e l ow t :lis t empera - · 
outlet t empe r a t u re 
The sat i sfacto r y corre l ation of beat transfe r in highly 
,"iSCOU8 fluids, such as oil , in la~inar f l ow in sm:)o th 
str:li.gllt tube;3 is not yet possible . Corr e l atlon for o il 
CO')181'8 10 furtLe r coy') l1. cated by con gea l i n g J 'hy aeT'ation of 
tho oi l~ &nd by the differ~nt heat- transrc r' char acteristics 
of' i;l18 bil; I' l e sYG t el:lS u sed by cliffeI' n t m&nu fac t urers . For 
theSE; rOllsons? CE. n er·al i zed. s elect i on chm'ts , such as thos e 
discuesed pre v iou s l y ror coo l ant r ad~ators a nd a ir int er -
coolers , are D()t yet rvailab l e for o il c oo l e r s . Pf3 r fo r man c e 
(;harts haVE;; ber;n cO!lstructed , howe ve r , by t he va r ious manu -
i'actllrers :.a.nd c[n lJO sat:i.qfa c to r i l y u sed fo r t he se l e ct ion 
of oi l coolers. 
The per farman ce charts are u s ua l ly se t u p i n u fo rm 
so~ewhat s!milar t o that used in figures 34 and 35 . In 
f i gur e 34 : t he pa t e OI~ heat diosipation is shown in Btu per 
minute per 1000 tem~erature differellce between the ave r age 
o il tenDcrature end the inle t air temperature for coolers 11 
&nd 15 irlches ::'n dic:...meter. This rate of heat dissj.pation 
i s shown as a runct~0n of c ollng- air pressure drop t i mes 
densi t y ratio in i nches of water and of rate at oil f l ow i n 
pounc.3 p.3r minute . In figure 35 , the rate of flow of 
cOf) l jng cdr is sh·ywn as a .function of th, cooling-air pres sure 
cir op 1'0r coolers a r two s j.zes . With simi l ar charts fo r 
coalers ".f other sizes and for eoo l eT's o.r various manufac -
ture r s , the selection of R cooler is easy . (Figs. 34 and 
~5 are c~iefly :l l ustrative and apDly qU2ntitative l y on l y to 
co~lers bavin~ ~ particul~r ba_fle arran~eMent .) 
The selectio~ of an oi l coo l er wi ll be most sa t isfactor y , 
Lowever , i.f the selection can be so r,lade that the t endency of 
the oil to congea l ut low b..ir t(m_ erEi.turen i s avoided . The 
fol lowing ~iscuGsion i~ intended only to gi ve an indication 
of wha t ~:1ight bE:. done in the se16 c tior. of co olers t o a void 
eongeal inG . .'jlor a Ci ven set 02' condi tions on the a il side -
thqt is , for a ~iven taffle system , ~ given rate of oil fl ow. 
and a given 811 inlet ce 'ilperatUl'e .. ,;.hether congealing oc curs 
depend s:m cO'1r.ii t ions on -:ht: a ~ I' sIde - that is , on air 
temperat'll"'" a:;].d rate of flow . Consider the curve i n f i g -
ur e 34 for an o~l flov of 90 pounds per minute in the 15- i nch 
cooler . On t~is clu've , h te~)erature 0: 600 h~s been 
marked with a tick ut a cooling-air pressure drop of 12 . 2 
inches of wat8~ to :ndicate th.t , if the inl et air t eL~era ­
~uro is 600 F, con3e~11ng i s likely to occur 1f an air 
~')ress1) r e drop greater t han 12. 2 inc:1es of viater is used . 
In otter words. the art o f the curve to the left of the 
t ic~[ mar:red 60° c all be used w:i.-chout danger of congea l ing , if 
the n l et air te~perature is 600 F or above . The par t of 
t he curve to the r ight 0:' the 600 tick is unsafe for u s e if 
t he inlet air temperature is 60° F or l ess . Co r respond i ngly , 
t he tick marked IJ .oo at 8. ~)l'ess re drop of 3 . 3 inches of 
wate r indicates that , on that part of the curve t o the r ight 
) f 3 . 3 inches of water, congeul~ng ~ill occur if the inl e t 
a l r temperature is 1.;..0 0 F or less . Similarly , temperatur es 
9.r e _j8r:-ced vlitll ticks on tLe curve.::> :i.'or other oil f l ows in 
t he 15- i'1ch cooler . 
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}'iGul'e 3)~. - Tynical oil - cooler perforr.1ance chart - heat 
dissipat5_on as a f1~nction of coolinG - air pressure drop and 
oil f'low rate . 
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SELECTIOH OF EUGINE PIUS 
If [1n engi.1E< is , .. ot nCE: r l1w.tely cooled , i 'nprovements in 
the cool:LPG wi], l ffi::J.):C pos.:Jible a D'.unbcr of' lqpT'ove ~l('l .ts ill 
the T'er1' ,)rr18:1ce of' :~i1o en~ine . Better coolin£; U.9.1reS possible 
a decreaso in fuel consunption , an increase in the po~er 
OUGY")ut tll8.t C!lIl be used , 8. r edl ction In detonnt:1.on , aud U!l 
incrt2s0 ~~ t~e altitude at wh~cb 81fficient ?ressure drop 
f'or Co ;)l.·~ns i~ L..vailL.l:1e . As eX8r:1p~ es of' the .i.m[.JrovEm,ents 
tha t C1:lD he m;lrle in the cooling of a h' - cuoled ellgines by 
relat:Lvely Sll".:p lc cllan,,:;es in the finnJ.n 0 ', tLe follo'Ning 
illu[1trat .:0ns ure presented . ~~hese .. llustrations 3ho\'! how 
the maxinu!1! a t i tude H t which ful l power C8.11 be taken fron1 
an engine , a3 dete r m:l..ned by the c')o.,ing of the cnt;ine , can 
be increO,sed O;! increasing the fin .mr1'ace ar'~a by the use 
of vtJde r a nd t1:11nne r 1'ln[; . 
It hus pre vLms ly been S{i()Wn. tr't:J. t tlje r ate () f :168 t 
transfer frum e:... .fj.nned u:;'r -c ooled. c ;,rLnder :" .3 a l'unctlon of 
the fin 'Nldth .1 th':'cl-::ness , and r.:;pacing , o.~ the tLerr.l~.l.l C011-
duc ti vi ty of the f:Ln me tal , 8.nd of the fJV of tne coolinZS 
&ir 1n the fins . At h i gh al.titudes , the cool.tng of c.lJ. 
engine '...lsnall:! becones difficult bee<..uS6 the low 1'.1 ir density 
makes a h~.gh ai r velocit y necessa r y . The hi~:}- velocity re-
sults in b lurgf' ", pesqure C::.rop . Ille pressure dL)D re·luired 
.for coolinr:; m'J.y be rreater than that a Vci,il.::...bl e . In such a 
easn, thn \-eloc.:l ty :r e(lu~,l' ccl to effect Lhe !Leeessary rat e of 
heat trf.i:lf,J. e1' , &nd n ce·)rd:i.ng l y the ,)1'(, ssure drop re'·luired , 
can be rec.uce:l 'b';'" 'Lncr(;aSlnf~ t}1G fin surc8.ce area . As 
illustraT;:i.ons , c" n·s.Ldep fle.:u.2e 36 , which is t.Ri~(:;r. frOl:1 
figure 16 of' re .::~ercUCE; 12 . In fi~;ure 36 , tl1.8 I'Ll t io of the 
engine c,')oling- uir pl'e~5S1U"6 drop l'<3quired to tho preo 3ure 
drop a vall~bl (; , in the b:i.3h- :)~)(;er - fl.igbt c ond i tion of' the 
airplane consl~cred ~n refer2~ce 12 , is plotted as a func -
tion of altitucl.e fo!" four , if ..:~erent fin arra:lgCl"1ento . It 
is assul11ed that the engine developsfnll nor;'lal hor8epower 
at nIl the altituc'!.eo con3lcler~'l1 . rl'l!o enr;ine cannot be 
cooled when the ratio of p ressure drop r equired to pressure 
drop aV8.il[,ble o):ceecls unity . l?ol" 8Iut'1:~num tins O.?5 inch 
wide and 0 . 06 inch thick - dImensions re presentativ e of the 
finning on old 'or low -po~ered enginec - the Ilmitinc Qlti -
tud.e is 25 ,O O() feet . vHth alur:iinur'l fins 1 J.nch wide and 
0 . 06 inch thlGk , thE:; engine cun t~e c ;")f") l ed to }~2 , 000 feet . 
With alu:::l:i.num fins 1 . 5 inclvs 1,~'ide ~nd 0 . 052 Ineh thick , the 
limitins altitude is rals ~d to 55 , 000 fEet . \/ith copper 
1'ins 1.5 :i.l ehes 'uide ani 0 . O~55 5_nch tllick , tlJo fmgine C3.l1 be 
cooled at altitudes up to 59 , 000 feet . 
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Pic;ure 3(; . - Eff'es.t 'o f f:tn rJi.nens·t ons a:1d a lt ttude on cooling 
of r ClI::ia l en s ' ne . ( :""roI!l fi c . 16 of r eferenr,e 12 .) 
Tl1e .i.'() r eC0int~ e~.[~m~')J.e::; .") f .~.mpro v.1.n ,l3 EmG.1,ne c0'Jl:tng , v/hich 
are confined tC' L1Cr( H::; .Lnt; ';;'1"" fin \'d,cJ th [mel elf: crea.; ing t l- e 
fin thickne"'s , a r c ;'lr •• t ""'-.::halw 4;iv'J OJ. th'J p03clbl1i tios of 
improving cooling b7 cr.t[inge3 in fin c.imuns l ./ns . 11')8 p r es -
sure dro p re (1uJred .f'o r coo l ine: cun n Iso he rlt3. ,er lul1y reduced 
'oy the l.l.Se -:if G:1a11er fin s rne l.nG , /or e cumpl(', . H3 furthe r 
illustrations of p,')s " i bl e :!. r.1';Jr ove:Jlf'ntJ , consider the 30 rce s 
lof pressure los s acY'oss ~"n r;311l3 i ne as sh 'Nn in fignl'e 37 . 
'rhls fi~ur e 1 whi ch :i.B tal-::en f)~or] f:1..p:'.I'c 15 of r e ference 12 , 
151 ves a brealcdown 0 r> t he p res rmr ,e drop sbown :1.n f 19ure 36 for 
the eng ine wit.h the l - ':"nch fillS . } ~ 3.1.3 shown , the :)r e!'.l3Ure 
drop is Dade Ip of three C ,Yt:1.,onen t~ ~ ( 1 ) th,e cir0p Gcus ed by 
f r i c tion in t hA fins , (2 ) t ile dro,;;J thht uCC.)l!lllLU ie3 the 1n -
erea s e in the :r'J()JTIentuY1 of the air , which i.::: causer'l r)y the 
ehange in the tem.perat'lr '·' E~nd the pres~:;nr e r).f the ui r , tmd 
3 ) the Joss t hat ::,8 c o.used by the abrupt ex}..)onsi .)n at t he 
exit frOM t he lJaffJ(;s . Onl~T the tha t of t hese components , 
~ha t due to fricti on , shou ld be considered a necessbry and 
u :5 eful prAs SUI'f) d r op . Tr.tp other tv;o c:.onponen t8 ShOl~ld be; 
eons idered not only' Hot usefu~_ but b.1so not necessary . An. 
a r rangement in wh ic~ pressure losu 58 c~used only by friction 
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Figure 37 . - Br eakdown of cooling - air pressur e drop a cross 
radial engine . Fric tion pressure drop, momentum p r es3ure 
drop, exit pressure drop , and t otal p r essure drop for 
I- inch fins as functions of a ltitude . ( jI'rom fig . 15 of' 
reference 12 . ) 
should be kept in mind a s the i dea l ~rr angement . As is 
pointed out in reference 21 , if the a ir passages can be de -
signed to have the p r ope r expansion from entrance t o exit, 
with the res l It that the dynamic pressure of the air r ema.ins 
consts nt in s})i te of a change ln its density, then the 
~omentum of the air remains constant and the pressure loss 
due to increase in nomentum is e liminated . 
The Jarge loss that is due to the a brupt expanslon a t 
the exit from the baffles , furthe r more , is proportional to 
the dynami c pressure at the exit . By t he u se o f wider fins, 
the exit dynami c pre ssure is re du ced and t h e expans i on loss 
a ccordlngly is reduced . Purthermore , b~r a n ir.1provement in 
the_ exit , such as the p r ovlsion of a gr adually expanding 
du ct following the baff l e , t he loss due to the expansion can 
b e reduced. 
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III - INS TAL L A T ION 
Each heat exchan£er , afte~ it h as been desiened and 
selected , must be l~itted into the a i rplane . Tile installa -
tion should be made in such a manner that the pl'essure drop 
and the alI' flow required by the ex changer will be adequately 
deve l oped a nd that the increase in the forn drag of the air -
plane due t o the installation will be low. Many and exten -
sive i n veQtigations have been mRde of the problems connected 
with the installation of heat exchan gers . ' The purpose of 
part III is to g iv$ the important princip es that have ' be en 
learned . For convenienc e in ana l ys is , the discuss i on is 
preserited i n several sections . 
COOLING-A In El'!TRAN-CE 
Genera l Remarks on Design of Entrances 
The function o f the cooling- air entr'ance is to indu c t 
air of high total p ressure into th e a ir plane. The entrance 
must function satisfa c tor ily over a large range of angle of 
c.ttack of t he airp lane . It al$~o must allow a l a r ge varia -
tion i n the volume ra te of flow 8S t he altitude and the engine 
power chang e . The le~ding edge of the entrance ther e fo r e 
must have t he sane characteristics as the leading edge of a 
wing. I f a win g wer e designed to fly always a t one ang l e of 
attack , the lowest dT:lg wou ld be obt ained with a relative l y 
sharp leading edge properly alined fo r tha t ang le of attack . 
A practicable win g mIst be c a pab le of functioning thr ough a 
large variation o f angJe or a ttack , howeve r , an d must there -
fore have a well - rounded leading ed3e . For t he same r e asons , 
the leading edge of an e trance must also be well rounded ~ 
Figure 38 shows the variation with ~ltitude of quant ity 
a.f cooling a ir Q .lor an air-cooled engine having Grated 
power of 1675 horsepowFr (refe~erce 12) . It can be seen 
that the velocitylof t he air in the entr ance var i es in the 
ratio of about 22 : 1 between a.n a lti tude of 40,QOOfE.:et a nd 
s ea leve 1. 
The power de veloped by t he engine obvious l y has a marked 
effect upon the coo l:i.ng requirements . Pigure 39 illustrates 
t he variation of the ratio of the quantity of c oo l Ing a i r 
r equired to the quantity requ ired fo r r a ted eng ine power out-
put as a fun c t ,ion o f the eng ine power . Under operating con -
ditions in flight , efigines operate all the way from about 33 
percent t o mor e than 100 percent of norma l power . 
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Figure 38. - i,~uL.nti t y of cooling air required b71 167::> -
horsepower engine '-'.8 a fnnct _:_on OJ..' <AI ti tude . ( Calculated 
data of reference 12 . ) 
o 800 1200 2000 
bhp 
Figure 39 . - Effect of engine power on qUE..l1tity of cooling 
air required . 
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In the design or the l~ading edge , however, not the 
actual inl e t ve loc ity of Lhe cooling air bu t the r at ~o of 
inle t ve locity to airplane velocity is the important fac t or. 
The variat ion of this factor i~ il lustraLed i n the v~riatlon 
in the str eamline s in figure 40 , which shows graphical l y the 
r ange of condit ions lmder i,fhich an entrance sho1 1 --:; '.le able 
to function pro perly . ' 
In addi tion to de velor ing the required flo~ under a 
wide rgng~ o f conditions , an entr ance should ~llow t he f l ow 
t o t~ke place vithout l arge external or 11 te rnal entr a nce 
l osse s . Separat ion of the flow on the i nside of the entrance 
will cause a l os s in the p r e s sure avai l able f or cool "n g and 
a n increase in drab that is proportional to t~1e dynm-lic pres -
:3Ur '3 in the entrance . Tl e ins le.s of the entrance SllOUld 
~herefore be-designed with regard t o t he dynamic pre s s ure 
there . I f the dyn::url:"c ~JI'essurf- is high , t he inside of the 
entrance tnust be caref 111y des:tgned to avo i d ex e 6s s1ve l osses . 
If the dyn r.ic I'1'f'8SUre :1.s low , 108368 cannot be lar r;e and 
the d e sien is therefor e not critical . 
If there is s epar ation of the r:ow ~ver the outside o f 
the ent r ance , large losses that res' l t i n h:;"g'h drag Vlil l 
OCCllr . The sil<.pe of the ou t side of the ent ran e behind the 
l eadin g edge determines the l ocal ve locity of ehe air o ver 
the s u rfa c e . If t he radius o~ curvature of the surface is 
l are;e , the ve l oci ty appr oacLes free -str eam' ve l ocity . I f 
the radius is small, the velocity is large compared with 
free-stre am veloci t y c.nd the drag ma~~ then be high because a 
shock wave is formed . 
The foregoing statements regarding entrances apply 
equally to engine cowlings, scoops , and wing entran c es . 
Each o f these entra~1.ces, howev0r , has pecullar advantages 
and shortcomin Gs t ha t must be recognized . 
Conventiona l NACA Cowli g s 
Tlle gene r a l shape of the conventional N" C \. engine cowl ing 
is s hown in figure 40 . The velocity of the flow over the 
outside of c ow l ing s is gr eate r than f re e - str eam ve locity . 
Accord i ng to pressure - d i stribution mecsurements and wind -
t unnel t est s, the critical Mach nw~er of the conventiona l 
engine c owlings fenera l ly i s rather low . The formation of 
sho ck wa ves may be pr ve~ted , howeve~ , as pr e v ious ly indi -
ca ted , b y modificat ions in t he r ad ius of curva t ure . Up to 
the p r esent ttme , no ai r p l a n e has experienced ~arge drag in-
creas e s due to the formation o f s_ock waves on a conventional 
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Figure 40 . - Var ation in cross sect ~on of coo ling air in 
free stream for var:ious oper&tilg conditions . 
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cowling . Sho ck VIa ves f'orr1 on some of' the other im.portan t 
parts of an ct ir::)hme at lower a irplanc speeds t:lan on the 
conventional NAGA cowling. The most critical parts , in 
decre&sing order of importnnc~ are : propeller, wing -fuselage 
juncture, cowling , and wing . High drag from conventional 
cowlings has resulted , as is discussed later, pr~ncipally 
from a poor ~esign of the afterbody of a co~ linc or from a 
poor alinement of the ~fterbody and the wing . 
Scoops 
The greatest d~sadvantage of scoops i.e; that the:r add to 
the frontal area of tl~ airrlane . Air taken in by a scoop 
cenerc:.lly can be n are e co 1or.lic8.l1y induc ted thr ough an 
opening in the front of a n&celle or in t he leading edge of 
a wing. l~ITthcrmore , scoops are usually located where a 
boundary layer already exists an the airplane. An entrance 
that admits ~ir GI' both htgh and 10'[ energy tends to allo
'
;"r 
the air to fl ow out 01 the scoop at the corners Nhere t he 
SCOOD meets the surface of the airpl nc . If the air is 
slo'rvcd down consideri.lbly before it enters the scoop , the 
rapid pressure rise 11ay cause a separation of the boundary 
layer just in front of the entrance . Suc~ a sefaration is 
acco:npanied by a Jarge entry loss , by nonuniform pressure 
cUstribution in the entry , and by spillage or return flow 
fro~ the corners of the scoop . One remedy is to raise the 
scoop off tho surface in such a way that the low-energy air 
is di vcrted around the scoop . },nother r emedy is to decrease 
the entrance area of the scoop in order that the air will 
enter ut f~ve-tenths to seven- tenths airplane speed . The 
first metilod somewhat ill.c::' e&ses the frontal area of the scoop . 
The second method results in an entrance that is critical to 
the changes in 1'10\'1 [J.. ,s ociated with changes in engine po~er 
and ~ll altitude and also necessitates care in the design of 
the !nside of tbe entrance , on a ccount of the relatively high 
dynalnic pressure tha t must be hClnd led . 
Wing Entrances 
Ving entrances meet some of the condItions for desirable 
entrances. They are located at a .forward stagnation point 
on a well-streanlined body . The ~ing behind the entrance 
provides a desirable housing for the beat exchanger . The 
chief co~sider2 tiol in the desisn ~f wi~g entrances is so to 
arrange the entrance that the flow over the wing, and conse-
quently the lift , is not appreciably affected. The solution 
of this problem requ ire s care and experience . For str uc tural 
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reasons, a wing is designed to be a~ thick as possible and 
therefore a l arge expansion of the flow o ver the after part 
of the wing is required . At hIgh 1:.Lngles of attack ,. the 
expansion becomes critical. Any interruption of tl~e flow 
near the leading edge such as is caused by a~1 entrance J guns, 
bumps , and so forth, tends to produce an instab.i.lity in the 
flow over the wing that causes separ&..tion i:1 thE:, .tegion of 
exnansion . Separa t ion results in incr'eased clra~, reduced 
lift , and reduced maximum lift coefficient . 
Another factor that merits c onsideration when a ir is 
taken into an airplane at the leading edge of a wing is the 
change in the orientation of the entry with respect to t h e 
Io c c1.l air flo"l v'hen the angle of attack of' the Vlinf; is changed . 
Because of the increase in the UPNf::tI ' d cor;1ponent of the air 
flow when the angle of attack of a wing is increased , t~e in-
erGase in the effective nnc;le of attack fo r t rle duct entry is 
'great:er than the actual increase in the a,ngle of' attack of 
the wing . In fact , tbe ef'fective angle of attack may in-
erease one and one - half to two ti~nes as much as the angle of 
at tack of the wing . On bombers, for '\vh~ch the difference 
in anQle of attack for cruising and for cll~Jing is small , 
the effect is probably not important . On p'llrsui t l:. irplanes , 
however , it may be important . 
The safest procedure in the design of wing entrances is 
to investigate the entrunces on the actul:il airplane in 
fli ght . In this W[.y, the effect of th'3 propeller is included . 
When the entrance is studied on a mode l in a Hind tunnel , 
great care is Lecessary to avoid obtaining a misleading result . 
The effect of the entrance on the lift is most evident near 
the wing stall angle . The effect 0 ' the wind- tunnel walls 
may d9minate the result near this angle an.d .supporting strut 
interference may greatly exaggerate the loss a s cau sed by the 
entrance . 
COOLING- AIR EXIT 
The cooling-air exit s hould be designed to introduce 
the cooling air back into tLe air' streatl in such a Planner 
th~t the drag will not be undu _y :arge . Por example, the 
l ow - energy cooli~g air may cause separation of the flow from 
a nacelle . 3epara tio'Yl s lil~ely to occur if the cooling 
air is emitted at a place where the floTI is already near the 
normal limit of expansion ; thus , "t is lauch easiej.'1 to make a 
low- drag exit on the bottom of a ","l ing than on the reaJ;" top 
part of a l1vin[; . 
rl 
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The uir flow tl:lT'out;h a heat exchanger should be con-
trolled by varying the size of tl& exit . In high-sPGed 
flight at low altituc.es , the c.~~n&mic pressure 0:' the f ree 
strean is high anci. the pressure drop availt-ble for cooling 
is greate r than is nee6ssary . under thece c:mc.iti(ms , the 
area of the exit is reduced in order to reC~cG L~e flow of 
air s.nd the pressure t:r op throug!' ~he eXehLllL Gr . In the 
condition of cli1ili , the pr0Asure drop requil'cd hy the 
o chan~er frequently equals or erc eeds t he dy~allic pressure 
of thE. .free stream . The exi t area :1.::. then w.8.QC large . 
'J.':bat the exit ::lrea. mUflt mdE". r g o large chanSEs to uCcolYilliod8.te 
lcrgo changes in the vo l clYlle rate of flow uncer various COll-
ditions o~ &irpl&ne speed, a.ltitude , and rate of heat trans -
fer is evIdent from nn earlier discussion . 
DRAG 01" All IJ~:\'IALLi\T ION 
The for~ drag of &n tn~tall&ti0n is largely a function 
of it~ frontal area . F~r ins~ nee , n co~plete:y submerged 
insLl.llat1.un 3:1"1.:3 no form drac 8xcept pC) ssilJly tha t caused by 
8. Door aIr entrance or exit . ~t the other extrc~e , ~ large 
nacelle on a thin w!n~ has a r ela tively l~rge :orm dr~g . 
fn practice>, :lac.elles are submerged in wines 7a:;~iou s ar.".'.)unts . 
::'or aJ.1 thc:::;c a::-rangements , the drl:lg of tho nacG'le :1.s vel';y 
neaJ.'ly r-roportional to the frontal drea of the llons'1bL1erged 
part . 
Streamline bodies and nacelles with conventional N CA 
cONlin[;s ll~ ve been tested lllrny times to r:ie ternine the rela-
ti ve for,,]l crag of these b:ldies . The 1'esul ts o.f many of these 
test'! nrG Gummal'ized in ficure 11.1 , in v,rhich drag coefficient 
based on i'l'ontal area 18 shown [lS a function 0: fineness 
ratin . ~he dashed line is f~r streamline bodies of revolu-
ti:m; tlle solid llne is i'or the same bodies equipped 'vVitl.l. 
c.o.ilvertional Nl·~C.h. cowlings . Pineness ratio .is defined here 
8.S the ratio 01' the leng-ch behind the maxinum sectlo~l to the 
raa;wter of the maxiraulll section . It \' ill be noted tha.t the 
bodies equipped v.'lth ros~ cowlings are much more sensitivE; 
to t1.:e t1' pa tment o[ the ufterboc1y thEm the bodies wi th 
rounded. noses . This fact shows that the conventiona l cow l ing 
:!..rltl'Oc.uces 8("):"1e sort of instabili' y into the flow wh::'ch mc.y 
caU38 separation and result in a hl~h form dr~g . ~his in-
stsbillty can be C~llnter a cted to a large e~tent by alining 
the afterbody with the flow . In the s e tup being considered , 
alinement of the afterbody means the use -f long afterhodies 
in 0rder tlillt the rate of expansion of thc f10w over the 
aftcrbody is low . 
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FiE~re 41 . - Bffect f fineness r atio on drag coefficient pf 
body 0:::' revolut lon viii th strc3.mline noso and wi. tb I:~ACA 
c.owlin,3 EOSO . 
The 31 tl1a t ion ts s i:~'1i lar when the nacel l e J sins tal led , 
on 'a win~ . L::~ the nacelle i~ not fl.lin-d with the flow over 
the ~ing , the unst~ble f low CaU3eJ separat!on on the nacelle 
and the '''ling nnd a 1.L1Sh drag results . EX8. ct J.y true &linement 
obv:ously cannot be obtained 8~cept at 01 e angle of attack . 
TheaJinempnt should therefcre be csde for the condition of 
flight in which the bes t per fornance is desired . 
Analyses 8.nd 'Hind- tunnel te~ts show th&t eng ine cooling 
can be Qbts..ined fo::.' about 5 percent oi' tl'le enf,;ine j)ower , 
which is a r elat ive l y 1 01 cost; the exa ct aMount de Jend s upon 
t he cri tica l nl titude of the engine . The cost of engi_e 
cooling , however, in alm,)st al l ac '~ual iru:tnllations is much 
l arger than 5 percent of the er1sine ])o1[;er . F,] r & critical 
a ltitude of 2 5 , 000 ee t , for exampl~ , an installation that 
gives engine oo l il1(,'; at a c'ost of only 1 0 percent 01' the 
engine power is considered part~cularly bnod . The high cost 
generally can be largely attributed to 800r design of t he 
afterbody of the engine cowling . 
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CoolIng- Air Drsg 
The drag of tn· install&tian other than the forn drag 
prev1_ously c.iscur13ed .~.s cansod by the r eturn to tLe air 
stream, t11rcush tJ18 e.:'d t , or alI' thd. t has :to S.3 GallEn tum thun 
the .:"ree stream . Cor:.sider tbe 'flow of a:r tt:.r'ough a heat-
o:;:,rhanber "!.nstallatir)H . In the entrance , t~.A 'sotal pres -
~ure 0f the air 1s eS0e~tially that o~ the freb stream HO . 
In the heat cxcll.ar..ger : ::h'3 f ... ir d.:' es uneful work and :Jui"i'ers 
G corresponding loss i;l tOl~c-ll pro~sure . In Uh3 duc~s , non-
usef~l work is done and further pres~ure is lost . Finally , 
a t the exit the tot:ll pres:mre II3 i s given by 
'I'1-:,1..:3 total nreSS1l"e H;~ ' L3 co:,lpof'ed of stcltic pressur( 
[1"', and. uyn8l1.ic J'l'ess :"{.(" Tbe cross se ct ic)ll of tlIe low a t 
the exit is such that ~~e st tic rressure :n the exit equals 
the st&tic pressure o:;.t:::ldo L~e exi t . T~le vel()city of flow 
out o~ the exit is therE:f::n'e deterI"inecl by E3 L..Ld P:-; . 
r2he tJtr.l :t'lres8urc l-b, genernlly is Sf1ul l sLough for the 
velacity of the flow ~ut JP t~e ~xit to be loos than the 
free - stl'eOI<1 veloG_' ty "\ O. r:l'be s.;-st~m must i-hen be cl:b.rged 
\',":th d. dr3g ths.t io fj':"ven by 
\J 
D = g (VO - V3 ) 
PROVISION OF PRESSURZ GRO? 
Avallable PressurG Drap ?s a Funct!on of 
P::,'ov-ic1~_ng adequate prcs : ;urf) clrcp is on~ of Lhe f:m c-
tianJ of 1n inst~llation . h good entrance beaded into the 
qir strpam provides a total pressure that is very nearly 
eq~ul to ths totul cress~rG of the free stresm. Tbe drop 
in tot&l pressure Lhat is ava ilable f ')r use ::"n \.t Leat 
exc:1311['"er anc. the accoI:lponyinc; due t s £..nQ di.+' fuscrc is the 
difference 1>etween the tot8.1 pressures in t .. :-J.e entrance and 
in tbe exit . In the limit, that ls , chen the J:it areCi. is 
very large , the total pr eS811.re in the exit consists solely of 
static j1res 'ure clDQ the c:-xit veloclty is zero . The avai lable 
total pressure then is the ~i~ference between the total pres-
sure in the entrance and the B~atic p assure in the exit . 
1~e stDtic r8SS Ire In the exit depends O~ its locatinn . If 
the exi t opens to the rear and thE: vo loci ty of the a ir o ver 
tLe outside of the exit is nearly fr ee -stream velocity , . the 
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static pressure in t h e exit is ve ry nearly f ree - stream 
s tatic presslre . The pr essure droD availab le for the in-
stallation is tl1en t~le f r ee-st:::,eam dynamic prescure . 
Tbe asC"um~tion that the pressure drop nvailntle for u se 
in any instello.t!on is equal to the free - sL r earn ~ynnrni c 
pressure usually is not true i n prac ti ce. When the air-
plane is motionless on the [round , t he free-stre~n velocity 
is zero ; yet a pressure drop i3 a vailnble hccausc tbe pro -
pe ller pr0cnces a flow 'J ver t .r-J 's entrance a 1<1 the exi c . In 
flight , a lso, the propeller ~as an effect . The to tel pres -
sure in a~ ent~ance th~t 13 located behind the inner sec t ions 
of a propeller mGY be less than the total pressure f the 
free strea..m on account of thE; blockillg effe ct of the pro-
pel ler shanlcs . The total press" I'e in an eI1trance tha t is 
l ocat ed be 'lind the 'Jut~r se(',ti~n3 of n pr opel ler nay be 
greater than the total prcss1.1re (;1' the free stream . If the 
exit is located ~n the Eli~3tream , t~e stat!c prss8ur e in 
the exi t 1 il:ewise wi l l be 1e ss thc.m that of the free stream . 
Further r1ore, flaps can lie trsed. to reduce thp pre8sur6 at 
the exi t a~ld to inCreal'38 tht: pressure dro 0 b. vailab le fo r 
cooling . 111:..oe1" favornb l e condi tions , flaps can increuse 
the availabJ. €'; drop by ~j0me 30 pe cent . It must 0e realized 
that t~e radial location of both the entr ance and t he exit 
with r espe ct to the nrope l1er and t he discance of the 
entr a nce and the exit b6h ind the pr opel ler determine the 
pr es3ure drop th~t is available . 
PreSAuro ProvidEd bJ ConventIonal COilings 
Alinement 0 ...... the 8rltran ce 'wi th thE: locul air flo vv is an 
important consideration . An a irplane is r~quired to operate 
t h r ough a ranee of ano;le 'Jf attack and tb2.s requirement 
handic, };s the pe::-for·1TIA.l1ce O.L ... he (~ntrance . Evan a t otal -
head tube , '.':hicn L mut;h 1 i ke a ·cowlin . or scoop , has ti 
limi t ed angle of a t ta~k t r.tr0ugb which aDproxima te l~r t he full 
total - pressure reading is giv en. Entr an ces on airp l an es 
are usuE .. l l y nore Gri tical to chanf,;e in ang l e of a~ta clc than 
t ota l-hoad tube s. At ,ositive 'Anble3 of nt~tack , crosof l ow 
ove r an entranCd al lovs air to ente r ~.t tho bottom and to 
flow out t he top . The- usual name for tr i s phen')l:1.e n On is 
s pillaGe . (See.L i g . LL2 . ) 
Convent ional Hl\ CrI. c9wlincs Gxperi.ence s pillu.c;e and 
engine s in ..., tc~118d ~.n sucl cowl ihg3 te:ld to £1[\ VC tl18 10YTe r 
cy linder overcoo l ed 0.,::1<"1. th.e 1 pper ones ur.dercooled . Nume::' -
ous atterrp t s have been Made t o eliminate sp!ll&ge . The 
most successful schene is the use of a higt1- Speed entrance . 
rl 
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Vignre l.2 . - Sp11hl[}' f1' )'m poor l y alined l'I ,AG-, cowling . 
ThIs t:-Ipe 0:' entr E- LCE; h8.S a c()m;Jarativyly s l'1all inle t area, 
Hnd the air is incll.:cted at high peed cO!"'J.p8.red witll the lml 
entrance soeed in the case o f the conventi nel cowling . 
(See :ig . l3 .) The high- speed entrance tends to give & 
Fi c- ;ure 43 . - Cowling designed fo r hiGh a:r inlet speed .: 
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uniform nressure across the en~lne . This entrance , howeve r , 
does not function well l.mdu' all flit;ht c :mclitiorJ.s because 
it tends to b~ cr ~t .i..eL.l to cr-:a"l,ges 'i!l the ratio of air inJet 
speed to f1"e8-8:;re3.1'1 sreed . ':lnG pre8sure pr ~)v::'de:3. fre 'luent l y 
is only anprox~uately that ava:l&ble ~t tIC top cylinders in 
the poorl:' aiined conven-sional cowllng . Bec2.1 J[le t'-~ l< .. 'e is 
no spillaL8 , -'-10re cooline, air is req :tired with ~J: ' (~ .'" i )~h - speed 
ent rance . Furthermore , the hl/;h vp,loclt~.es w-,-k cL.rsful 
treatl'1en:; of the diffusine; sectlon necessary . 
A practicable solution to the problGm of spil l age ap:ears 
to be proper al.i..nement of the cn~ventionul co~ling . This 
solution 1nvo178s s~18ctinc tle most crittcal cooling condi -
ti)!l of fliGl-'t and. a~ining the covilinr;, 'Ni th t-?e 10c3.~ air 
flow for that condltlOl1. (See [i6 . 44 .) F lgl. re 45 illus -
tra tes s:)me of the cUr'fieul ties involved in obtaining proper 
Pigure h~ . - froperly alined NAC. co·vling . 
a l inem8nt ,1f a cov, lin[" . First , it r1a be obsnrved that the . 
wing dcmi!1ates -elle picture . 'JI-~ar ·the leading edge of a 
wing , the air has a l~rge vertical v locity component that 
i s a function oC> the b.ngle of e.t~&ck of tile winG . If an 
entrance i3 close to t', wing , the local flow &t tt.:.e entrance 
is therefore 1are; ly rJ.eternine:i by the ang_8 of attack ot' the 
~in3 j Fi~ure 45 also shows that the closer an entrance is 
t o the leading ec.ge 0.::' a w:ng , the grec..tc_ the chaneSe in tlie 
direction of th8 10Cf 1 flovl with change in the angle of attack . 
Figure ~-5 . Influence of win g on air - flow direction a t 
cowl inS entrance . 
III 
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Augmentation of Pressure by Blower s 
Caees arise in ~hich tte pres21re provided by tbe normal 
installation is j:r:adequate under 80,:'1e operating conditions . 
The ~;'lost 10[ic8.1 pr'Jcedure in s'wn cases 1.3 tJ use T10re sur -
face area for ~ooli''lg - nd thereby to l'educo tl}o, f1'evsure 
drop , required by the E:xC11aLt~er . It t:r~e 131'e2 to '3 t r.o S sible 
increa se . n s'u'face area , the nroper de s ibn 0 t' er: trc:nce ancl 
E'Xl'C , maxir.luT'l U3e 0 the propeller lipstream , o.~d the re -
ducticn 'Jf nonuseful pressure losse.., still fail to solve the 
problem, some aux iliary means or providing more pre~sure 
must be .found . 
A blower or a fan is the nost direct method of providing, 
increased pres..,ure . The chief diffIculty connected with . 
the use of a blNler is it s v:ei:::;ht . For ef'fic ien t IJlov.'e r 
o~eration , tIe sr~ed aLa thE blade setting of the ~lower 
must be contr'ollf~d by the pilot . It the blover operates at 
constant ~itch and at a speE;d proportional to th englne 
s~eed , it does the rnost 'No:ck and·prov3.des tt:.e hi~hest pres -
sures in the high- spe8d Llight c0~dit~on f or which th. 
cooling pressure usually is alre~dy u~equate . As the alti -
tude of flight ~ncre28E3 , further~ore , the velocity of the 
cooling all' in~reases, the anGle of attack of' the blower 
blades decreases , and the blower unloads . Fioure 46 shows 
for D. tY9~caJ. ~onstant-speed cOYlstant - pitcl.. blower , for 
example , the vari8.tion of the c)l'f'ssure rise across the blower 
and the po'er c at of oper&tion of the blower as functions 
of altitude , relative to the valuAs at 5J , OOO foet . If a 
blower is uned . q the so lut ion of the problem of high-
altitude cooli"1g , it 2.8 cloar that speect a:r:d pItch controls 
must he provided . 
Speed and pitch contro s , ~owe ver , make a blower exces -
sively herury and compJ.ic2ted . All cooling problems can 
doubtless be solved by providinc adequate heat - transfpr 
surfnce area for obtaining the required cooling w~th the 
ava.LlEAble pressure drops . T~l.e ques cion th&t r er:a.ins to be 
nswered 1s whethe r the heat - trunsfer engineer ~ill cloose 
to provide the re uired surface a r ea or ~hether he will 
decide to use a blower with the &ssociated weiglt and 
complication . 
rlECHAHISH OF COOLD G IH AIR-COOTXD EIJCHrE 
In the fol10wine; discussion , tile aim is to descr be some 
of the details of the mechan ism of the cool~ng of an air -
cooled engine , in order to g ive an i~sight ~nto t~e phenomena 
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Figure 46 . - Effect of al~itude on power cost and pressure 
rise of constant - speed constdnt - p itch blower . 
that a re Involved , a nd t J po int out the Dur.lerous factors 
that must he t aken into dccount in tr~T1ng to obtain correla -
ti ons an~ the inherent difficulties that are encountered in 
making n:ea surement s . 
The Mechanism of ~eat transfer fo r such cooling units 
as rediat~rs a. d intercooler s 18 well kno~n . lie re the 
pressure drop for c0o l ing , the rate o f beut tr~ns:er , the 
flow of cooliYJ.g ...... i1' , the flow of fl'dd to be co o l ed , anci the 
tei.lperDt'J.res caD a l l be C.tted into a cons istent picture and 
co r related with ono nnother . The conditions encountered in 
the 8ir-cooled engine are comp licated by nUl:>.erous faetors tha t 
m",l-\:e snch a carre 1a tion extro::1e ly d iffi ·:: u l t • 
In the a ir - co oled enbine , ~he l~tent heat of the fuel 
is d::'vided in some such Droportlon ;tS tlJat st.;wn in figure 47 . 
The divislon of the heat pictured l)ere i.s only a very 
rough Cl.ppro·ximation because the relative di visIon depends 
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Figure 47 . - Approximate d ivision of l a t ent heat of engine 
fuel . 
uDon engine adjustments , such ~s timin6 J valves , carburetor, 
intercooling , engine power , engine apeed , type of fuel , and 
many other factors . It ~s thus c lear that , ::'n attempts b.t 
correlation , a difficu lt problem is imposed because , first 
of all , an ~~predictctble quan~i t y of heat is to be di s si -
pated t o the cooling air . 
The over - all roblem of obtaining a correlation bet"een 
engine tempe r atures &nd ressnre drop is i'urther cor:ml ~cated 
b y the me chanism of cool~ng . The beat 'oing into coo ling 
is d:"vided somewhat as sh0wn in figllY'e ~.§ . It is interesting 
Figure 43 . - Approxima te d ivision of engine c00 ling . 
--- ~-~--,~.~---.----..------ - .- - -
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to observe that onl approximately 40 percent of the heat is 
dissipated by the baffled rart of the cylinder. Only about 40 percent of the coo ling , therefore, can be directly corre-
lated with the press~re drop of the engine cooling air. 
It is clear that the heat to be dissipated to the 
cooling air is a complex function of many factors and that 
the cooling is only partly dependent upon the pressure drop . 
The nature of tlle coo ling - a ir flow , the means of obtaining 
r-! preSfl ::. re , and the method of' measuring pressure on an air-
",'-I ~ cooled engine will be discussed in the f o llowing sections. 
I 
H 
Front Pressure 
The i'low in front of the engine takes numerous forms , 
depending upon the con~itiol s of f li ght, the altitude of the 
airplane , and the type of cowling . For instance, consider 
the a ir flow in a cowling in the high- speed f light condition. 
In tJ:lis case, the cow::'ing op erates very much like a total-
pressure tube and a measurement of the total pressure in the 
entrance show s very near l y f r ee - stream pressure there. 
In the t ake -off or climhing condl ' i on , the propeller 
superposes D. swir l on the axia l fl ow in front of the engine 
(fig. 49). The v610city pressure, the total pressure , and 
Figure 49 . - Swirl in cowling produced by propeller . 
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t he static pressure then vary rf-dia01.ly a Cl"OS3 the front of 
the engine. 
A spinner is often used to cover t'rre rro:peller t.ub anCJ, 
in this case , a reln.t ivel:r high-speed jet is . 1.50 crEJSe.l t 
(fig . 50). The pr0 ssure tubes mU3 t be carefully located to 
ob t ain the true pressure . 
Il 
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Figure 50 . - High-spee::' jet in 'iTlDIl nntr a ce a:~ea . 
Under fli.:;ht c')nditio.:1.s , t .. e· co·:!lin.; s :;!er&ted through 
a range of angle of att&c1c, \;~'.len the c'):Iling 1s opel'&ted 
at a h~gh angle of attac~ as in tIe c imbing condition , the 
air t ends to .flow lnto the bottor. 0::'''' the c01i!lin~ and ou't tho 
top and spillage occurs . (See fig . 42.) It may e~sily be 
deduced f~om the fo regoin6 illustrc,tiGD thht wide vaJ'i8.tions 
in tot&l pr€ss 1re may be ')1;)tained e ven 1N ith t he ::ost careful 
measurE-ments . 
The true totel pressure in fro~t of ~n engine valies 
from the crankcase to the ~~li~der head and fro~ top to 
bottom uncler normal or6rat111{; concitioEs . POl' instance , the 
swirl in front of the engine ~ay cause a ~r6ater pr e ssure in 
front of one baffle than in front of tl' e o t her baffle on the 
same cyl inder at the same redius. (See fi6 . 51.) Tube A 
wil l probably s~ow a higher total p~essure than tube B 
(fig. 51) . The dif:ere~ce between tubes may also vary from 
cylinder head to base . 
These illustrations slnr:- l y demonstr~te that no single 
location nor g iven num er of 10cati)Yls pro'Jioe ~l true p icture 
of the total pressure in front of the engine [v[ilable fo r 
coo ling . '].1he pres sur must be meu s J.red at ea ch po int of 
interest just as certainly 8.S it must be me· sured for ea ch 
condition of operation. There is no justification , othe rwi s e, 
for correlation between cylinder temperatures and pre sure 
-i 
l.; 
'} 
~ 
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Figure 51 . - ?low at baffle entrance and exit . 
drops across cylinders . There is no more justification for 
expecting one pressure mea3uremene on a cylinder to be sig -
nificant than for expecting one temperature measurement to 
be signif1.cant . 
The individual tubes must be l a ced in the fins or in 
the baffles where the value of the pressure is desired . 
The tube preferably should be installed in the fins a shart 
dista nce behind the entr ance to the baffle . (S e e fig . 51 .) 
A t lbe so located gives the true total pressure at the ~iven 
locat i on . 
Rear Pressure 
The flow behind the engine presents a much less compli-
cated pictnre than the flow in front of' the engine . Here 
the chief complicatio n arises f r om ehe jet3 of a ir as the 
flow escapes at the baffl e exits . (See fiC o 51.) 
If the stati c pressure is f.1easur ec. behind the engine , 
it w':'ll be f o und C8I1stant unless the measurements are made 
in the neighb:)rhood. of the baffle exit or near the cO I'v ling 
exit where the air is a cceler ating . 
The total pre s sure of the flow ou t the exit slot might 
be measured but such a measuremen t with flaps and adjustable 
cowling exit may offer some compli cat i ons . A static -
pressure measurement a t a po int remote from the baffle exits 
and the cowling exit is most convenient . Th e true static 
pressure must be constant behind the eng i ne except near the 
exit slot . A static - pressure gr adient c0uld occur behind 
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t he engine onl y be cause of a r esistance to flDw . A s i mp le 
calculation of free area behind the engine is suff i cient 
evi~ence that any sienificant ntatic - pres8ur e gr adient would 
be i mpossib l e . If an attempt js ma de t~ rnea3ure the static 
p res sure in the ne i ghborhood of the baffle exit , however, 
wide varia t ions in static rressure may be mea::mred , d e pending 
upon ho nearly the stat ic - pressu.re tube is aline ri 'iith the 
l o cal flow . A ve r y secluded location a ccordingly should b e 
f ouna fo r t he tube . In such a l oca tion, any type of measuring 
tube may be used to measure tho tru~ static oressure . 
The t r ue nressure drop i s given by the difference in 
pressure neasured by the totd.l - pressv_re tube in front of and 
the secDlded tube behind the eneine . Th~s pr essure drop 
a~plies to the passag e in whi ch the total - pressure tube is 
located and, under diffe r ent conditions, may vary from point 
to point over the engine . 
Effect of Propeller 
Some ~ears a g o a ser::es of test s was r un on a family o f 
cowlings 'with and without pr::lpc l ler oper ating . Some of the 
tests were made w i t~ an electrically ~eated cylinder mounted 
on a crankcase and 30me of them were made on an actual 
oper ating engine . 
The case of the ele c t r icall: r h e b.ted cylinder denons trates 
s ome of the coolin g p r ob l ems without the complications of 
variations in heat dissipation due to engine oper~ting con -
ditions. F igure 52, t aken fr om figure 11 of reference 22, 
shows t he effect of a p r o el l er and a b lo, le r on t h e t e:npera -
ture distribution around an e l ect r ical l y heated c~linder . 
Whe n the r esults a r e p l ot t ed as in figure 53 , which is t aken 
frow figure 13 of r efe r en ce 2 2 , ~t may be seen that , e ve n 
over the baffled part of the c rlinrler , the tel.'lpera tur e s a r e 
not deterniLed solely by the pressure dr op . 
The fact that figure 53 (a) shovls correlation e ven for the . 
front of the cylinder sim~ly means tha t the disturbances in 
the flow whi cb c001 the fror t of the c .~linder are related to 
t he speed of the air . The baffled part ')1' the cylir de r has 
a flow and a nreS3ure dr~p that are re l ated to t~e speed of 
t he airpl[me . 
Effect of Cowlino - Entrance Si ze 
The measurenents des cribed were al l [lade with ~ e iven 
cow l ing except whe r e the b _owe r was u s ed . The nex t step -
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Figure 52 . - Tenper~ture var~ation around an electrically 
heated cylinder Ear vrr~ous conditions . (Data from 
f:g . 11 ~f reference 22 . ) 
what happens to the ccolinB i~ an actual installation - is 
also interesting . Figure 54 il lustrates the effect of open 
frontal area on the heat diss:nated to the cooling air as 
measured from the air flow an~l che temperature rise of the 
air . ~o startlin3 conclusions may be drawn from the curves 
of figure 54 . It may be noted , hO-Never , that the cowlings 
with the largest openings dissipate the least amount of heat 
to the cooling air . This trend may be explained by spillage , 
whereby part of the' hea t transi' el'_'Gd to the air in front of 
the engine is spilled out the front o f the cowling . 
The tenden cy of the 3Maller c O~/ ling opening to dissipate 
more heat to the cooling air in the baffles or to require a 
higher pressure to m&intain a constant cylinder temperature 
is also experienced n t~e test s t and . ~ngines tested for 
cooling on a test st&nd where the e!1bine _8 installed in a 
circular duct and al l the cooling air passes o ver the engine 
invariably require higher pressure drops for c oo ling than 
the same engines installed in c onventional cowlings on 
aircraft. 
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Figure 54. - The r atio of horsepowe r transferred to cooling 
air to indicated hors epower as a function of indicated 
horsepower for var ious cowling openings , 
Conclusions 
The foregoing dis cussion anq illustrations simply 
demonstrate that the pres s ure drop required for cooling an 
engine is a function of many factors , all of which vary for 
each test setup and each f light c ondition . The relative 
effect of tbese variables may change when flight, wind-
tunnel, and tp-st-stand re sults are compared. 
Throughout the tests just discussed , elaborate measure-
ments were taken of the pressures' and. the veloci ties at 
numerous points in front of and behind the engine , in the 
fins on the front of the cylinder and under the baffle, and 
at the ex it to the c wling . Such measurements establish an 
effective leak area representing the leak area for cooling 
air around the engine . Because this effective leak area 
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remained constant re gar dless or cowling, pro peller, spillage , 
and so forth,the pr essure -drop meaAurements are considered 
reliable . 
If the pressure drops are assumed to be correctly 
measured, it may be concluded that the va rious conditions 
imposed by cowling design and flight operat i on have a sur-
prisingly large effec t on cooling. 
It may therefore be concluded that correl~tion between 
pressure drop and eng ine t emperature can be obtained at 
present onl y under the mo st risidly c ontr o lled conditions, 
such as sometirres ex ist in t es t-stand Qr vlind-tunnel tests . 
In view of this conclusion, efl'orts ,should be directed 
toward deve l opino installatiolls t hbt produce the greates t 
possible cool ing , on the one hr.nd J ~nd engines that a re 
adjusted to r equire a minimum of coo ling , on the othe r hand . 
Pressur e drop shoulc not be viewed us s ynonymous with 
cObling . It is true th~t , fo r any se t of fixed conditions , 
pressure drop is a Ii ea3tl'e of coo l i n g 1jut the variation of 
swirl, spillage, carlluretor ad justment, powe l' output , engine 
speed, and so fort h are s uch important fc.ctoY's in coo ling 
that they should. be given as 1l1.uch consideration as pressure 
drop . In fact, increasing the swirl or the spillage in' , 
front of an en gine and thereby increas ing t he cooling may b$ 
more feasible in some case s than obtaining the same incre a se 
by increased pressure drop in the baffles . 
DUCTS 
Means and methods of r educing the internal losses of 
total p r essure that occur in ducts are considered in the 
present section . ~'he experiment 1 data used are taken 
principally from refer ences 23 to 25. Total - pressure losses 
occur in ducts because of (1) frict ion) (2) obstruct ions, 
(3) change of shape , (4) bends, (5) abrupt contractions and 
expansions, and ( 6) c, if'.:'users. The 1088 in a ny 'part of a 
duct - for example) at a corner or in a diffuser - fo r al l 
practical purposes may be t a'ccn as proportiona l to the 
dynamic p r essure at that part . 'rhe total loss of :pressure 
in a duct may then be written 
6H = L: lcq 
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If a duct can be designed large enough that the dynamic 
pressure in the duct is slnall, the loss in total pressure 
caus ed b y bends, and so forth, obviously is small, ina smuch 
as k is rour;hIy of the Ol'd er of unity . It:.s not there-
fore necessary to exercise much care in trying to design for 
small valt16s 0 .f k , b.nd the following discussion can be 
large ly disregarded. If , on the othE,r hand, it is necessary 
for th~ dynamic pressure in a duct to be large, losses can 
be reduced by 1:1D.kin0 the v& lue n of 1c small. 
Friction 
The loss due t8 friction in ducts is generally negli-
gibly small. It can be c~ l culated by the equations given 
in the section entitled rt pres3ure ~03S . 11 
Obstruct~on3 
Obstructions ( ,ipes, spars, and so forth) should be 
eliminated insofar a s possihle . ~hcn tho obstructions are 
small co::npared vIi t h the size 0 f the (luc t, t he usual :fairings 
may be used. When the obstructions are l arge , the fairings 
should be based on the r 111e s for good diffuser des ign, in 
order to £;i ve a low I'a te 0 f expansion fo 110vJin g U .. e 
obstruction. 
Chanse of. Shape 
A gradual chanc;e of duct shape at constant cross-
sectional area (~or example , a change from circular to square 
section in a diRtance at least equal to the diameter u f the 
circle) g ives a negligible loss . 
of 
The loss co efficient 
Eends 
k = ~l for a bend is a function q 
(1) The radius ratio or the ratio of the radius of 
curva ture h of the du ct ax is t o the diar1eter or 
width of the duct D measured in the same plane 
as R. (~ee fie . 55 . ) 
(2) The aspect ratio or the ratio of duct height W to 
widtll D. 
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( '3 ) The angle e . through which the air is def l e cted b y 
t he corner . 
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Figur e 55 . - Defin':' tion of dllct s :Tmbo l s . 
, reference 25 . ) 
F i gur e 56 shows t~1e effect on k of varying RID and v:ID 
fo~ a bend 0 900 • It also sho~s that a ci r cular se c tion 
i~ better than a square se c ti.on and that a rec t anbular s·e c-
tion with the turn I!Jade on the sh)rt side (rJ>D ) can have a 
smal l er k than a circular se ct ion . 
If it is not practicable to desi~n a bend with desir ab l e 
(high ) values of aspect ratio and radius ratio , vanes should 
be used to reduce losses . As the gau - cLord rat:!.o sic of 
the vanes i3 dec:::'eased , the <::.spect rat.:o and the radius r atio 
of t he bend are increased . The addit ':'onal vanes , however, 
i n crease the frictiona loss . It has been found that , for 
thin meta l v<::.nes -;; i th the s ~lape of' the ar c of a q'.larter 
circ l e (fig . 57 ), the tota l loss -i.s a minLun (k =- 0 . 2 ) a t 
abou t sic = 0.45 . . 
Bend l osses are lower w IBn the bend is fo l lowe d by a 
stra i ght duc t than whe::1 the ('~.uct is terninated ir.'llTIediately 
af t er the bend . For 8 = 900 , the straight part shou l d be 
a t l east hD in leng th. 
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Figure 56 . - LOfS coefficient k of bend as a function of 
rat ~o of height to diameter and ~atio of radius of 
curvature to dimneter . ,'quare, circular , and rectangular 
cross sections; 8 = 900 • ( ]iTom fig . 3 of reference 25 .) 
Abrupt Contra9tions and Expansions 
Losses in the total pressure of the fluid occur at abr upt 
changes in cross - sectiona l area . The losses that take pla c e 
at abrupt contractions of cross - sectional area (fig . 58 ) can-
not be calculated without the aid of experimental data. 
Such data for inco~pressible fluids can be correlated by the 
equation (p . 737, reference 26 ) 
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where 
~H loss in total p ressure 
q2 dynaMic pressure in smaller cros s section 
k = 0.4 (1.25 - f) , 
0.75 (1 - f ) , k 
f<0 . 7l5 
f > 0 . 715 
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f' ratio of area of smaller cross section to area of larger 
cross section 
The losses at an abrupt contraction can be material ly 
reduced by rounding the edge at t ho entrance to the smaller 
duct. If the edge is only slightly rounded - as, for 
exa111ple, by a few strokes of a fi l e - the loss is reduced by 
approximately one - fourth . 
An abrupt increase in t he cro ss-se ctiona l area of a 
duct (fig. 59) also causes a l oss in the total pressure of 
the fluid . This case is one of the few in which loss of 
pressure in f1.01l'1 through duct s can be calculated without the 
aid of experimental l y determined co efficients . Mos t 
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·Figuro 59. Abrupt expansion of cross-sectional area. 
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tex t bo ok s on hydraul ics - f or example , r eferenc e 27 - s how 
t ha t , for inc ompr ess i blo f l uids , the l oss in to t a l Jr essure 
c aus e d by . a sudd en expans i on is given b:r t he e quat i on 
Pere again t he dynamic press' r e i s to be t aken a t the 
sma lle r se c t i on . 
( 68 ) 
For compr essible f l u i ds , the loss ~n tota l p r e s s ure 
c a used by a sudden increase in cross - sectiona l a r ea , as d e -
rived in a n unpu b l ished ~nalysis , is given by t he equa t ion 
where 
y + 1 
Fo r compar ison 0 the l osses in incompressjble andinc.om-
pres sibl e f l ow , the equation fo r inco~pres~ihle flow ~equa ­
t i on (68 )) is easily transformed to read 
= ( 1 - f)2 
2 (7 0 ) 
- . - '") 
Yb l '-
+ 1 
b y us:i.ng 
II = p + q 
and 
M2 = 
PV2 
yp 
= 
2q 
yp 
Equations (69 ) nd ( 70 ) are p l otted fo r air , Y = 1 .405 , 
i n fi g~re 60 . Inspection of fie;ure 60 shows tha t, eY- c ent 
at t h e highest ~ .'Iach numbers , the l')ss for cOT1.press i b l e fl ow 
can b e considered the same for mo s t , urposes as t~e l o s s fo r 
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incompressible flow and can therefore be calculated by the 
simnle equation (68). 
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Figure 60. - Loss in tota-l [lressure at abrupt expansion as a 
function of area patio and l'.Tach number In compressible and 
incompressible flow . y = 1.4050 
D-:'ffusers 
The princip&l function or a diffuser , or expanding sec -
tion, is to l'1crease stat:.c pres sure by transform':ng dynamic 
pressure to stat ic nressure . The adverse static-pressure 
gradient in a d1ffu. er tends to produ ce separation of flow 
at the walls and tile separation causE' S a loss in total pres-
sure. The principal design prob lem 1s to prevent separation . 
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If the d:Lstribution of velocity is constant acros s the 
initia 1 2nd the fina 1 sectiO!lS of G. diffuser ~ the diffu~ er 
effj.ciency can be defined as 
For the ve l oci ty c"!.lstribution of turbulent f l ow, tr.l.is equa .:. · 
tion gives an efficiency that is 0111y a few percent too l arge . 
The principnl factor upon 'Fllich t .. le efficieLc-'r 'T\ de -
pends is the l'e.te of e:':lJansion. Figure 61' S110W~1 the varia -
tion of 'T\ "In th the an(l'1e of expansion 29 for Ci rectangu l ar 
Figure 61 . - Diffuser efficiency ae a function of expansion 
anglo and eX;Jansion 1'8 tio . 
section and for Circular sect:i.ons of var5.ous expansion 
ratios. For conical diffusers. t~e angle or e)~ansion of 
gl'eE~ te s t efftc lenc] lies be tueen 50 and 8° . The efficiency 
decreases rapidly as 28 increases beyond about 10° . For 
square diffuseI's, the an2le of expansion for whJ.ch the effi-
cienc y is groatest is about 6° , For rectangular diffuser s 
in ,-rhi.cll. tl e initlr'.l section is square and one pair of wa l ls 
remaina parallel 1-l'.1ereas the othel'"' ,;)ai r cl.ivorGe ~3J maximum 
efficiency occurs at about 26 = lIb . Figure 61 also shows 
that the efficiency clecreases as A2/A l tl1Crea:3es a.l1d that 
.. 
-~-----------~-~--~~~-~-.. ~~---~.-~~---~~~-
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the erfect is greatest for large values of 28 . At the 
saMe rate of eypa '1.S j.on .. the t ~ s ~ cl t the sanie i.r:.crease in 
area pe:-- uni t 2.en.;th of duct;> tl:e circular section :'s .nore 
efficient than the square sectj.ol1 clnd ble square section 
is 110re ei'ficient th£:.n tIle rectan.:sular section . 
There is J.ess tendency fol' se'Jaration to occur and the 
eff:i.cienc~- is better for a th:n bOlmdary la.vor at the dif-
fuser entrance thall for ~ thick one . ~he eff:ciency there -
fo:,,'e is better for b. s:"1:':::,t j'lCt ahec>d 0:"" the cUffuser th&n 
for a lo~g one . ':'his _8..ct, hov,ever , is principally of 
academic interest find id not o~ mucL practical value in de -
Signing c.ucts for i:~5.r CN ft , tor' "v~lic duct length is generally 
dictated by other factors . 
Because tt.e st&tic pres '1-:.u'e continues to rise for some 
distance frou the e:;,,1 t of 2. d::"f':'user , the eff::'ciency of a 
di1fuser is greate~ when it ~s followed hy a length of outlet 
d"..lct . 70r 28 = 3° , t~le ef.:2'J.cie:lc:; ll:S? be incre<.,sed 5 to 
15 percent by an outlet c'uct . Tlle ef.L' f~ ct is greu'Cer ·.rilen 
28 is larger than Co. If the entrallce velocity dist:--ibu-
tion is C0.:1st8.11t , the o'..ltJ.et <iuct ::'enst_i should b'3 I'..lbout 
4D2; if the entrance velocit7 distribu tion is that of tlIT-
bulent l~low ~ the lengtL. sholl2.d be o.cout 6D2 . 
Vihen a c: lick expa!lsion must be 'sed. , separation can be 
delayed and ":;11e e:' i~i c iency i11creased by curvature of the 
walls . The be~1e.i.~i t of c l~rva t1.'re :l. s mo 8 t pronounced in the 
range 150 < 2e < 3Jo . .I. , g, .)d type cf curvature seems to be 
one that beeins ~r&dually un~ end9 !n a straight line, &8 
sl10wn in fiC;'lU'e b2 . 
- Diffuser w::.th curved wa.l ls. 
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Loss in total presol1re at qnite lare:,e angles of expansion 
may be reduced by use of deflectors . A system 0:: oeflectors, 
such as is sil.own j.n f:i.gure 63, can lncrea se T) bJ about L~O 
percent for 26 = goo . 
Figure 63 .. - Di.i'fuser with deflectors . 
Figure.. 64 . - ~efini t ·' on ');" d:'f f lSer symbols . 
\ 
\ 
t' 
I 
\.: 
l-
---------------------.----------~--~~------~------~~------------) 
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Diffuser s Followed by Resistances 
When a he~t exchanger is direct~y beLind a diffuser, 
the expansion can be rr,ade mucl mor a rapidly, l~or the same 
loss of total pressure , "Ch&.n ~,hen 8. large resistance is not 
beh~nd the di:fuser . Tests of dif~user-resistance combina-
ti~ns were reported in r~fere~ce 28, fron which the materia l 
in tLe pre sent sect ":'on·is taken. Ir.. these tests, the di.f-
fuser shape vvas de.f~ned Ly t .hl"'ee variables: a radius rtu 
at the e~trance or "Cne dilfuser , a~ bugle 28 of a cone, 
and a radius Rd at t'_e exit c-,J~· ti1P. di.f2-:>u~er . (See 
fig . 64.) 
1.0 -- I ~-+--J ~1:~-=-r: --- q ~ 0 .2- I I 
~.• ~D 
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- ~ I • 
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28 
PiC"::"" 65 . - Diffu 8r effi c:ie:lc:r 
1"1 u - "' ... -)'"1 arcgla 28 , conducti vi ty 
(;"1-:'·' c...r.::e length- dl"lL('ter r a cio 
fi::. 19 oi' re~erence 28 . ) 
~ ~s a runct~on of 6X-
of re s i G tar! ce -Jq/ b.p, and 
LID . A2/Al = 2. (Fron 
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Fignres 65 and 66 show the efficiency r) of a d iffuser ' 
that is followed b:r 8. resist a~L~e, as affected by the conduc -
tivity of t he resistance Vq/IIP, the r a tio 'Jf expansion 
A2/ Al, and t he L/D of the entrance duct , that is , the ve lo-
city di3trib~tion at t he diff~ser entrance . 
+---+~ffi 
I 
vi i p I-i-() . 2 II 
. 2 
. 6 --+---+ 
.4 1r . 4r--r~~~~1--~-4-- . 6 
I
' , II .4 
. 2 ---;----- L/D !-----+---1--+-~--+_---..,;f_-""'_+--,___. 6_+'_ O'----.....l.--~___l~_: ~_1....:_.1 _- ---L-_...!..--:~::::! :~:::=:=J±j 
T) 
o 20 40 60 80 100 120 llo 
28 
. 
Figure 66 . - Diffuser efficiency 
pansion an g l e 28 , c ondu ctivi ty 
entralce l ength-diamete r ratio 
fig . 20 of reference 2 8 .) 
T) as a function of ex-
of resistance yicj6P , and 
L/D . 1~2/ 1 == 3. (From 
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The tests showed that t he va lue of Ru is not critical. 
It need be only l a r g e enough to remo ve t he abruptness of the 
corner . A value of ~d = D2/3 appeareci better than otl:er 
values te sted, ex cept when the diffuser was very slIDrt . 
V/hen the <iii' .J.'nser "&'S vel'';{ short , the begin"1ing of the curve 
was too abr'lpt and a va2.ue 0:' Rd =- D2/6 'was better. The 
effective anw1e oi' ex:;yr:sion 28 is as ShOi"m in figure 64 . 
Langley f~emo::,'ia l J.~ero a1:J.ti cal Laborator y , 
I'rational Advisory Com:nit t ee .!~o r Aeronautics, 
LanGley 7ie l d, Va . 
APPENDIX A 
PHYSICAL PROPERTI:S OF IR 
The .spe-ci.i'ic heat 01' air at constant pressure may be 
taken as 
C p = 0.238 Btu/Ib/o,P 
for all temp'eratur-es and pressures encountered in heat -
ex change r war t: • 
. The Prancit.l_number for uir C '!l be consIdered a constant 
and ' equal to 
C '.Lg 
....E..'-_ = 0 '76 k • I 
For ,.air, the ratio o f t:1e s pe cific heat at constant 
pre:s-sure to the s pecific heat tit c or~sta=lt volume is 
The _ coe-f'tlc:.ient 0 f v::" sc-:) sit IJ. of a ir a nd t he t herrla l 
conduct ivi t y k of air can be considered f unctions of 
temperat 1I'e only . These quantities are SI101;Vn as t1.mct ions 
.of ·t-e:rnperature in OF il1 figuT'e 67. The vallle of IJ. at 
680 F was tal{en .from re fe r ence 29 and tll.A value of kat 
32° F was taken from refe re nce 30. Val'.ws of both IJ. and 
.k at other teMpe-f"a.tures were calculated by Sutherland 's 
e~ .g.i¥en in reference 30 . 
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Figure 67 . - Coefficient of vis cosity \-L and thermal conductivity k of air 
as functions of te~pernture . 
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APFK~mIX B 
PROPERTIES 07 rACA , ARl,lY , A:m N.RVY ATM00PHERES 
A standard atm spher e is uB ce s3ary ~or cOMputin g , e va lu-
ating , anet c0mp'arinc the per o:r'rran~e of a~l'craft at E.tltitude . 
The properties of tllree standLu'c atmo spher'es as defined by 
the NACA , t he ' r rr,y, and U'e lhlV':/ C:l.j'8 givell in tables V to VII . 
The standard atuosphcre defined by the NACA is an ap-
proximate y e arly average of' Ol.ldltions at 400 latltude in the 
United Sta tes ~ The sea.- level t S(:'!T>crat'.lre is taken etS 59() F . 
' .A uniform te~npcrabl:' e grL d.:'ent oJ:' 3 . 56)0 F per 1000 ft is 
assumed from sea l eve l to ~5,332 ftJ wtJOr e' the tempe r a ture 
is - 67 0 F . Al t i tude s '!J.ir.:;l e'C' than 35,33,,- ft are as sumed 
isothermal at - 67 0 F. l)l'es:nlres in t~le llACA standard a t mos -
phere are given by the eql~tion 
p = Po e - ~altltude 
in which Po is the sea - laval pressure of 29.)21 in . of 
mercury o.nd c is ~ fnnc ~ io:1. of s. Leun teY'1pe::-o a ture , which 
in turn is a fnncti.on 0.2 altitude . (See l' efe r en ce 31.) 
Densities are con:put e d b:T the ger:eru}. gflS law, wi t h se a -
level den~:lity taken d B 0 . 0(2)7(; slue;/ cu ft . . 
The standard 'ltr10S1")he r'e used by the Ar my 1 '- s a tempera -
t u r e at sea l e v e l lioo 1;1 higl'.or t:tan the temperature o f n.e 
NACA standar d atmosnhere. 'I'he graJio:1t is t'1e same a s jn 
.. 'the NACA a t mo spher e -; t~1a tis, 'the t el;'l cru ture r oa che s . ,67'0 F 
at 46 , ~'!I-~) ft ~ where the isothe rraal region is' assumed to begin . 
Pressures at ai l a lt .L tude~ are taken to be the same C'~s in 
t he NACA atmospr.ere . · " 
The standa r d atmosphere U.3ed b'J the Hc,.vy has a tempera -
t ure at sea le ye l 300 F hieher tlla':l the tempernture of the 
NACA standard c:tr.1osphere . T~1e gr ad :"ent 5.5 the sarno as :Ln 
t he NACA atmosphere; the tCn1;;e Y' E.ture re..lshes a cons J.;ant value 
of - 67 0 F at 43 , 656 f.t . rressures ~t all altitudes are 
t aken to b e t he sa~ne as in the lU.CA atm03phere . 
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T:\BLE V 
Alt-'':- dol'J:'empera ture Pressl1r e j :Geno5.ty , p 'Re1ut ive density , '~.LuU vI (OF ) (i"l . Hg ) ! ( s l1.l.g/cu i't ) p/po 
/--- --.J- -- --r- .------1 
: 5~) .0 12].52 I 0.002378 o 
1,000 
2,000 
;J,OOO 
lJ. 000 
, } 
5,000 
6 , 000 
7,000 
3.000 
9>CCO 
10 , 000 
11, 000 
12 , 000 
12 , 000 
14-,000 
1~,UCO 
1b,OOO 
17,000 
1 8 , oco 
1) ,000 
20 , 000 
21,000 
22, ()()0 
2~,OOO 
21+,000 
25 ; ')00 
26 , 000 
27 , 000 
28,ouO 
2;', GOO 
30 , ono 
31,0(\0 
32 , 0,)(J 
3=5 , 000 
31., IJ~)O 
35 , 000 
3~ , O 0 
37 , C')() 
3El , OJO 
39 , 1J0r) 
I 55 .11- 23,86! . ()02~09 
I J')~ . 9 27.S2 l . ~~)~24~ I L·j . ::; 26 . til i . v(.Jc... 7:) 
U! .• 7 2 lj.PL. I . 002112 I \' , \ 
I 
,,1 . 2 2 ~ . 89' . ,)0201.;.'1 
37 .6 ?j,98 .OOl~5S 
7.1 0 ?""' " 0 0"'"1 n"JR I .1L . • '-:) • u .' . -. v . _ ... '- J 
I 3 q . 5 22 . 22 . ')0 :..SC J I 2u ·9 21 . A [ . 001012 
. , 
I 
23 ·3 
1 0 . 8 
16 . 2 
, ") 6 
..L :._ • 
9 ·1 
5·5 
l . q 
-1. 6 
- 5·2 
- S. 8 
- 12·3 
-1 ) · 9 
-19 ·5 
- .2-3 . 0 
') " 6 
- c:....o . 
- 30 . 2 
- -,. '7 
- )). I 
- 37 .~ 
-40. q' 
I,; [. - Lf~';'· · I-
- L~3 . 0 
-51.6 
- 55 · J. 
- 8 '7 
- ) ' 1 
,..-, 'T 
- O":: . t.:... 
--65 · 3 
- 67 .0 
- ~7 .0 
- 67 . U 
- C1 .0 
I 
-I 7. ' 7 r OO::'2G7 
-') . , ) 
~~ . 1 ::1 . (,J1225 
12.S~ 00-' 1 SA • ,L_ ') 
12.10 0\) ' 1 1, ~ • . _ L ,~ ... 
lL t;9 . OullC3 
1L" '] o Jo .. ,06 5 
10.62 .001028 
10.16 • JCH),)92 
9.72 0 .OJO<)57 
:1 . 2 ~) . 000).22 
[ .830 · no,S82; 
C' I. 'CJ 7 O·OU,iJ c::. 7 
.j • 1_;-1... . ...' 
· ./ , 
F . l n . 00,)826 
7 · 7.'2.2, .00,)795 
r( :z.r.."..., 
· 0007t'5 • ./, i I. 
7· 03b . ooo7~6 
6 .7Jt1 • OOO'70L~ 
6 . - ,')~: 
· 00u6'( 1 6.0qr . Oco(.Lro 
C) Q 1 ~J 
. OOOGIO .... . l.. . c:... 
· 5327 
· a11 :.8 
· 974 . L~805 
• 46Li.o 
• L!J.;.Go 
) 727 
• +) -./ 
.)+171 
,4023 
· 3879 
. 37ho 
7t~03 
• "u 
· 3~·72 
· 3 31~3 
7. ~ 1 3 
• y::'_1 
. 700 8 
" ~ 
. 2902 
.2824 
. 2692 
. 2566 
Altitude 
1--. 
L~o, 000 
L~l , 000 
1 ~2, 000 
M ' OOO 
i- / OOO 
45 , 000 
L~b , 000 
ii-t , OOO 
4 , 000 
1-1-9 , 000 
50 , 000 
51,000 
52 ,000 
5R ' 000 
5 , 000 
55 , 000 
56 , 000 
5'6 , 000 
5 , 000 
59,000 
60 , 000 I 
61 , 000 
62 , 000 
64, 000 6 , 000 
65,000 
66 , 000 
67 , 000 
68 ,000 
69 , 000 
70, 000 I 71 , 000 I 72 ., 000 I 
74,000 7 ,000 I 
75,000 
76,000 
7~ , 000 
7 , 000 
~9 , 000 
0 ,-000 
TABLE V - Continued 
-- - I ---Temperature Pressur e; De'1sity , p 
( OF) ( i r l' \ ( slug/eu ft ) ~ ... i . J:l ) I 
- 67 . 0 5 · ~)3; 0 . 000582 
- 67 . 0 C) • - (; ) • C(055)~ 
- 67 . 0 ~ . 036 . ) 00527 
-67 .0 1 . 802 . (100')Ou 
- G7 . 0 ~ . 57 3 (,'"'Of '""'J • )\... '-t- ........ 
~ - 67 . I) L~ . ;z, 6) ~ . 000\)0 
- 67 · 0 1 ~ ... . ouoll;·)';' .:- .lo'J 
- t 7 . 0 I :<; . 065 r!(lo l:-, r'/ • L '.,..._ ( - 67 . 0 :'.781 I 
• C\)039'~ 
- {;7 . 0 3 . 6oL~ . OC03 '7 S1 
- 67 . 0 3 .436 I . 0003 G::. 
" '7 0 ;;: 27f-
. OJO)Lj1.L - b ( • 
.-I ' J 
·· 67 · 0 /.j . 121, . 000328 
- 67 · 0 .') 073 O()0 3 J~ ~' / · - - . ./ 
. - 67 . 0 ~.~ . 839 . OU02QJ 
- C7 . :) 2 . '70 7 I . ooo2jh 
- 67.0 " 2~' . 000271 - e :......; L 
- 67 · 0 t2 . ~Go . OO02? S 
- 67 . 0 2 -. / t; 00"") ... • )J_~ '- • \"''-L ~b 
- 67 . 0 2 . 236 . 000235 
- ~7 . 0 2 . :"32 . ()C0 22L 
-- ~ 7 . 0 2 . G~:S . 0002:E 
·-67 · 0 • 9:"0 • OOC21)!~ 1. \ "') "..J 
- 67 · 0 1.847 . 000194-
- 67 · 0 1.76::. . 0001 8"-, /. 
- 67 .0 - . G7Q . 000 1:0 
- 67 . 0 1.601 . oool~8 
... '7 '""I 1. c 26 I . 00,)160 - ~ IOU 
- 67 · 0 1 £sr I . 0001')) --. -L,,:; 
-67 .0 1 .7 87 I . oocILd; 
- G7 . 0 1.7;22 I . 00(1) , - ~7.0 1.261 I • OOC) 1 '12 - 07. 0 1 . 202 0-0 ' ::" • \ U : .l..c.Q 
- (J ( . 0 I 1 . lL t 6 . 000120 
- 6(' . 0 1 . 0°3 • OUOII~) 
- 67 . 0 -_ .Oel , a0010L - 67 . 0 0 .:' 3 • 00010 ~ 
· ::'~ / / 
- G7 .0 ' ;' Li I:) • OOOC )') 
- 07 . 0 . j02 . 000095 
- 67 . 0 . 860 I . OOc090 
- 67 . 0 • (320 , 000036 I I , 
I 
I 
ReJ.ativ 
p 
0. 
· 
· 
· 
· 
· 
· 
e density, l 
Ipo 
2447 
233 2 
2224 
2120 
2021 
1926 
1837 
1751 
1669 
1591 
· -
· 
· 
· 
· 
· 
· 
· 
· 
· 
· 
· 
· 
· 
· 
· 
· 
· 
· \ 
· 
· 
· 
· 
· 
· 
· 
· 
· 
· 
· 
· 
· 
· 
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TABLE VI 
ARI.IT SUMBER STA1'IDARD ATLlO SPHElm 
'-- . . 
- _ .. -1 
Altitude TemDe r s.-Gu e Pre s sur e DensHy , p 
Re l at i ve deLsity, 
( OF) (in . Hg) ( sl ugjcu ft) pip ° 
f--. 
0 99 .0 29 .92 0 . 002207 1. 0000 
1,00'J SJ5 .4 28 . 86 . OO2 1) ~3 . <)710 
2 )000 Y1. 9 2l · 82 . 002081 .9129 
7 000 88 . 3 2 . 81 . 00201 7 .9139 4: 0(.'0 O~ . 7 2~ . 8L~ . 0019:=8 . 8e72 
5,000 I 81.2 I 2 ~ . S9 . 0013
07 . 85~ 6,000 '(7 .6 ~~3 .98 .001Shl . 83· r 
7, (JOO 7h .o 23 .09 . 001 783 . 807G 8, 000 70 · 5 22 .22 . 001 7.2l • 783 ~ 
9, 000 66 .9 21 .38 . 00167 .7585 
10 , 000 63 · 3 ~~O . 58 . 00162 3 . 7354 
11 , 000 :::9 · 8 19 · 79 . 0015'11 · 'llla 
12 , 000 56 .2 :·9 · 03 . OOl ?,2 1 . 0892 
1~ , O00 s2 .6 :!.3,29 . 001·+72 . 6670 
1 ., 000 [~9 .1 1 7 · 5~ . 0011123 .6Lt4a 
I 15 , 000 } ~5 · 5 10 . 86 . 001378 .6244 1 b, 000 1 ~1 . ') I 16.21 . 0013:;2 . G035 17 , 000 38 . J~ la·56 . 001289 . 58L.l J 8 , (loa 34. £3 1 .94 • ')01 ~);-5 . ::;6Ll 
~ j , (,,00 31.2 I 14. 33 ,)01205 . 5L;60 
;~O , 00:) 27 · 7 13. 75 . OOll ()3 . 52~0 
~ ls0CO 2L .. l 13· 18 . 001123 " so (3 
22 , 000 20 .5 12 .63 . OC1035 [.016 • r"/ ""'-
27, 000 17 .0 12 .10 . oClOL? I ~41 I 
. i.~{ ;l-
I 2[: : 000 13 .h 11 · 59 .0010::'0 .~7b 25 , uOO 0 .8 11 . 10 . 000974 · . ~13 26,000 t'.3 10. 62 . 0009J.~0 . 1--1259 
27 , 000 2·7 10 .1 6 . 000907 . )~llO 
28 , 000 
-'4 9 · 720 .000374 . 3960 29,000 - ), . 9 · 293 • 00081~1 . 3[311 
;0,000 ,·8 . 0 a . 8GO . 000811 . 3075 
31 , 000 - 11 .6 8 .403 . 000731 . 3~39 
32 , 000 - 15 · 1 8 .101 . ,)00752 · 3,07 
"'J?"OOO - H) .7 7 . 732 . 000723 . 3276 
e, 000' 
-22 .2 7·377 . 000695 . 3149 )4, 
35 , 000 -2S . 8 7. 036 . 000668 
•
302L 36, %0 - 290 4 6 . 708 . 0006h3 .. 29 1 . 
37 , 000 
-32.9 6 . 395 . 000618 .. ?,;(n 38, 000 
-36.1) 6 . 09t. . 0005,;4 . 2Gs' 1 39, 000 
-40 .• 1 5·m2 
, 
' O-)J571 . 2587 
ho , ooo -~1 · 6 5. 541 • oOG54:? .,248 . 41 , 000 -4 .2 5 .283 . 000528 . 2392 
42 ,000 :~4J G·036 . 000?08 .2302 !£, OOO ,. 802 .000468 .2211 
, 000 
-57. 9 4 .578 .00'J470 .21~0 
45,000 -61.5 4 .364 .0001.62 .20 8 
46,000 -65 .,0 h.160 .'Do0434 .1967 
47, 000 -67.0 3.966 . 000417 .1889 
48, 000 - 67 .0 3'l81 .000397 .1799 49,000 - 67 .0 3. 04 .000379 .1717 
TABLE VII 
NAVY Sm.1Ml'.:R S'l'AlmJJill ATIJ[OSPHERE 
Alti tude Terlperature Pre ss ure Density, p Relative de~sitYJ (OF) (in . Hg) (slug/cu ft) p/po 
0 89 .0 29 .92 0.002248 1 .0000 
1,000 85 .4 28 .86 . 002183 
·9711 2 , 000 81.9 27 . 82 . 002118 .9422 e 000 78· 3 26 . 81 . 00205L~ ·9137 ~ : 000 7h. 7 25 .8Ll- .001993 . 0066 
5 , 000 71.2 24 . 89 . 001933 . 8549 6 ,000 67 .6 23 .98 .001875 .83 1 
7,000 6~, . 0 23 .09 . 001 818 .8037 
8 ,000 60 .5 22 .22 .001761 .7834 
9 , 000 56 .9 21 . 38 .001706 .7589 
10,000 53 . 3 20 .58 . 001654 . 7358 
11 ,000 h,) . 8 19 .79 . 001601 .7122 
12,000 L~6 .2 19 · (3 . 0®1551 .6899 
14,000 42 .6 18 .29 . 001~01 . 6677 I ,000 39 . 1 17.57 .001 52 .6459 
15,000 35 ·5 16. 88 . 001405 . 6250 
16,000 31.9 16 .21 . 001359 . 6045 
17,000 2tL4 15.56 . 00131h . 584~ 10 , 000 24.8 14.94 .0012TL .565 
19 . 000 2 .2 14. 33 . 001228 . 5463 
20 , 000 17.7 13 . 75 . 001107 .5280 
21 , 000 I h .l 13 .18 . oo1l47 . ~102 22,000 10 ·5 12 .63 .001107 . 924 
24, 000 7·0 12 .10 .001069 . ~755 2 ,000 3.4 11 .59 . 001032 .!..691 
25 , 000 - .2 11.10 .000996 .L!11-31 
26, 000 
- 3. 7 10 .62 . 000960 . ~270 
27, 000 
-7.3 10 . 16 .000926 .Lfl19 
28 , 000 -10 .9 9 . 720 . 000893 . 3972 
29,000. ·- lL~ . h 9 .293 .000060 . 3826 
30 , 000 ·-18 .0 8 .880 . 000829 . 3680 
31 , 000 -21.6 8 .483 .000798 . 3G50 32 , 000 -25 ·1 8 . 101 .000768 . 3 16 
3
4
, 000 -28 . 7 7.732 .000739 . 3287 
3 , 000 - 32 .2 7 . 377 .000711 . 3163 
35,000 -35 .8 7.036 .000684 . 3043 
36,000 
-39.4 6 . 708 .000658 .2927 
37,000 -h3 . 0 6 . 395 .000633 .2816 
38,000 -h6 .6 6 .096 .'000608 .2705 
39 , 000 -50 .2 5 . 812 . 000585 .2602 
40 , 000 
-53 .8 5 .541 . 000561 .2496 41 ,000 
-57 .4 5.283 . 000541 .2407 
42,000 -61 . 0 ~ '. 036 . 000521 .2318 
43,000 -6)-1- .6 ;, . 802 . 000501 .2229 
44,000 - 67 .0 4 .578 . 000481 .2140 
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